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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Remarks 
The dimensional instability of plain, reinforced and prestressed 
concrete members is the result of creep and shrinkage in concrete. These 
phenomena were observed many decades ago, but no particular attention was 
given to them, since it was found that these deformations did not influence 
the strength of plain·and reinforced concrete structures appreciably. How-
ever, the advent of prestressed'concrete, and bridges and multistory struc-
tures over 1 arger spans, enhanced the importance of long ti me deformati ons 
of such structures due to serviceability requirements, and required a clear 
understanding of mechanisms involved in creep and ·shri nkage and the principle 
parameters controlling them. While the main concerns in plain and ·reinforced 
concrete were the ti me-dependent deformations and ·formati on of cracks in con-
crete due to creepandshri nkage, the primary concern i npres tressed concrete 
structures, at least in the early phases of development, was the time-dependent 
loss of pres tress i ng force. Over the 1 as t two decades, the deve 1 opmen-t of a 
bette~ understanding of the behavior of prestressed ·concretehas red~cedthe 
concern ·about problems connected with time-dependent loss ofprestr~ssi ng 
force 0 Recently, attention has been .given to the time-dependent deflections 
'l! . 
. " 
of flexural members, which do not affect ultimate cap-a.cities of structures, 
but may be· critical for serviceability. 
1.2 Object and Scope 
The main .objective of this investigation was to provide ·a funda-
mental .understanding of ·the·effectsof creep, shrinkage, and material properties 
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on the time~dependentbehavior of noncomposite and composite .prestressed 
structures under sustained loads and subjected to fluctuating temperature 
and .humidi ty condftfons in the fiel d, and under 1 aboratory storage cond;-
t;'ons, and to .develop a method 'of analysis suitable for predicting the time-
dependent ·deformati.ons of such structures. 
The scope of the investigation ·may be divided into two parts; 
laThe experimental study, and 
20Th e analyti ca 1 study 0 
The experimental study included: 
T.· ·Ffe 1 dmeasurements onafull-si ze , three-span ·pres tressed 
I-beam bridge 's'tructure wi th compani on .laboratory ·and ·fi e1 d-
stored .creep,·shri nkage, and strength test specimens, over a 
. per·i od of ·two. years; 
2. Laboratory measurements ona liB-scale model beam structure, 
consisting of ~single row of .prestressed I-beams and·cast-
i n-p lace deck concrete ·provi di ngcontinu; ty ·overth rees pans, 
over a period of ·270 days ·after release of prestress in go 
Measurements were also made on companion creep and ·shrink-
age .specimens-made of ·the beam·and ·deck concrete; 
3. ~ Tests on creep, shrinkage, and strength development of·6 by 
12 ina· steam-·cured and ·air-curedcylinders ·under ·field, 
1 aboratory and fog ·roomstorage conditions., up to 469 days 
after loading of·the creep specimens; 
40 . Tests on ·creep under constant and ·variable stress on6 by 12 
inc cylinders and·a 6-ft long, 6-ino· di.ameter prestressed 
3 
column under :laboratory storage conditions. The strain measure-
ments were made up to 146 .daysafter release of prestressing of 
the column 0 
The major ·va r; ab 1 es i nves ti~gate d intheexperi menta 1 s tudywere: 
vari at; on ofhum;'di ty and temperature of the- surround; ngatmosphere; var; ati on 
of s tra; ns and .defo rma ti-ons· .wi" th time, s tren gth ,si ze andsh ape, curi ngand 
storage condi.tions~ states of stress, age of concrete and ·material properties 
of .theprestressing steel. 
- The analyti cal study included: 
1. The reexami-nation of -therel i abil i ty of the most i mportantpre-
-di ct; on -methods- -for the -creepandshri nkage of the 1 aboratory 
-and -fie ld~store-ds-pecimens, with clarification of the p ri-ncipl es 
involved i-n--the -methods of ana-lys; sfor tak; ng creep and -shrink-
age into accounti nthe -des; gn -of -the prestressed beams -and 
compos.i teprestressed structures; 
29 The development of -a -rational method of -analysis for predicting 
the time-dependerit-stresses, strains, loss of prestres~ and 
camber of the structuresmenti-onedabove under field storage 
conditi-ons.Forthis -purpose,acomputerprogram -based on 
- - both rate of creep andsuperpositi on -methods -was-developed 0 
--Measured and -predicted -uni.tcreepandshri nkage -values of the 
1 aboratory and -fi-e ld -stored -concrete speci-mens were developed 
for use-in step-by-step calculations of structural deformations, 
The results 6fthese analyses were compared withthecorres-
pondi n9 fi-e 1 dand-laboratory camber and strain- -measurements. 
3. The development oTa simpli.fiedmethod of analysis -for ca1cu-
latingtime-dependentstresses, strains, loss of prestress, 
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arid camber of prestressed beams and prestressed composite 
girders, for which the time-dependent stress-strain relation-
ships in concrete under variable stress, deve10ped by Trost 
(1967) and based on the s uperposi ti on ·method ,was used . A 
numerical e~ample of this procedure is illustrated 1n 
Appendix Eo 
Based on .the results of experimental and analytical investigation 
of this study and also investigations carried out by other investigators, in 
Chapter 8, practi cal recommendati ons· ·are made fortaki n9 ., nto account the 
effects of creep and ihririkage in ·the design of prestressed beams and ·com-
posite prestressed structures. 
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2 a PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF CREEP AND SHRINKAGE ·EFFECTS 
20' Introductory Remarks 
The complex nature of ·the mechanisms involved in creep and ·s·hri nk-
age, which affect the· time-dependent .deformations of plain,. ·reinforced ·and 
. ·prestressed concrete ·me·mbers ·greatly, has puzzled ,researchers for many decades 0 
·There are a large number of'·authors who have contributed.hypotheses 
,i nvo1 ved ;'n ·creep ·and .s.h ri nkage o'f. ·concrete o' . Forexampl e, the ACI Bi-b 1 i 0-
. graphy on.Creep ·and Shri~kage(ACI~ .1967) gi.ves487 references on .creepand 
shrinkage of concrete from ·1,905 to ·1966. 
It is not .theobje~t oT·this investigation toexplai.nthe .pi·oneer-
i ng .Jobs· of ·Thomas ,. G·l anvi·ll e, Troxe 11 , Richart, Washo ,Fluck ,and ·many ·others 
on·plain ·and ·rei·nforced:ccinc~eteo· Instead y i·n .thi~ chapter, an attempt has 
·been ·made' to .explai.nthe most.important .concepts' tnvolved ;'n ·creep ·under 
·varyi ng ,g tress and,shri nkage 0 The recent ·theori es and ·methods·· ·for ·ca lcu-
.. ·lati ng .long-·time ,behavi or of .composi-te , .. prestressed ·concretemembers are 
·then examinedo Emphasis has been given to .foreignliterature,. especially 
German ·and .European, ·s·ince the ·approxi.mateproceduredeveloped.here' is· based 
on studies ·whi ch,were·devel oped i-nGe'rmany 0' Fi na 1 ,1y, recent ·fi e 1 dmeasure-
ments on actual s tructureswhich reflect the importance of ·envi-ronmenta 1 
. ·e·ffects onlong-.time ·behavi or of ,prestressed structures aredi.scus·sed. 
2.2 Oefi ni·ti on of .Creep ·and Shrinkage i nConcrete ·Ma terial s 
It is well known·that, in ·concretematerials, strains ·tend to 
·increase under constant .s.ustainedloadsand tend'to ,decrease upon ·the ·re-
moval of ·theload.· Hence, in. general, the time-dependent ,behavior of ·concrete 
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·materials does not follow· the assumptions of the theory of elasticity and 
the stress-strain relationship should be expressed as a function of time, 
The time-dependent behavior of materials may be exp'lained in terms 
of the theory of vi s coe 1 as ti c bodies, whi ch are composed oftwomedi a: An 
·i dea 1 e 1 as ti c body whi ch fo 11 ows Hooke IS 1 aw and a vi s cous fl ui d whi ch fo 11 ows 
Newton's 1 aw 0 
Hence, such a generalized ·fo'rm of the linear theory of elastic'ity 
combined with the mechanics of viscous fluids results in ·theso-called 
theory of linear viscoelasticity, which like the linear theory of elasticity 
is based on ·the assumptions that stresses are. proportional to ·strains and 
that the deformations are small and do ·not exceed the elastic range. The 
assumpti-onsresult in' the fact that the mathematical formulation of theory 
of linear viscoelasticity is limited to materials to which the principle of 
superpositionc~n be applied . 
. Therefore, the rheo 10g1 ca 1 properti es of concrete under work; ng 
loads can be defined wi th two types' of deformations:· Recoverable and ., r-
recoverable, which in turn can be instantaneous O~ time~dependent.The 
instantaneous, recoverable deformation is called elastic deformation, whereas 
the time-dependent ·recoverable deformation is referred to asde·layed ·elas-
ti ci ty 0 
The instantaneous, irrecoverable deformation can be regarded as 
permanent set {plastic set), whereas the time-dependent, irrecoverable de-
formation i·sreferred to in terms of vi scosi tyc 
Conventionally, creep iri concrete is defined as the total time-
d~pendent deformation of coricrete under ·sustained load i·n excess of the 
time-dependent deformation of identical unloadedspecirnens stored under 
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.. ·the same environmental condl·tions .. Hence, creep strain- may be expressed as : 
where 
E (t) = E (t) - E - Esh(t) cr c co (2.1) 
Ecr(t) = creep strain at time t 
EC(t) :: total strain of the specimen under sustained load at 
time t 
ECO = instantaneous strain in specimen due to application of 
load· at time to, 
Esh(t) :: strain of unloaded companioh specimen during the same 
time interVal t (shrinkage strain) 
Free shrinkage o~ free sw~lling in concrete materials is defined as 
the: volume change or·de·formation of plain 'concrete, in excess of thermal de-
formations, which occur in ·absence of applied loado Free dyringshrinkage 
is associated·with volume contraction, ·whe·reas free swelling is referred to 
as volume expansion of plain concrete. 
Inmos teases, creep andshri nkage occur simultaneously. . For con-
venience and to· .avoidmisunderstaridfrig of ·the .interdependence of creep. and 
sh·ri nkage~the ·concepts of ·basic creep, .drying .creep ·andswe·lli ng' ·creep have 
been ·introduced by some authors ,(see Ali and .Kesler,1964) 0 
Basic creep is that.'part of ·creep which occurs under conditi·ons of 
no change i·n .themoi·sture content ·(orsatu~ated state of moisture .equilibrium) 
of the loaded specimen. 
A change in ·moisture content in concrete ·memberssubjected to load 
causes addftional creep 'i-n ·excess of that i nidentical loaded specimens ·wi th 
no·mo;'sture ·exchange. The additiona lpa rt of ·creep ·associ ated ·wi th drying 
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of specimen is referred to as drying creep, whereas the addi.tional part of 
creep associated with swelling of the specimen is defined as swelling creepo 
Thus, the total creep strain at a constant stress can be defined as the sum 
of the two components, basic creep and drying (or swelling) creepv Therefore, 
where 
Ebcr(t) = basic creep 
€ de r ( t):= dry i n 9 c re e p 
Sometimes, for convenience, creep in concrete 1.5 expressed not in 
terms of actual applied stress, but in terms of creep per unit stress. This 
is the so-called ,unit ,creep ·and ·can be expressed in the following form: 
(203) 
where 
Ecr,U(t) - unit creep at constant stress 
oco - "in"it.fal stress in concrete at loading 
If a concrete spec~men is maintained under sustained loading up to 
timet ,= t,and the loading is then removed, the concrete will undergo an 
instantaneous elastic recovery which will be followed by a time-dependent 
recovery of straino The total time-dependent deformation of concrete fol-
lowing 'removal of the load in excess of the deformation of identical unloaded 
specimen is referred to as the creep recovery of concrete, 
Two kinds of time functions play important roles in defining the 
time-dependent deformations in composi terei nforced pres tressed concrete 
structures under load: Creep functions and relaxation functions. 
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The creepfuncti on i.sdetermined by means of·a creep tes.t in vlhi ch 
a specimen is subjected to:a constant stress and .thevariation of strain with 
time is measured. Hence, the creep coefficient can be represented in the fol-
1 owi ng. form: 
where 
¢N = the normal value offi na 1 creep coefficient or the ratio 
of scroo(t.= 00) to sco(t = 0) fora specimen loaded at 
28 days under .laboratory storage conditions .. ( see c. E 0 B. , 
1969) 
p (t) = a function ·whi chtakes variation of the creep coeffi ci.ent 
into~ccouht(see Trost, 1967, and Neville, 19jO) 
¢oo = the. final creep coefficient 
~o = a fact~r which takes into account th~ ihfluehce of age 
at .fi'r~ t loading on .thecr~ep ·.coeffi c;'en t . (see C. E . B. , 
1969, an dNeVJ.l1 e ,1970) 
to = ti~s of :the ~~pli.ca~ion of·the 16ad 
t = time after application of .theload 
In .genera 1., .the creep funct; on or ·creep ·coeffici ent ·whi chre lates 
. the creep .strain to ·the initial elastic strain is: 
¢(t) = scr(t) 
sco 
(2.5) 
or 
scr(t) ¢(t)· °co = Eco 
(2.6) 
in whi ch 
10 
E = modulus of elasticity of concrete co 
The relaxation function is determined by a relaxation test in which 
the initial strain (compensated for shrinkage) is kept constant in a loaded 
spec; men 
functi on 
where 
and the variation of ·stress with time is measured. The relaxation 
can be 
1/J(t) 
1/J(t) 
n 
represented in the following form: 
= 
= 
= 
~(t) (2u7) 1 + n¢ ( t) 
relaxation function at time t 
relaxation coefficient, a reduction ·factor which takes 
the effect of aging on creep of concrete under variable 
stress into account (see Trost, 1967, and Neville, 1970) 
In general, the decreasing variation of stress with time under constant strain 
is: 
where 
(208) 
a (t) = variation of stress in concrete due to ·the creep in cr 
concrete at time t 
The classical definition of creep in concrete has been questioned 
recently by some investigators. Neville and Meyers (1964) suggested that 
creep and shrinkage are not independent phenomena to which principle of 
superposition can be applied, and, in fact, the effect dfshrinkage on creep 
is to increase the magnitude of creep. 
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Pickett (1942} and Vogt (1947) also believe that there is a certain 
.interdependencebetween 'the 'two phenomena., creep and .shri.nkage!l and the 
. class; caldefini·tionof .creepand ~shrinkage may not be .entirely ·accurateo 
.They concluded ·that .shrinkage strain .distribution ·overa prism of concrete 
subjected to drying ·would 'be :noriuni-form i-feach infini.tesimal element of the 
.pri s·m ·was free to .de·form .unde·r sh ri nkageaction. However, if plane ·sections 
remai np 1 ane ·after deformation ,this ·nonuni.form oshri.nkage would be ·restrained 
and ~would ·produce ·i.nternal stresses over the section of .theprism. In some 
cases, these nonuniform stresses together with the stresses due to .external 
1 oadwould ·exceedthe proporti ona llimi t and ·the total .deformati.ons of a 
.. ·loaded .specimen would ~~xceed~hestrainsdue tothesimpl.e ·sum of ·creep and 
average stress and shrinkage ofa nonloadedspecimen . 
. ·,Neve·rthel ess, the cl ass i cal defi ni.ti on of ·creep agrees well w; th 
experimenta lres ui tsforobtaini ngthe deformati-ons· and .str"essredis tri b uti on 
in concrete specimens subjected to ·sustained ·loads if the specimens are sub-
jected to drying or ·are in ·moisture.equilibri um ·wi ththe surrounding .atmosphere 
. and ·the ·loadi ng .doesnot ·exceed the proporti onal; tyl; mi t (stress-strength 
ratioeq~al to D.3 to 0.5). 
20 3 Creep and ·Shri nkage ; nP·l ai n· Concrete 
. In ·most rei nf6.rcedconcrete, and especi ally in prestressed concrete 
structures, creep of concrete ·has an important influence, on the long ·term 
behavioro In general, this creep occurs undera. state of varying stress and 
" the variation in stress with time must be taken into ·account i·f the deforma-
tions ·are to besatisfact6rilypredicted. 
'Variousi nves ti gators have studied creep undervari ab 1 e stress, 
using .methodsrang; ng.from ·abstract,. highly theoretical· to .complete.ly arbi-
trary empirical methods 0 A number of the more 'important investigations are 
.reviewedbelowo 
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McHenry (1943) was the first to try to explain the complex nature 
of time-dependent deformaticins of concrete under variable stress by applying 
the wall-known principle of superposition (see Boltzman, 1870) for creep 
under i ncreas i ng and/or ·decreas i ng stress condi tions. He stated that, wi thi n 
the working stress range, upon ·removal of the load from a loaded concrete 
.specimen ,two types ofstrai n ·recovery occur) instantaneous and ·time-dependento 
The time-dependent strain at any time ·after unloading can be obtained by 
superimposing the creep strains which would have occurred if the specimen had 
been subjected to the original constant stress minus the creep strains in a 
similar specimen which was first loaded at the time of load removal , as shown 
in Fi g. 2. T Q 
I norder toavoi d confusion, ·adis ti net; on should be made between 
the ·creeprecovery phenomenon,. explained by· McHenry in terms of principle of 
. s uperposi ti on ,. and ·the ·usua 1 definiti on of ·creeprecovery in concrete mater-
{als. 
Conventionally, creep recovery is explained as the time-dependent 
·strains, excluding shrinkage strains, which occur ·after unloading ofa loaded 
specimenG . Hence creep· reco'very is the change in strain with respect to a 
strain equal to ECO + Ecr(t,) - Eel(t,) as shown in Fig. 2.20 
If the recovery strains after unloading ofa specimen are obtained 
using McHenry's hypothesis, the creep recovery strains are calculated using 
the strains which would have occurred if the specimen had been held at con-
stant stress as a reference, as shown in Fig. 2.'0 For clarity, the creep 
recovery strains calculated using McHenry's hypothesis will be termed the 
creep recovery response, as suggested by Jessop (1969), and as illustrated in 
Fi g. 2.3. 
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In general , McHenryis hypothesis says that if a loaded concrete 
specimen is subjected to any change in stress, the subsequent vari ations in 
creep strain with time will be the same as the creep strains at the original 
constant stress,. plus (or minus) the strains in an identical specimen which 
is subjected toa stress of the same magnitude as the change in stress in the 
actual ,specimen, and is loaded 'atthe time of the change in ·stress 0 
I nrea 1 i ty , however, concrete does undergo some .permanent defor-
.. ·mati on .durfng ,; ts· ,loading .history 0 • New fi ndingsabout creep recovery of 
concrete have conf.i rmed ·thei dea that a 1 though ·the ·mech anisms of creep .and 
creep recovery ·are in .certainrespects similar, creep recovery occurs in a 
much shorter time than the creep itself .and ,creep is never fully recoverable. 
The di fference between creep .and ,creep .recoveryrespons,ebecomes greater 
. ,whenthe loaded ·concrete 'specimen -1S subjected to ·moi.sturemovement .between 
. the specimen ·and ·thes urroundi ng ·atmosphere .. ·The ·ti me of 1 oadi ngand un-
. loading ·and ·the·duration of .theapplied .load(.aging~effects)also.play im-
portant ·roles in .themagnitude 'of ··the creep recovery . 
Recently, Jessop (1969) has done an extensive i.nvestigation in 
creep and ·ereep recovery in concrete ,materials o' • He, s·tated .thatMcHenryJ s 
hypothesis is, to a certain precisions applicable. to creep in ,the absence 
: of·mol·sture exchange, or when changes in stress occur in a ·concrete speci-
. men which· was first loaded ·after its·. properties had. become. stabilized (WE;'11-
aged cone,rete) 0 He suggested a method of predi.cti on of creep recovery 
based on ·the ass umpti on of two .eompone·nts of ·c,reep (recoverab 1 e and nonre-
coverable), which is more successful than. McHenry is: hypothesis. app,lied to 
. camp res s1 ve creep s1 nee McHenry i s hypothesi s does. not take the irrecover-
ab 1 e creep into· account. Consequently, a s trai ghtforward app.l i cat; on of 
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McHenry IS pri nci p 1 e· of s uperposi ti on for cal cu1 at; ngcreep in concrete mem-
.bers subjected to· decreases in stress will generally overestimate the magni-
tude of creep recovery response a The magnitude of the excess i ve creep re-
covery will mainly depend 'on the proportions of main constituents used in the 
concrete, their physical and chemical properties, moisture content, environ-
mental cond; tions (s uch as 'temperature and hum; di ty conditions before and 
after load application), and the time when the concrete ·first was subjected 
to load, as well as duration of the load and changes in the loading or 
stresses in terms of subsequent time intervals. 
I ngenera 1 , it can be stated that McHenry I s concepts of creep re-
. covery wi 11 overestimate the actual creep recovery in concrete mater'ialD 
However, as long as the changes in stress are small, such as internally 
caused changes in prestressed concrete, and/or substantial changes in stress 
occur when. the concrete is well-aged and is in moisture equilibrium with its 
surroundings, reasonably good results can be obtained by using McHenryds 
principle of superposition for calculating the creep or creep recovery re-
sponse in concrete members subjected to changes in stress. McHenry also 
stated that .instantaneous·~nd·time~d~pendentdeformations can be obtained 
by using the term instantaneous 'modulus of.elas.t;'city~ which is the ratio 
of instantaneous. ·stress to the instantaneousaxlal strain and·sustained 
.. modulus of elasticity, which is the ratio of a constant sustained stress to 
the total strain (elastic plus creep). 
According to McHenry, incase of constant stress, the sustained 
modul us of e1 as tic; ty can be expressed i nterms of 
= 
15 
where 
I 
EC(t) = fictitious modulus of deformation at time t 
The reduced modulus concept is also applicable to creep under variable stress 
if the changes in· stress are not substantial, 
Following McHenryls hypothesis (.1943), Ross .(1958) was the first who 
tried to apply the principles of effective modulus, rate of creep, and super-
position for calculating variation of str'esses, strains and deformations in 
concrete members subjected to constant or varying loado He defined the total 
time-dependent deofrmations as follows: 
Total Strain = Elastic Strain + Creep + Shrinkage 
and stated that whether elastic strain after a period of sustained load 
should be calculated on the basis of an increased elastic modulus or using 
the original value is somewhat academic and ,only a matter of defini·tiono If 
the elastic strain under a constant ,sustained stress is assumed to ,decrease 
with time, this would res ul t i ni ncrease in magnitude of creep s oth at the 
sum of i nstantaneousand ,time-dependent ,s trai ns i sthe s arne . In general, 
the changes in elastic strafnsdue to changes of mod,ulus of elasticity ·for 
constant and ·varying stress are not significant, since these changes in 
elastic strains are small compared to the time-dependent strains in concrete 
·members subj.ected to sustafried 'load; ng. 
As meritioned :earlier, Ross suggested three methods for predicting 
time,..dependent,deofrmati ons ands trai ns in loaded concrete members : 
Effective Modulus Method 
The effective modulus method merely replaces· the elastic modulus 
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with a fictitious modulus of deformation, taking into account both elastic 
and time-dependent strainso 
I cr 
E r t) - co 
C \ - E + '"" (t) co c..cr 
but 
It \ Scr\ ) ::: ¢ (t) S co 
so 
I O'co 
Ec( t) = 
seo ('1 + ¢(t» (2,,11) 
for uni t stress of 1 psi 
i 1 E (t) :;: (1 + ¢(t)) c ECO,U 
where 
ECO,U :;: the elastic strain due to ," psi stress 
This method is simple to apply, but is not correct for strong variations of 
stress because it disregards the stress history and predicts complete re-
covery in the case of stress removal 0 In general, this method underestimates 
the time-dependent strains in a concrete specimen under decreasing stress 
condi ti ons . 
Rate of Creep Method 
If the variation ofa unit creep curve (creep due to a unit stress 
dE (t) 
of lps i) wi th time is defined as C~t u , the increase in creep strain of 
a structural element subj.ected to stress, O'c(t) , for time interva"l dt, within 
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dE (t) 
the working stress range, can be assumed to be ac(t) ~~,u . Therefore, 
creep under variable stress is: 
where 
_ !.f=\ ...... r-I 
u C \ 'wJ --a II 1,.1 
t 
( ds (t) 
a (t) cr)u dt 
) C dt 
o 
are independent ·vari ab 1 es 
(2.13) 
This method does riot take .the entire earlier history of the loading. 
into ·accouto . It is assumed that ·even when the magnitude of stress changes with 
dE (t) 
time, the concrete wi 11 continue· to ·creep at the rate of a c (t) ~~' u In 
dE u(t) 
case of load removal,ac(t) C~t is equal to zero. This would mean ·that 
concrete .doesnot .undergo ·any .creeprecover-ywi th ti meafterremova 1 of the 
load, whi ch i snot ·true ·for concrete materia 1 s. I nge·nera l, this method ·over-
estimates the time-dependent ·.deformations in ·concretemembers incase of de-
creasing ·stressand ·would ··underestimate creep under; ncreasi ng stress. The 
relationsh:ips are shown graphically in Figo.2.4o 
Superposition.Method 
.' This· procedurei-sbased on McHenryi.s hypothesis, as discussed 
earlier, which assumes that if creep is porportional to applied ·stress, 
creep under variab 1 e stress can be obtai ned by superimposi ng .appropri·ate 
.. ·creep ·curves ·;'ntroduced ·for .correspondi ng .change.s i-n ·stress at di·fferent 
time .intervals 0 As· ·mentioned :before,this method does ·take the entire his-
. to·ry of-the· 1 oadi ng ·i-nto ·account ,.but ·for ·decl;ni ng .stressagai n ,. 'it is ·not 
exactly true because the creep recoveryresponsetimerel ati-onshipupon 
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removal of the load is not equal to creep time relationship fot the same 
load applied to the same concrete at the time of removal of the loado 
Davis .(1957) performed creep tests on concrete under variable 
stress to exam; nethe validity of McHenry's hypothesis Q 
. The test results indi"cated that the ,recovery of creep on unload-
i ngwasl ess thanpredi cted by the hypothesi so The differences between cr~eep 
. and ·creep,recovery became smaller for older concrete and the influe·nce of 
age at load; ng on .the rate of 'creep and ·creep ·recovery was shown stri k-
·ingly, although-it was not·a major ,variable in his investigationo 
One of his important conclusi.ons was that although the hypothesis 
·i s not strictly cdrl;e~t, the ass umpti onofequa 1 creep and creep ·recovery 
·responseis necessary to satisfy the usual assumptions of elasticity within 
the working stress range, which are: 
1. Plane sections remain plane; 
·20 Change of stress is proportional to ·changeof.strafnand, 
consequently, to the distance above or below the centroid of 
. the .secti on 0 
If a positive bending moment is. applied to a prestressed beam for 
a cons.iderable period.oftime, the stress at the centroid of the beam is 
unaffected by the application of the working bending moment and continues 
to ·creep asbefore~he.application .of the· momento' However, ·the top and 
bottom ·fi.be·rs· of the beam .would be creepi ngwi thnew different ·rates . If 
the creep ·recovery response is less than the creep, a downward ·shi ftof 
neutral axis occurs, which contradicts Assumption 2. 
McHenry IS P ri nci p 1 eof superposition sa ti sfi e·s the usua lass umptions 
ofelastici tyby ·assumi ng ·thatthe effects of change in ·stress on ·strai n ·wi th 
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·time can be taken ·into ·account .i-ndfvidually ·and ·then superi,mposedo .. The 
. rate ot creep ·foreachtime· interval is assumed to be the same ·fori-ncreas-
i ng ·and .decreasi ng stresses. 
Recently, Wo Di-lger, et alo(1970), tried the concept of superposi-
·ti on ·method ·connected- ~w·i ththe ·creep . and ·creep· ·recove·ry ·response o' .' .They 
i.ntroduceda ·reduction ·factor,· R(t}, ,equal to ·the .ratioofspecific creep 
recovery ·response to .spe.ci-fi.ccreepo Their laboratory tests indi.catedthat 
the ·recovery function, ·R .(.ratioof ·creep ,recovery ·response to .creep), ap-
. proached ·the ·fina 1 val ue of .0 0 .9 a t160days ·after un loadi.ng ,. as· shown by 
.. ·the;'r test ·resultsand ·;'llustrated i.n ·Fi go ·2.50' . As ·;'ndi.cated by .theauthors, 
... thefactor, R, is a functi on of ·time. ·after unloadi.ng ,. ·andthe .dependenceof 
'R on ·the ·time of ·unloading .(.aging .effect). is of ·minor ·;'mportanceo· In ·order 
to .sat;'sfy ·the .usualassumpt;'ons ofe1asti.city, they.applied an ·average· ·re-
duct; on ·factor of ·1 .~R( t) for ·both ·creep ·and ·creep .recovery response in 
". -prestressed ·concretemembers ·subjected to ·i.nterna1bendi ng ·moemnt . 
. . Comments on. ·practica 1 .appli.cati on of ·thi·srevi sed .superpositi on 
·me·thod ·wi llbe ·covered ·later. 
Di.schi.nger{1937, 1939), inhis .important.pi.one.rring ·work on ·creep 
. of ·concrete ·and .i ts ·effect on ·deformatfonsof ·refnforced ·concrete ·arch 
·bri-dges,·was ,the. ,first to ·treat these effects analytically and arrive at 
some .importantres ul ts whi ch were ofconsi derab 1e si gni.fi cance to .prestressed 
concrete 0 
Heexp 1 ai·nedtha.t ,under .long-.ti.me ,deformations, Hooke's 1 aw 
(change i-n·stress is. proportional to .change i.n .strain).is valid ·and long-
ti me deformati ons ·under 'constant 'load can be computed .simply. by -use of a 
. ·ffctiti-ous ·modt.il us ofelastici tywhi ch is ti me-dependent and ·can be repre-
sented as .{fromEqo.2.11): 
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= 
Eco 
1 + cp(t) (2.14) 
as i n E q c 2. 1 2 . I fad d it ion ale 0 n s tan t loa d at time, t ;:; t l' i sap p 1 i e d 
then, inwarkingsty'ess range, the principle of superposition can be applied 
and ·the modulus ofe 1 asti ci ty for the additi ana 1 1 oadreduces to 
(2.15) 
He stated that, accord; n9 to ., aboratory creep tests on concrete 
.specimens ·storedunder constant ·humi dityandtemperature conditions, the 
creep curve can be represented by means of an exponential function 
(2016) 
where 
E: r = creep s t'ra'l n at ti me ~ i nfi ni ty c <Xl 
Therefore, the reduced modulus of e las tiel ty ·for aeons tant load 
applied at time t = 0 will be 
I Eco 
Ec( t~ to) = t 
1 + ¢ (1 - e- ) 
!Xl 
For a constant load app 1 i ed at time t = tl 
(2.18) 
He introduced also a linear differential equation ·for creep under 
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da dq, 
·vari·ab 1 e stress, based on ·rate of creep ·method i-nterms of dt' and dt ' which 
can be presented i-n ·the fa llowi ngform: 
where 
dt 
a c( t) 
Ec(t) 
.dEc (t) 
dt 
= time differential 
= stress in concrete at time t 
= Young's modulus of·concrete at time t 
= variation of .strai-n .with time 
(2.19) 
This equation ·was solved in ·closed ·form ·for several problems ofredistribu-
ti on of .internal. ·forces in ·rei.nforced ·concretecolumns ·and :beams. Later, 
Morsch (1947) used a step-by-step procedure, or the so-called calculus of 
ofdi-fferences, for calculating ·theredis tributi on of ·forces in reinforced 
concrete frames and ·arches where the soluti on ofdifferenti al equati.ons in 
·aclosed ·formwas notpossi.ble . 
. Leonhardt .(1964) used .Dischinger and Morsch !·s ori gi.naliqea based 
on rate of creep. method ·and .us·ed calculus of .differencesforca lculati ng ·the 
.. ·loss of .prestress inpre~tre~~ed :concretestructures. He also suggested a 
simp lifi ed ·method ·for·loss of prestress due to .creepandshri nkage .deforma-
ti·ons i·n concrete. 
Trost (l967) examined ·the effects of. principle of superposition 
on ·creep ·andrel axati on problems ·i-n·concrete and prestressed concrete e He 
found that, within the rarige of Tineartheory of elasticity, the princ,iple 
. of superposi.tion ;'sappli-cab1e ... For creep i.n concrete under ·variable 
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stresses, the changes in. the magnitude of creep should be taken into account 
in order to reliably predict time-dependent deformation in concrete and es-
pecially in prestr~ssedconcrete structures s~bjected to different loading 
conditions at different time intervals. 
He also developed the time-dependent stress-strain relationship 
in concrete mate'rials following the principle of superposition .andapplied 
it .forobtaining ·loss of prestress, .changes in reaction due to differential 
settlements in continuous ·structures, redistribution of stresses in prestressed 
concrete structures built ins~ctions and also deflection and redistribution 
of stresses in reinforced concrete structures (see Trost and Mainz, 1968). 
For constant stress dc(t) = 0co' the time-dependent strain in 
concrete is, 
(2.20) 
or 
(2.21) 
For a variable stress, and taking into account the effect of aging 
on the creep coefficient at different time intervals, we can write, 
where 
t. = the time at which the changes of stress occur 
1 
~. = a factor which takes the influence of aging on the creep 
1 
coefficient at time t = ti into account (see C.E.B., 1969, 
and Neville, 1970) 
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If the variation of stress with respect to ·its final value is defined 
bya time function F(t), 
F(t) = aco - ac(t) 
aco - °eoo 
and a relaxation .coefficient n is introduced ·such that 
n (2.24) 
The eoeffi ci ent·n takes into ·account the effect of agi ng on the . ufi na 1 U 
creep value, for the changes in stress occuring ·after the first application of 
the loa d o' . The values ofn range between 0 .5 ·and 1 depending on ·the ·age of 
the specimen at··first loadfng~i.e., n represents the reduction of the creep 
in concrete for stresses in·concrete occurring at time intervals after first 
application of the load. The product 
is a reduced .creep.coeffici~ntfor.the creep in concrete under ·variable stresso 
Then.time-dependent.strains ·fora ·variable stress and a constant 
E
co
' taking into account the effect of ·aging on .creep of .concrete, can be 
represented i·n. ·thefo 11 owi ng ·form: 
(2.25) 
The stress-time function .F(t) and :consequently the relaxation ·coef-
. ·fi ci ent, n, can be determi nedei ther in ·terms of theory of vi s coe 1 asti ci ty, 
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the theory developed by Di-schinger (1937,1939), or by means of .asimplified 
procedure as suggested by Trost. 
The derivation of Eqo 2.25 and discussion of relaxation ·factor have 
been explained by Trost (1947) and are. explained i.nsome detai.l in English in 
the recent book by Neville (1970). Based onthi s theory, a convenient ·method 
. ·has been developed in ·this study for calculating .losses of prestress, camber, 
changes in reaction ·and ·variation of ·stresses and ·strains with time in pre-
·cast prestressed girders with ·cast-in-place deck concrete which provides con-
tinuityover several spans and will be discussed later in Chapter 7. 
204 . Creep and Shrinkage Effects in Structural Members 
Thepracti cal application of creep ·and ·sh ri·nk age problems is not 
restricted toplain.concrete. In order to .control or prevent cracking in 
concrete or to increase the load carrying capacity of concrete members, most 
structural members made of concrete are reinforced. In some cases, for eco-
nomi-c reasons, steel or precast girders are also used in combination ·with 
cast-in-place reinforced .concrete slabs which act compositely with the 
gi rders 0 
Creep and shrinkage in ·concrete affect the deformations of struc-
tures substantially and cause appreciable loss of prestress in prestressed 
concrete girderso Therefore, creep and shrinkage become important parameters 
in the design of ·reinforced .conc~et~composite .secti·ons. 
The phenomena ·involved 1.n ·creep .andshrinkage of reinforced com-
pos.itesections are complex ·and ·have sometimes caused ·confusion. In the 
following,. in the light of some of the important contribu~ions in this area, 
the analytical treatment of ·creep and shrinkage effects in composite sections 
and sections containing Bmbeddedsteel will be presented and ·di·scussed. 
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Fritz (1950, 1961) used a fictitious modulus of deformation for 
composite sections built of steel girders with cast-in-place reinforced or 
prestressed concrete· deck slabs. 
He stated that numerous' tests have shown that creep in concrete 
in tension and compression can be assumed to be the same and that creep is 
proportional to stress in concrete within the working stress range. There-
fore, Hooke's law is also valid for creep in concrete and the time-dependent 
s trai ns in concrete can be wri tten in the form or 
In 26' ~ L. } 
After differentiation with respect to time, the differential equa-
tion of time-dependent strain in ·concrete can be presented in the following 
form: 
da c (t) .ac(t) 
dt + E ' 
co 
d¢(t) 
dt 
d¢( t) 
dt (2.27) 
where, EShoo is the final shrinkage strain and it has been assumed that shrink-
age and creep are governed by the same laws such that the shrinkage strain 
a t any ti me t may be wri tten as: 
(2028) 
I n a compos i te secti on :made of concrete and s tee 1 rei nforcement and 
assuming a perfect bond between 'steel and concrete, from the cOlflpatibility 
of strains between concrete and steel, it follows that the changes in con-
crete strain at the level of the steel are equal to the changes in steel 
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strain. Hence, 
1 
= Est 
(2029) 
From the proportionality of stresses within the working stress 
range, 
c::; cr S to, U 
a 
CO, S t, U 
Ssto,u 
E co ,S t, U 
(2.30) 
where a , S and a u' Ssto.u are stresses and strains in con-co,st,u co,st,u sto, ~ 
crete and in steel at the level of the centroid of the steel due to unit 
loads applied separately to the concrete and steel at that level, respectively. 
By subs ti tuti on of Eqs. 2029 and 2030 into Eq. 2.27 and rearrangi ng 
some terms, it follows that 
where 
( 2.32) 
s + S co,st~u sto,u 
is essentially a cross-sectional stiffness factor. The strains used in cal-
culating ao for a pretensioned member can also be those existing immediately 
after release of prestress, excluding any strains caused by external forces 
or dead load (see Leonhardt, 1964). 
The solution of the differential equation yields: 
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= a -co (2.33) 
As discussed in Section 2.2, the deformations in plain concrete 
under sustained ·loadcan be computed by means ofa fictitious modulus of de-
formation which is 
(2.34) 
This relation is not true for creep due to a sustained load or 
creep assoc1ated'~ith shrinkage in composite sections, since stresses in the 
sections change with time as shown in Eqo 2.33. 
Fritz introduced a modified fictiti·ous modulus of deformation which 
takes into account the changes in stress and is presented i nthe following 
form: 
(2.35) 
where. ~~. is a so-called creep influence factor which is a function of the 
stiffness factor ao and creep coefficient, ~(t). 
For example, from Eq. 2.32. for creep in concrete due to ·sustained 
load, excluding the shrinkage effects, the. variation of stress with time 
will be 
· e 
-a ~(t) 
. 0 
Also, the variation of strain· with time becomes 
(2.36) 
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(2.37) 
Substitution of Eq. 2n36 into Eqo 2.37 and integration of Eq. 2.37 for 
t = t gi ves 
co 
cr E 
Ec¢ 
Coo co 
::: 
-= 
Ecoo 0; ¢ o 00 
1 ) 1 + (e 0: ¢ - ¢co 
o co 
(2038) 
Hence, 
O:o¢co 
1 
t/J¢ t/J¢cr 
e -
:=:: = 
eto ¢oo (2,39) 
Similarly, for creep associated with shrinkage in concrete, the value of 
t/J¢ can be obtained which yields 
e 
0: ¢ o 00 
C/.o¢ o:o¢co e co - 1 
(2.40) 
The values of t/J¢ have been tabulated by Fritz (1961) for different values 
of O:o¢oo. 
Once the creep i nfl uence factor for a certai n stiffness factor, 
0;0' and creep coefficient~ ¢oo' is obtained, the fictitious modulus of defor-
mation, Eccp ' is known 0 The stresses and deformations can be obtained easily 
using the known cross section properties and the modified value of Eccp' 
Although Fritz concentrated the practical application of his method 
on steel girders with cast-in-place reinforced or prestressed deck concrete, 
his procedure can also be applied for calculating prestress loss in simply 
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. supported girders, as treated by Leonhardt (1964) and also for obtaining 
camber and redistribution of stresses in precast~restressedconcrete. girders. 
Fritz's method is ~asy to apply but it is based mainly on· the rate 
of creep. method .and,cons.equently,. does. not take. into accounttheagi ng ·ef-
fect on creep of concrete, nor does it consider the entire stress history of 
the member .. Therefore.,. this method., in.general, w.il1 overestimate. the 
. creep strains fora decreasing state of stress and will underestimate the 
creep. strains for aninc~easing stress. 
Mattock. (1961) reported an. experimental and .analytical investiga-
ti on of ·the i nfl ue·nce of creep of the precast :girders, and of di-fferenti a 1 
sh ri nkage.between ·precas t .gi-rders and ·situ-·cast .decks 1 ab, on ·the long-term 
behavior of a 1/2 scale composite .continuous.two-spanbridge .structureo·· The 
model was subjected to .laboratory storage ·conditi.ons. 
For the ·analyti cal part of investigation,. Mattock used ·the rate 
of creep and ·the effective modulus methods ·and·madethe simplifying :assump-
ti on ·that .deckand .gi.rderconcrete creep at .the same rate and ·that di:ffer-
enti al shrinkage and creep are governed by the same time .lawo 
He conclude·d :that the restraint ·mome·nts,· ,due to .creep of precast 
.gi.rder subjected to .prestressi ng·and ·dead ·load ·moments ,.set up at .thei-nteri or 
supports of·a ·conti.nuous .composi te structure· are the same whi ch would .have 
occurred if the gi.rderhadbeencast .andprestressed as ·a ·monoli-thi-cconti.nuous 
gi.rder~ .but ·the val·ueswill be reduced by ·factor 
( 
-¢b(t-ts1 )) 1 - e 
incase of the rate of creepmethod;.and by ·factor 
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incase of the reduced modul us method . 
. Hence, the restraint moment due tocree~ of deck and girder can be 
.. wri tten as: 
(2.41) 
or 
) (2.42) 
where 
Mp+d,CC(tsl )=moment due to ·prestress and dead .load ina ·continuous 
compos; te .girder 
The restraint moments due to differential shrinkage ·and ·associated 
creep i-n ·concrete are eq ua 1 to the res trai nt moments whi ch woul d exi s t if 
no creep would occur in composite continuousgfrder, but the values will be 
reduced by the factor 
incase of the rate of creep method, and by the factor 
in cas e of the e ffe cti ve modul us meth od. 
The restraint moment due to differential shrinkage of deck and 
girder can be written as: 
or 
where 
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(2.44) 
M (t) = restraint moment developed due to differential Dsh'cc sl 
shrinkage in continuous composite girder if no 
creep in concrete would ~ccur 
Mattock did not follow the variation of camber with time analyti-
callyo The computed :reacti on changes were not; n good .agreementwi ththe 
measured ·ones. He attributed this discrepancy to the ass umpti onwhi ch was 
made for the creep· in the deck concrete . 
. The results of the PCAi nvesti.gati on have .beens tudi ed ·us·; ng ·the 
·computer program ·deve loped in thi s study and it wi 11 be shown Jater that 
the effect of deck creep does not .producecomp 1 ete agreement wi th the mea-
suredvalueso There may have been other effects, such as friction of bearing 
plates of the test girders~ which could .have caused the measured values to be 
di·fferent from .thecomputed ·oneSe 
Corley and .Sozen(1961) .developed ·anumerical method .based on ·the 
rate of creep and superposition methods ·for calculating .long-time behavior of 
simply supported .prestressed ·concrete .beams and applied it to ·two ·series of 
s ustainedloa~ ·tes ts on .pres tressed ·concrete .beams carr; ed ·out ·under labora-
tory condi.ti.ons .... They found .that .thecomputed ·res ul ts. ·were in .good .agreement 
wi th ·1 aboratory measurements 0 
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They also applied this step-by-step procedure for predicting the 
time-dependent camber of one beam ofa highway bridge in North Africa re~ 
ported by Jo Delarue (1958). For the analysis, creep and shrinkage values 
from control specimens (100 by 5 by 15 cm3) , which were cast from the same 
concrete mix as the test girder, but stored under laboratory conditions, 
were usedo The effects of si ze and shape of specimen and envi ronment on 
magnitude of creep and shrinkage were not taken into account in ·the analysis. 
The computedandmeas ured ·camber were in good agreement up to about 700 days. 
Thereafter, the measured upward camber was higher than the computed one. 
The authors concluded that although the rate of creep method does not take 
the enti re s tress hi s tory of the member i ntoaccount, it can safe 1y be ap-
plied ·for .calculating the time-dependent ·deformations in prestressed concrete 
members in which there are only small changes in stress .. The superposition 
method gives closer results, but because of its complexity ·the rate of creep 
method was recommended. 
Corley andSozen indicated that since the actual bridge struc-
tures are subjected to the changes in humidity andtemperatuY'e of the envir-
onment, creep and shri nkage val ues based on 1 aboratory tests, even "I f con-
ducted on the materials used for a given structure, could lead to erroneous 
predictionso Therefore, the effect of environment on creep and .shrinkage 
should be taken into account in order to make a reliable estimation on 
ti me-dependentde·formati ons ins tructura 1 membe rs . 
This phenomenon ·has been observed and ·verified by field measure-
ments with corresponding laboratory and field stored specimens at the Uni-
versity of Illinois (see Gamble, 1970, and Houdeshell, et alo, 1971), and 
will be discussed in Chapter 4 in detailo 
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LofroosandOzell (1959) reported tests on long-time behavior of 
four post-tensioned .beams, 10 ine by 12 ino by 25 ft span lengths, with dif-
fe·rent post-tensioning forces 0 Three straight, unbonded, 3/4 in. diameter 
steel .bars were· used for the post, tens i oni ng of the beams 0 The center of 
gravity of the steel was .located at the .1 ower· kern point of the beam. The 
computed bottom ·fi ber stresses at the ends of the beams at prestress; ng 
were· 2400. psi f~~ Beams 1 and 2 and 1500 psi forBeams3·and 4. The initial 
mean cambe.r ofO .. .375i no in .Beams ·1 and 2., wh.i ch. were post. ·tensi oned 20 days 
after cast; n9 of the concrete, increased at 90 days to 00 798 in. The mean 
camber· in Beams 3 and 4, wh.; ch. were· posttensi oned 32 days after casting of 
the concrete, increased from 0·02381n. to a final value of 0.584 in. The 
computed mean prestress losses in Beams and 2 were· 1402 pe.r.cent and in 
Beams 3 and 4 were· 23.9 per.cent, on the. basis of strain measurements . 
. Based on· measured time-dependent ·cambe.r of the beams. and the gi ven 
loading (prestress and dead load of the girder) Lofroos and Oze'1 de·rived 
an equation fo~ appa~en-t. moduius of e.1asti city using the moment,.. area· methode 
· They. found. that the appafent modulus. of elasticity decreased with time and 
was'36 percent of the original value for Beams 1 and 2 and 18 pet~ent of the 
original value for Beams 3 and 4, 90 days after post tensioning of the beams. 
· The tests· indicated that the strain distributions were· linear. across the 
cross section and that creep appeared to. be a· function of both. the stress 
· magni tude. and the.rel at; ve· shri nkage. occurri ng after post tensi oni ng. 
The der; vat; on of apparent modul us of e.l as ti ci ty equati on by 
these· authors was· based on· thefr pa.rticul ar tes ts and as i ndi cated by 
Corley and Sozen (1961)~ it can lead to inconsistent results for members in 
wh.; ch. s.t.resses vary along the beam or· the .. concrete qual; ty and the storage 
condi ti ons di ffer from those. of Lofroos! and 0.ze"1 1 s· tes ts . 
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Busemann (1950) developed the so-called creep fiber method which 
makes. it possible. to take into account the effect of creep on the stress 
distribution in concrete composite. sections containing nontensioned and/or 
prestress i ng s tee.l us; n9 simp 1 e concepts of geometry of the secti on and 
location of the. reinforcement. This method was first developed for steel 
and concrete· composite girder's and was later applied to prestressed concrete 
by Habel .(1954) and Zacher (1954) who used the express ions deri ved by 
Sattler (1959) to evaluate the loss of prestress and stress and strain dis-
tributions in prestressed concrete members. 
The general idea of creep fiber method lies in the following 
hypothesis. 
In every composite cross section of a structural member it is pos-
sible. to locate two fibers such that application of an axial force at one 
fiber.caysesz§J'·o~tr~?sat th.§ ,other fibero This can be done. in a si~pJe 
graphical way after the centroid of the section and the radius of gyration 
have been determined. Once those two fibers have been located, the resultant 
axial force and moment can be sUbstituted in forms of equivalent axial forces 
acting at the two fibers by means of the elementary level arm principleo If 
the distances of the two fibers from the centroid of the cross section are 
c1 and c2, then the following relation between the two exists: 
C, :: r2 Ic (2045) ::: Acn c2 c2 
where 
r ::; I[r--Acn - the radius of gyration 
Acn ::; the net section area of concrete 
Ic :;:; moment of inertia of the concrete section 
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If the distance between the two fibers is designated as, C ::::: c, + c2, 
then the stresses due to equivalent forces, N, and N2, can, in genera', be 
presented in the form of 
::::: 
N, c 
c, at Fiber 1 (2046 ) 0", -I-' 
c 
N2 c 
c2 at Fiber 2 (2.47) 0"2 :;:: 
--r; 
or by subs ti tuti on of Eq., 2045 into Eqso 2.46 and 2.47, we obtain 
Nl" c N, (2.48) 0"1 :: Acn c2 
:: Ai 
and 
N '. c Nl 
::: 
2 
:;:: (2.49) 0"2 A c r;:-
·cnl ·2 
where 
A c2 A, cn, =: C 
A2 ::::: 
Acn c, 
c 
are the so-called equiv~lent areas 0 
Hence, the forces and moments acting on a composite ·section ·can, in 
general, be replaced by equivalent forces acting on equivalent areas and can 
be treated separately because each equivalent force acting at the corres-
pondingf;·ber does not influence the stress at the other fiber. Consequently, 
the effect of creep and shrinkage for prestressing and sustained load ·can be 
considered separately as in the case of axially loaded prism and the final 
results can then be superimposed. 
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Once the stress and strain-time relatiohship at the two layers are 
obtained, the changes in curvature with time along the girder and, consequently, 
camber-time relationship can be established. 
Simple numerical examples for simply supported prestressed concrete 
gi rders wi th one 1 ayer of tendons and for the general case ha ve been di s cuss ed 
by Leonhardt (1964). 
Evans and Parker (1955) investigated the behavior of prestressed 
concrete compos i te beams under 1 abora tory storage condi ti ons , Thei r tes ts 
revealed that in the case of a good surface bond, a composite section consist-
ing of in situ and precast prestressed concrete acts monolithically and the 
strain distribution across the depth of the section is linear. A theory of 
differential shrinkage and creep was· then developed assuming perfect bond 
between the sections and a linear strain distribution. 
The differential shrinkage was taken as the difference between the 
free. shrinkage strain of in situ concrete and the free shrinkage plus free 
creep strain due to dead load and prestressing at the top fiber of the precast 
beam occurring in the beam concrete after hardening of the in situ concrete, 
and was determined experimentally. The magnitude of the differential strains 
will decrease from supports to midspan and is not uniformly distributed along 
the beam lengtho From equilibrium, the resultant tension in the in situ con-
crete must equal the resultant compression in the prestressed concrete and, 
since there is no external bending moment, these forces act on the same lineo 
From the geometry of the cross section and the assumed strain dis-
tribution, stresses and camber were obtained. In this investigation, the 
variation of differential shrinkage force over the length of the beam due to 
creep of precast girder was not taken into account. 
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Birkeland (1960) investigated the effect of differential shrink-
age on composite beams by means ofself~canceling externally applied forces 
at the centroid of the slab and equal to 
where 
(2050) 
Pn(t,tsl ) = self-canceling externally applied forces at the 
centroid of the slab 
E O( t, t s1 ) = differential shrinkage strain at timetafter 
hardening of the deck concrete 
A = area of the slab concrete c,sl 
E c,sl = modul us of ·el as ti ci ty of the slab concrete 
He indi·cated ·that the stresses in composite section obtained by this method 
. should correspond to ,the stresses obtained from the fiber elongation method 
developed by Evans and Parker (1955). 
In rea 1i ty, however, this is not true·andthetwo abovementioned 
methods, in general, do ·notlead to the s ames tress distributions in compo-
site sections. This phenomenon.has been explai.nedand .di.scussedby Branson 
(l964). 
Branson ·and ·Oze11 (1960), in a discussion of the paper by Birkeland, 
stated that the differential shrinkage shearing forces acting inonedirec-
ti on on the top of .theprecas t girder and in ·the oppos.i tedi.recti on on .the 
bottom of .the slab ·cause bending ·moments in. :thei r· respecti vesecti onswhich 
are different if the two sections are different. Consequently, each. moment 
. is resisted by its respective section alone and the stress-strain distribu-
tion does ·not .necessarily have the same slope. The differential shrinkage 
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strain in this investigation was explained in the same manner as in the case 
of Evans and Parker (1955). 
Accot~ding to the flexural theory of elasticity, not only the com= 
patibility of strains but also of curvatures must be satisfied between the 
sections at the top of the girder and the bottom of the slab o In addition to 
the shearing forces introduced, .equal and opposite moment must be applied 
along the interface of the precast beam and the in situ slab o The shearing 
force calculated by BransonandOzell was based only on compatibility of 
strains between the slab and the girder. This would not be in agreement with 
the experimental results obtained by others (see Evans and Parker, 1955) 
which revealed that the strain distribution due to differential shrinkage in 
a composite section with adequate bond is linear. 
Branson a paper on camber in 
stressed concrete beams. An attempt was made to explain the phenomena 
invol·ved in creep under variable stress and a simple rational analysis was 
developed ·forca 1 cul ati ngcamber 1 n noncomposite and .composi tegi.rders 0 
According to .theseauthors, curvature in a noncomposite beam can 
be expressed in the fal·lowing ·form: 
where 
(2051) 
~v (t) - creep coeffi cient for va ri ab 1 e sus tai ned s tress to be 
determined experimentally 
Md ~ dead load moment 
Po - pres tress force at re 1 ease 
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~ eccentricity of the strands 
s (t) 
(2052) 
s(t) is a so-called summation factor and takes into account the changes in 
curvature due to loss of prestress and inelastic camber deformation involving 
the actual prestress force (1 - Ki(t))P~ and the effective creep coefficient 
~~v(t) during the increment of time, and where 
P - p(t) 
o K(t) =: 
is the prestress loss coefficient at time t. 
The values of creep coefficient, ~v(t), under variable stress were 
determined from the measured strains at the bottom fiber of ten 8 in. by 12 
ino by 20 ft post-tensioned beams, by subtracting the shrinkage strains of 
the corresponding .shrinkagespecimens and the elastic time-dependent strains 
from the total strains .. The loss of prestress was determined from the strains 
in concrete at the level of each prestressing bar and ·also from direct strain 
readings on the bars themselves. The beams were post tensioned at 28 days 
with three straight unbounded 3/4-in. steel bars and were stored under labor-
a tory storage condit; ons . 
It does not appear that the same creep factor, ~v(t), should be 
used in ·evaluation of time-dependent curvatures due to dead ·load and pre-
stressing force, since the dead load is constant and the prestressing force 
varies with time. 
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Branson and Oze11 (196J) also suggested another simple approach 
based on .reducedmodulusstaking into account the properties of concrete 
and also ·the effect of loss of prestress which was introduced 1.n the fol= 
1 OWl ng form: 
(2.53) 
where 
B(t) = a camber coefficient which defines the ratio of in-
elastic camber to initial elastic camber and was deter-
mined from the camber measurements on .their test .beams 
These procedures did exp 1 ai nthe phenomena ·invo 1 ved in ·time-
dependent .behavi or of pres tressedgi.rders ,buta knowledge of ·thes ummati on 
factor, S(t), and/or ·camber coefficient, B(t), is required and, as indi·cated 
in the report~ these equations are not practical for design purposes. S(t), 
B(t), K(t} and ¢v{t)-timerelationships were obtained experimentally for a 
specific group of ·beamsand s·peci mens stored under laboratory condi.ti.ons 0 
·S i.mil a rre 1 ati onshi ps were also found .for .changes in ·curvature 
with time for .compositebeams which can be presented in.the fol.lowing ·form: 
(2.54) 
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The terms in the first bracket are the same as Eq. 2.52 and repre-
sent curvature up to the time of casting \ of the deck concrete. The second 
bracket includes the time-dependent changes in curvature due to .girder dead. 
load, loss of prestress, and slab dead load c;lny" time after casting of the 
deck concrete and ·are reduced to reflect the slab resistance. The slab re-
sistance is expressed in terms of the ratio of the girder stiffness, 
(Ec,b(t) Ic,b)' to .the sum of the slab and girder stiff~ess (Ec,sl(t) Ic,sl + 
Ec,b(t) Ic,b)' rather than to the stiffness of transformed composite section, 
because, as stated by the authors, the continued camber result; ng from creep 
in the precast beam is not resisted by composite action as a unit. ' 
In later publications (see Branson, 1968), however, the term in the 
last bracket· of Eq. 2.54 was changed to Ic,b/Ic,c which is Ibeam/Icompositeo 
The effect of differential shrinkage on camber in composite sec-
ti ons can a 1 so be g;'ven in the fo 11 ow; ng form: 
where 
FO(t,ts ') = differential shrinkage force at timet after 
hardening of the deck concrete 
(2.55) 
= modul us of e 1 as ti ci ty of the slab concr-ete at ti me t 
= eccentricity of the axial force, FO(t,tsl )' from the 
c~ntroid of the precast girder 
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The term, g, is a constant which takes the variation of force, FO(t,tsl )' 
with time into account and is assumed to be 2/3 because the variation of F 
is assumed to be nearly parabolic (see Evans and Parker, 1955). Both Eqs. 
2.54 and 2055 have their shortcomings which will be discussed later in this 
. chaptera 
Branson (1964) investigated the time-dependent effects in composite 
girders further. He discussed the so-called composite section method and 
separate secti on method for ana 1yzi ng the di fferenti a 1 shrinkage prob 1 em. 
In the composite section method, the differential shrinkage force is applied 
at the slab centroid to the slab alone and then to ·the composite section; 
whi 1 e in separate secti on method, the di fferenti a 1 shrinkage forces and 
associated couples are applied at the interface of the beam and slab sec-
tion, with forces and moments of equal magnitude but opposite signs applied 
to the slab and beam sections separately. These two methods were applied 
to different sections with different di.fferentia1 shrinkage strain values. 
It was found that the two methods never lead to the same ·resu1 tsand, in 
fact, the composite section method~ in general, predicts higher beam stresses 
and greater deflections than does the separate section method (both as high 
as twice in some cases)o The author also stated ·that in addition, in the 
composite section method, it is assumed that concentrated ·forces are acting 
at the ends of the beams and that the force is constant along the beam. 
However, consideration of the changes in creep strain along the top of the 
beam after casting of the slab concrete leads to a differential shrinkage 
force which varies along the beam. 
At this stage, it should be noted that the definition of differ-
ential shrinkage strain explained by Branson and some. other authors is 
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fundamentally wrong. Since shrinkage is not a function of stress and its 
effect is not the same' as in the case of creep, which is a- function of stress, 
the effects of differential creep and differential shrinkage should be con-
si d~red separately and then superimposed. The equations of di fferenti al 
shrinkage presented by Branson,· based on both the above; menti onedmethods, 
would apply only to ·thedi fferenti al shri nkage and ·not to differenti al creep. 
In the case of differential creep, besides the compatibility of elastic 
strains between.·the slab and -beam sections, the compatibility of time-
dependent curvatures due to the creepi nthe beam and ·s 1 ab secti ons mus t be 
satisfied. The method ·for calculating differential creep shearing forces 
and ·associated .couples is developed and presented in Appendix D. 
In a later report, Branson, Meyers and .Kripanarayanan (1970) re-
ported on ·loss of prestress, camber, and ·deflections of noncomposite and 
compos.i te structures.usi ng different wei ght ·concretes .. Forpracti cal pur-
poses and a more rati.onalanalysis, they modified Eqso 2.54 and .2.55, 
I 
ass umi ngthatfor calculation of the effects ofvari ati on of pres tress i ng 
force on ·camber~ it can be assumed that creep occurs under a constant pre-
stressing ·force equal to the mean of the initial andfi·nal prestressing 
forces (see Scordelis, 1963). Hence, camber in a composite section is: 
3 
~ ~ { ~(t) = ~. p -~. d + -
1, 0 1 , 
(2.56) 
where 
where 
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Term 1 = the initial camber due to initial prestress force after 
elastic loss, Po 
Term 2 = the initial dead load deflection of the precast beam 
Term 3 = the creep (time-dependent) camber of the beam, due to 
prestress force,up to the time of slab casting 
Term 4 = creep of camber of the composite beam, due to prestress 
force for any period following slab casting 
Term 5 = creep deflection of the precast beam up to the time of 
slab casting due to precast beam dead load 
Term 6 = the creep deflection of the composite beam for any 
period following slab casting due to the precast beam 
de a'd·.,l 0 a d 
Term 7 = the initial deflection, of precast beam under slab dead 
load 
Term 8 = the creep deflection of the composite beam due to slab 
dead load 
Term 9 =. the deflection due to differential shrinkage 
For simple spans, Term 9 is equal to 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
= distance centroid of the slab from the centroid 
of the composite section 
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Ec,b(tsl ) = modulus of elasticity of the beam concrete at the 
time of slab casting 
Lsp = span length of the beam 
The factor 3 in Eq. 2.58 takes into account the variation of 
. differential shrinkage force with time and also approximates the creep and 
varying stiffness effects (see Branson, .1964) and was determinedexperi-
mentally 0 
Equation 2056 gives an insight into the phenomenon involved in 
time-dependent variation of camber in composite prestressed structures. 
However~ it is based on.the rate of creep method, which does not take the 
enti re stress hi story of the member into account and ·the creep effects under 
variable stresses are taken into account by a rough approximation. 
The writer agrees with the ·authors that thevari ati on of camber 
due to creep in concrete due to dead load and prestressing, at any time after 
casting of the s 1 abconcrete, s houl dbe based on composite section properties 
and not onthe·sum of·the separate slab and beam stiffness. 
In order toavoi dconfusi on, the term differential shri nkages houl d 
be modified and explained as the difference between the free shrinkage of the 
slab and the free shrinkage of the precast girder any time after casting of 
the deck concreteo Since, in this case, each unit length of the slab and 
the girder undergoes the same differential shrinkage, the resultant dif-
ferentialshearing force will be constant along the beamo If we consider 
creep due to dead .load of the slab and the girder and the prestressing force 
in composite section separately, the differential creep associated with the 
resultant differential force between the slab and the girder concrete would 
intro'duce a resultant differential creep force which usually increases from 
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support to the midspan and would not be uniformly distributed along the beam. 
Since, within the working stress range, the principle of super-
position is valid, the effects of differential shrinkage on camber of com-
posite prestressed structures can be considered separately and then super-
imposed wi th the other effects 0 The sep.ar-ate secti on methodshoul d be used 
for calculations of stress distribution and ~amber because it corresponds to 
the actual behavior of the member. 
As it will be discussed later in this study in the section on 
Approximate .. P.rocedu.res, the principle of superposition which takes the entire 
stress history into account and is based on.theory of viscoelasticity, can 
safely be applied for calculating the loss of prestress and camber in non-
composi te andcomposi te .prestressed structures. The behavi or of composi te 
section is best visualized by following the variation of the sheari ngforces 
and moments between the s.lab ·andthe girder con.crete with time after casting 
of the deck concrete. 
Scordelis, Branson and Sozen {l963)(Subcommittee 5, ACI Committee 
435) reported on prediction of deflections of simply supported noncomposite 
prestressed concrete members. The method of ·calculation of long-time de-
flections presented in this report is more or less based on Branson's method. 
This report was concerned primarily. with a.simple approximate 
method of prediction of deflections taking into ·account the effect of the 
prestressing and dead load separately, but in the process of calculating 
curvatures most of the i nformati onrequi red forpredi cti on of loss of pre-
stress is developed. The loss of prestress can be written as: 
= Relaxation Loss + Shrinkage Loss + Creep Loss (2 .. 59) 
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The loss components are: 
Relaxation Loss = 0sto - 0st(t) 
where 
= ° [1 _ 109 t ( Os to 
sto 10 ° + 
" 5 \",y 
O. 55 )1 
I J 
(2.60) 
= steel stress at time t 
Os to = i ni ti' a 1 effe cti ve pres tres s 
° = steel yield stress, measured at an offset straih of st,y 
0.001 
t = ti me after stress i ng, in hours 
The steel stress ~elaxation equation is from an investigatioh by 
Ma g Ura, eta 1 a (1964): 
(2.61) 
where 
~ the modul us of e 1 asti ci ty of s tee 1 
Creep Loss ( 
¢(t)(n)oco,P 
= <p ( t) (n) o· co P 1 - 2 0 
, 0 . Os to ) (2.62) 
where 
° = effective initial prestress in concrete at the level of 
coP o 
the prestressing steel, due only to the prestressing 
force 
n = modular ratio 
For calculating the total prestress loss, the prestress gain due to 
creep under girder dead load must be included and is calculated as in Eq. 2.63 
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and added to Eq. 2.59 0 
where 
Creep Gain = -¢(t)(n)acb,d (2.63) 
0co,d .- stress in concrete at the level of the prestressing steel 
. due to thegi rder dead load 
As mentioned before, this procedure is also based on the rate of 
creep me thad and does not· take the vari a ti on of creep coeffi ci ent wi th ti me 
forvaryi ng ·stress into account. The assumption is made that creep due to 
prestressing. occurs at a constant stress equal to the average of the initial 
and fi na 1 stresses. due. topres.t.ress i ng . 
. Sinno (1968.) developed hyperbolic. functions for calculating loss of 
prestress. and .camber. ins imp ly s upportedprest.ressedgi rders. '. This method 
is~based on the· rate of creep method and assumes that the variation of camber 
and loss of prestress with time can be fitted to a hyperbolic function of the 
same form as that of shri nkage and uni t creep curves. . Then, the tota 1 pre-
stress loss can be presented by 
~P t 
flP(t) 00 (2.64) 
where 
6P(t) = the total prestress loss·at time t 
flP = the ultimate time~dependent loss 
00 
flPo = the i nit; a 1 elastit prestress loss 
t~P/2 = the ti me at whi ch the time-dependent .prestress loss is 
equal to half its ultimate value 
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Correspondingly, the time-dependent camber can be presented in the following 
form 
8, t 
= 
00 (2.65) 
where 
8,(t) - total camber at any time 
6
00 
= ultim~te time~dependent camber 
6~ = initial elastic camber 1 ,0 
t./1'1 = the time at which. time-dependen't camber is equal to half 
!J./L 
the ~ltimatevalue 
This procedure requires' a two~cycle numerical iteration; it does 
not take the· entire'ilistory of the stress into account, and ·can give reliable 
answers .. for·calculating .loss of prestress· and camber only if the· variation 
of creep andshr.inkage wi th.tlme fi t a hyperboTi c function. ( Spec;'mens stored 
under constant, environmental conditions satisfy this relatively well.) 
'. On ·the other hand, .. this procedure does not explain .the complex nature 
of composite. ,pr:est.ressed .s.t.ructuressubjected to ,creepand·.shr;'nkage .of.con-
crete . The method .deve loped .. by.Si nnowi ll··be .exam; ned andwill:be .. compared' 
with the p.rocedure.outlined in ,thi sstudy in the .chapter on Approximate Pro-
cedures. 
2.5 Prediction ,Methods for Creep and Shrinkage 
In all the procedures .explained previously in .this chapter, it was 
assumed .thatcreep,shrihkage .of concrete and .relaxation .in,prestressing 
.. steel versus. time .. relationships.are: known. Consequently.,. the reliability of 
those computations. will mainly depend .upon .the.reliabi.li.tyof the predi.ction 
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of creep and .shri.nkage .. of concrete and. re laxation of the pres tressi n.g. steel 
.. used in a parti.culars tructuralmember., .cons ideri ng ,the .effects .of surroundi ng 
environment on ,the magnitude .of creep and .shrinkage. 
There have .been ·numerous laboratory, inves ti gationswhich tri ed to 
explain ,the complex nature .of.creep and ,shrinkage .inconcrete and to ,estab-
.. lish arelationship,betweenmagnitude.of ,creep ~and .ti.me by taking ;i.nto .account 
.allthe variables which .affect ,creep ,and.shrinkage.in,concrete. 
Some .of .those predi.cti on ,methods. ,are .based on .functtons ,whi.ch si.mu-
late the .creep and .shri.nkage~.ti.merelati onshtps like .the .hype.rboli c functions 
. first presented .by Ross {1.958).,.or .theexponenti.al .functionsfi.rstpresented 
'. by Dischinger ("939), and some .other .recent .predi.ctions .wh.i.ch are based ·on 
viscoe.lastic .behav.ior .of concrete .. By means·.of.rheological models, such as 
. .Burger,.Kelvin, and Maxwell-bodi.es.connected in ~seri.es,itis .poss.i.ble toes-
tab 1.i-5h a relati onshi pwhich .simulatesbasi.c. .creep.( creep in .absence of any 
; 
moisture .. exchange) and takes into account ,the delayed .elasti.ci tyand vi sco-
s i tyacti on of the bas ic creep. The rheo 1 og; cal .constants.are .. found.experi-
. menta llyo For laboratory stored specimens , corre 1 ati on attempts, have been 
. made by. Hansen. (1958)-, and A 1 i and .Xes 1 er (1964). 
Ali and Kesler (1964) were: also.the first to present the drying 
creep as a function ofshri nkage and time . Some predi ction.methods. wh.i ch 
. haves orne practical importance are the .procedures.proposed .by Jones, et a 1 . 
(195.9), the European Concrete Committee.(C.E .. B.) .(1969), and Meyers,' et al. 
(1970) . 
Jones, et al .. (1959), used a .standard ,creep ,curve for a concrete 
with .given mix proportions, subjected to,sustai.ned .10ad .and ,stored.under 
·cons tant .humi.di tyand ,storage ·conditi.ons ... Thi s parti-cu1 ar creep curve ,can 
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then be corrected for a given concrete under other stotage condi.tions with 
the given correction factors. A similar method has also been developed 
by CoE.B. (1969), as will be discussed later in Chapter 4. 
Factors affecti ngcreep andshri nkage and also the prediction 
methods have been discussed extensively by Wallo and Kesler (1968), Nevill~ 
(1970), and Hansen,et al. (J966), and will not be covered here further. 
However, effects of variation of humi dityand temperature and size effects 
on deformations of specimens under field storage conditions will be discussed 
later in Chapter 4. 
2.6 Deformations under Field Conditions 
Despite the fact that there have been many laboratory tests con-
ducted on creep and ,shrinkage of concrete and long-time behavior of reinforced 
and pres tressed concrete members , there have been few attempts to i nves ti ga te 
the actual behavior of the member under .field storage conditions. with companion 
laboratory andfiel d .storedspeci.mens. 
Finsterwalder (1955, 1958) reported creep, shrinkage and deflection 
measurements on .15 ·continuous and .singlespan post-tensioned, framed bridges 
with main span. lengths .of 33.5 m (110 ft) to 114.22 m (374ft). The creep 
and shri nkage measut""'ements wec"e taken by means of an unstressed \vi re wh; eh 
was installed in .a tube and embedded i nconcrete. One end of the wire was 
anchored at one end of the bridge in ·concrete and ,the other end was connected 
to a measuring device which was free to move, so that the relative movement 
of the unbondedwire,due to .elasticshottening and creep and ,shrinkage de-
formations against.the concrete, could be measured throughout .the year. De-
flection measurements were made using a surveyor's level. 
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The bri dgestructureswere .. built i n.di.fferent locations i nGermany 
from ,1950· to .1.953, and.their long-time behavior was .observed ,for from 2 to 
8 years 0 
The creep' and shrinkage measurementsrevealedthat.after compensa-
tion for thermally induced length changes, .in .general, .thebridgestructures 
shrotenedduri ng ,.the .spri ngandsummer .peri od and.e 1 ongated.duri ng ,the .winter 
period, due to .changes in temperature .and,humi.dityconditionsofthesurround-
ing atmosphere.,. The variation of measured .strains~ith time .indicated that 
about half.of the final creep value was. reached during the ,first year period 
and thereafter the increase in strain occurred at a slow rate. After 8 years, 
only 70 percent of total final value of predicted creep and .shrinkage had 
occurred o .(Calculatedcreep factor wasl;o¢c;o = 0 .. 75 ~ 2 =1.5 and predicted 
shrinkage under. the .givenatmosphericconditions was Eshoo ::: 112.5 x .10~6~) 
The final val ueof creep and shrinkage and, the. rate of creep were influenced 
by temperature and humidity conditions .at .the time of release of prestressing 
and thereafter .. Sri dge structureswhi ch .were. prestressed under dry atmospheri c 
condttions showed,htgher creep ,rates .thanbridge,structureswhichwere cast 
and.,pres.tressed unde,r .. wetatmospheric cond;, tions . 
Leonhardt, .etal .. (1958), and .Leonhardt (.1964). reported field mea-
surements on a·three~span. box girder bridge located in ,Heilbronn,.Germany, 
with a:centerspanof.96 m (315. ft) .. The webs .of.the box girder were 50 cm 
(19.7 in.) thick. The top slab had an average thickness .of 25 cm (9~85in.), 
,whereas the· thickness of the .bottomslab varied .betweenlZ1- to .50 cm .(5.5 to 
.19.7 i no) •. The average concrete strength at 28 days based on cube tests was 
' .. 544 Kg/cm~ .(.7740 1bs/in. 2). The compressivest.resses. at midspan under dead 
load and,prestress.ing.were80 Kg/cm2 (1.140.1bs/in. 2) and .60 Kg/cm2 (854 lbs/ 
in~2) at the top and bottom fibers, respectively .. During prestressing, which 
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was carried out in November and December, .1950 (three .stages of tensioning), 
the midspan point rosesltghtlybecause .the .dead weight was not fullyeffec-
tive, as a resultof.elastic rebound.of the sc.affolding. After lowering of 
scaffolding,themeasured.elastic deflection was 3.6 cm(1.42 in.) .. The 
midspan deflection increased to about four times the initial elastic deflec-
tion .10 years after post tensioning .of .the bridge. A part .of the deformations 
were caused by the re 1 axati on .of thes tee 1 strands. The creep coeffi ci ent, 
¢(t), was estimated to be about 3 after 10 years. The high final creep values 
\Alere attri buted to .the low temperatures pri or to the prestress i ng . 
. Parallel to the defl ecti on .meas urements, there lat; ve .humi.di ty of 
the surrounding .atmosphere· was also.recorded .. The relative humidity varied 
between. 50 and .90. percent. The rate .of increase in defl ect; ons was low 
duri ng . thewi.nter·months and was hi gh.duri ngthe summer. peri ods ... The variation 
.of.humidity and.temperature resulted· in an i·ncrease in deflections. 
Breckenridge and Bugg .(1964) ·observed and reported~,the .effects of 
long-time loads on prestressed concrete .beams stored under.fi.eld conditions 
· in.Port Hueneme,. California. Thirty post-tensioned 42"'ft .long .simplysupported 
concrete beams on a .40~ft span were 1 oadedfor about.ei ght .. years and changes 
i ndeflecti ons and ,prestress i ng.forceswererecorded .. Ei ght .of the beams 
were gable shaped hol10wboxsec.tions and .were.prestressedwith.straight ten-
dons .wi.th an ini.tial.prestressing.force of 260 kips. Six of. these beams were 
· loaded with; concretewei.ghts toprovi de. four di.fferent 1 oading,condtti ons. 
Twenty,:"two of the beams were straight I-sec.tion .. bearns and were prestressed 
. wi.th. g.routed or ungrouteddraped prestressing .barsor cables with an initial 
· prestressing force of.l97 or 194.5 kips .. The twenty-two I-beams .. were subjected 
to loads varying in rnagni.tude. from dead load only to .dead load .plus l.5 
design ,live load. 
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The beams were stored 110 feet from the ocean and the average 
annual .precipitation and the variation of temperature and humidity of the 
surrounding atmosphere were recordedo 
The test results revealed that the deflections of the test beams 
stabilized after 5-1/2 years, or less, and the final deflections at mid-
span due to the external transverse loads increased by 201 to 2.6 times the 
initial deflectionso At unloading, the elastic recovery strains were about 
the same as the original elastic strains~ and only 15 percent of the time-
dependent deflections were recoverable after unloading of specimens. 
Approximately.60 percent of the total loss of prestress occurred 
during the first year. Thereafter the increase in loss of prestress.occurred 
wi th a slower rate and. reached a maxi mum va 1 ue . of. 22. percent. after 5 years . 
. . Thirteen additional nontensioned.short.sections :were.also cast 
and stored.along with the.42~ft lohg.test.beams ... The.strain measurements 
on these specimens .revealed.the shrinkage on the.beam.specimens .. The.aver-
age .meas ured maxi mum. shri nkageva 1 ue was. about. 300 x.l 0-6 . 
Unfortuna te 1y, no. fi e ld creep. speci mens· .and . compan; on 1 aboratory 
.. creep. and .. shrinkage . spec; mens were made.; n . thi s i nves ti ga ti on . in order. to 
exam; ne. the. relationship .between . creep and .shrinkage .specimens. under labor-
.. atory . and. fi e i d . storage. conditions . 
. . Furr, .Sinno.and Ingram. (1968) .reported.field.measurements .on a 
four. span. hi ghway·. bri dge . wi th . cas t-i·n~p 1 ace. rei nforced .·concrete . slab 
7~1/4.ino .thick on precast prestressed.beams .. One.spanwas.40.ft.and.three 
.were .56 . fto 
.. The main.objectives,of.th;sinvestigation.were.to.observe.the 
.10ng~time.behavior.of.composite.prestressed.bridge.structures, made.of 
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lightweight.ornormal .weight.concrete,under.field.storage.conditions and 
to.examine.the.reliability.of the existing prediction.methods . 
. Creep prisms .andshrinkage.beam.and.slab.sections .were made.of 
the same concretes .used.in.the.test girders .and.slabsectionsand.were 
stored at the bridge site. The creep and.shrinkage values .from.those 
.specimens .were then used.to predict.creep.strains, .camber, .andloss .of 
prestress in.the.test.beams and in the composite structure .. Presumably 
the creepspecimens.were.loaded.at.thetime.of.release.of.prestressing and 
.. no distinction was made.betweenthe unit creep values.before and.after 
casting.of the.deck.concrete. 
No .companionlaboratory .specimens .were made .. The analysis used 
for predicting the long-:-time behavi.or.of the bridge .structure was based on 
rate .of creep method and a .step by--step procedure was .developed .. The 
effects. of . conti.nui ty and. changes in. react; on due to compos i. te act; on were 
not considered in this investigation ... The results .of.observation on.the 
bridge structurerevealedthat.the camber.of the .56 ft spa~normal weight 
beams increased to 106 times its initial value, 660 days .afterrelease of 
prestressingo 
The loss .ofcprestress in .56 .ft.span normalweight.beams was .about 
.15 percent at midspan after 660 days ... The predi cted camber, prestress .10ss:; 
and strain-time .relationships in composite prestressed structure .were, to 
a .reasonable precision, in agreement.with.the .measuredones . 
. . Kokubu, .Gota .and .Ozaka .(l970) reported measurements .of creep, 
shrinkage,and.deflections .of 21 prestressedcconcrete I, T~ and.bqx.girder 
bridges .constructed in various sites in Japano . Seven of the teststruc-
tures .were hi ghway bri dges wi th span lengths varyi ng from 25 m. (82 ft) to 
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146 m. (479 ft) and .14bri dges .were rai.lway bri dges coveri ng .·span :1 engths 
,from.16 m .(52.5 .ft) .to 80m,(262 .ft). 
In order to.determine the .magnitude ,of creepandcshrinkagein .the 
test girders, .concrete .shrinkage .blocks .were inserted in .the .f1angesof 
.the .girders .. Strain .measurements .weremadeon .theunstressed.concrete .speci-
.mens, .alongwiththe .strain measutements .on .the .gi.rder concrete . 
. .In .one .bri.dge, .the .measured .shrinkage .strai.ns .in .the .web .concrete 
f · ,.. 270 . '10-6 t "'30" 1"0-6 Q. th Q h.... . d f.l..h .. or. 0 . years .were. x I " o.~ x. .In. e .rlg L .S1. e.o .. L e .span, 
-6 -6 
· .whereas .350 x .10 .. to .550 x.l0 . in .the .left ... The .di.fferencesin .the .magni-
.tude .of,shri.nkage .were .thought.to.be mainly .due .to :differences .in .the .degree 
· .of .sunshi.nefal1ing .on .thebri.dge .and .the .drying .of the .box .gi.rders ... This 
.phenomenon was .important .from the practical .point.of.view, ,si.nce .even in 
· . the same:structure~-. the :magni.tude .of:shri-nkage: can:va·ry :consfderab'ly--:a long· -. 
. the .beam • 
. The.authors .concluded .that .estimati.on .of .the magni.tudeand .vari-
' .. ation .of.creepand ,shrinkage .in ~the .fi.eld ,under various ,climatic .conditions 
.is .not .easy .... The .measured .shri.nkage .strai.ns .for a . few .bridges .were 200 x 
-6 -6 10 .. to.400 x.10 after 3 to 5.years . 
. . The :final value.ofcreepcoefficientranged.between 1.5 .to 2.5 
.for .all .22br'idges, .assuming a .modulusof :elasti.city .of .350,00.0 .kg/cm2 
.(5 x.l06 1b/inD 2) and a.shrinkage .strain.of150 x 10-6. 
Marks and .Kei.fer.(1969) reported a.long~termfield .study .of 
stresses in a .post .tensioned . concrete girder bri.dge ... Thebridgestruc-
ture was .located . at . the .Oahe. Reservoi r, .Pi.erre, South Dakota, and. cons i.s ted 
.. of eleven simple .span T-sectiongirders .withthree:spans eachof.70ft.and 
.. 110 .ft, and five .spans .150~ft long. 
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The average design steel stress .at transfer at midspan, including 
the initial losses due to friction and elastic shortening, was about 167,000 
psi 0 The measured steel stresses at transfer were 92 percent.of the design 
valueo. The design prestress .10ss .due .to creepand.shrinkagewas calculated 
to be 25,000 psi~ fifteen percent of the total steel stress at transfer. 
The pr"estress losses after' transfer ceased 18 months following the :construc ... 
t1onof the bridge. Creep and shrinkage losses .at midspan ranged from 60 
to 84percent.of the 25,000 psi design .prestress losseso. But, including 
all the .losses due to friction, elastic.shortening, creep and shrinkage, 
the .finalmeasured loss in prestress loss was comparable to the final 
.. design valueo 
Gamble (1970) reported on field investigation of a four-span 
-conti'nuous -composi.fe presfressea r':beafn-hfghwaY-bridge locatedi n'-Jefferson 
County, Illinoisc 
The interior span girders were 72 ft 3 ino in.length and the 
end.span girders were .43 .ft 8 in~ 10ngo All girders .were .48 in~ deep and 
the .slab thickness was 7 ino thicko 
The girders were cast and prestressed in a plant in August, .1966~ 
and after .about 78 days .storage outsi.de .of the plant they were shipped 
to.the construction site. At the time of casting.of.the .deck .concrete, 
.the .test girders were 294 days oldo Strain and camber readings were taken 
and reported up to 1212 days after' release .of the prestressing for the 
test girders .. Unfortunately, because of some manufacturing and shipment 
problems, the creep and .shrinkagetest .specimens could not all be cast and 
tested in parallel with .the .test.girders .. Therefore, the test data is not 
completely .representative.of the material of the actual structure. 
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.. However, .meas urements on .shrinkage .speci.mens in .the . fi e 1 d and in 
the 1aboratoryrevealed .thatfinal .shri.nkagein the fie1d .stored .speci.mens 
(100 x.lO-6 to 200 x 10~6) in general was .smaller in magnitude than .the 
final .shrinkageof the laboratory .stored .speci.mens . (500 x 10~6) ,but the 
creep values .were comparable ... The changes in .humi.dity and temperature .of the 
surrounding .atmosphere :were .reflected in .theannual .variations in .strainof 
. the. fie 1 d .speci:mens, and. consequently any .des i gna tion .of .a . fi na 1 va 1 ue is 
. somewhat .arbitrary. 
_ .The .camberof the .test.girdersincreased.to.about.l~75 :times 
.its initial values .in 40 days and only small movements .occurred.thereafter . 
. After casti.ng .of .the .deck .concrete, .thevari.ations of camber .were .very 
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The. pres tress i ng force i.mmedi. ate 1y . after pres tress i ngwas . abo ut 
.before . re lease .of .pres tress" .. The . des i gn .1 oss .was .25 .percent . of . the. des i gn 
.force .before .release, .and .the :measured .10ss .was .about .29 .percent .of .the 
... design .force, .but .was .on1y 20 .percent .of .the .forceactually .exi.sting.just 
.before .re lease . 
. Theauthor concluded.that a.major.revision in .the .method .of 
.predicting .creep strain .is .necessary,so .that .fluctuations in environmental 
.. conditi.ons .as .well .as .the .average value .of .relati.ve .humidities can be taken 
i.nto .account. 
A .fi.eld investigation .of a.three .span composite .prestressed.con-
.. crete .bri.dge .structure, .10catedin .Douglas County, .111inois,;s also .being 
.. conductedby .the .Untversi.ty .of Illinois under the .Illinois .Cooperati.ve .High-
way.Research Program. : Instrumentati.on, fabricati.onand :test .results .of .the 
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test g1 rders and laboratory .and .field .speci.mens .have .been .reportedi n a 
. recent. report. (Houdeshe 11, .et a 1 ",.1971 ) a 
Since the creep and.shrinkage.speci.mensfor fieldand.laboratory 
measurements were cast and loaded .at the proper times, .the data.obtained in 
this investigation .should.be .useful for predicting the long~time .behavior 
of the .actual bridge by making .use .ofthe computer .program .and approximate 
procedure. devel.oped in .thi s .study, .as wi llbe discussed in Chapters 5 and 7. 
207 . Concl us ions 
From .the previous investigations,it can .be concluded .that any 
analysis of the long~time.behavior.of composite.prestressed.structures 
which does not take .the .effects of .vari.able .stresses, .time .of.the loading, 
and all other important.effects into.account ·can .lead.to .erroneous values. 
Consequently, .the .reduced.modulusmethodcwhichwas .developed to.predict 
long-time deformations of concrete .membersunder constant .sustained loading 
should not be used for predicting,long-time.behavior of prestressed concrete 
members unless .the creep .coefficient is modified by taking the .effectof 
variationof.stress into .account,aswasdemonstrated.by Fritz (1961). 
The rate of creep method does take into,account.the changes in stress, .but 
it does not consider the vari.ationof creep . coeffi.cient .for varying stress. 
For small changes in stress, .such as changes in stresses in prestressed 
concrete .members due to .lossof prestress:l and if creep and shrinkage time 
values .are .assumed correctly, .this .method.will still give reliable answers. 
For large variation of stresses, however, such as stresses 'induced by external 
loads applied at later times, the errors involved may be appreciable, unless 
corresponding creep .versus time curves are used. 
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The superposition .methodbased on McHenry·s hypothesis .will give 
closer results if the variation in the creep coefficient .forvaryingstress 
can be taken into account .. This hypothesis is not strictly correct because 
it does not differenttatecreepunder increasing ~tressfromcreep under 
decreasing stress, .butas stated .previous1y,it is' a necessary condition 
for the usual assumptions of elasticity, .wi.thin theworki.ng .;;tress range. 
A modified form of this method, .as .developedby Dilger, Ghali and Kountocis 
(1970), uses an average of the creep coefficients under increasing and de-
creastng.stresseso 
Among the differenttheoretical.methods .of .predi.cti.on, .thesuper-
posi:tion .method.based on theory .ofelasticttywhi.ch ·was .developed .by Trost 
(1967) and .isextendedto :the .case .ofcomposite .prestressed.structures in . 
this s tudyseems to .bea .promi sing one 0 This method .does ·take . the. changes 
in .stressand .the·entire .hi.story .ofstresstnto account, and by proper 
chot ce of the. rheo logi ca 1. .constants . di. fferent creep and .sh rinkage~ ti.me 
curves can be approachedo 
.. For treating the problems involved incomposi.te .secti.ons .after 
. the slab concrete has hardened,Branson!s approach has .beenthe .mostac-
cepted one in .the Uni.ted .States 0 • This .method is .si.mple.but as mentioned 
.. before,it does .not take .the entire hi.storyof.stressinto .. account and 
. should be modified Mith :that.respect. 
The separate section .described above is the most sati.sfactory for 
prediction of the behavior .of composi.te .members. 
The few field tests· indifferentlQcations in .the Uni.ted .States, 
. Germany, Japan, and .·Afri ca have indicated that the .effects· .ofclimati c 
conditions on .the magnitude .ofcreep ·and .shrinkage ·can be .appreciable. 
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Consequently, any method of analysis, nomatter.ho'd exact, will lead to 
erroneous values if the assumed creep and.shrinkage values do not correspond 
to the actual values in the field .. The correct selection of the analytical 
procedure, however, is still of primary importance because the.designer 
knows that by making a fair judgment of the upper and lower bounds of creep 
and shrinkage of concrete under.field conditions, a .reasonable answer to 
the problem can be obtained. 
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3. MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN CREEP AND .SHRINKAGE . 
301 I ntroducti on 
Concrete .is .built.up of three constituents, .cement,wat~r, and 
aggregates .. All properties .of concrete depend on the.mix proportions of 
t~e main constituents;used inthe.concrete and.their physical and chemical 
properties 0 . These properties are, in .turn, .affected .by ,the environmental and 
loadingcondition~, .such as storage conditions including .temperature and 
humidity before and.afterloadapplication. The classical theories on creep 
of concrete, such as the plastic flow and.seepagetheories,fai.led to 
explain fully the rather complex nature .of the creep and shrfnkag~ phen-
omena. 
. Powers (1~68), Han~en (1960), Ali and Kesler (1964), and Jessop 
(1969), are all in agre~ment.that creep of concrete cannot .be explained by 
means of the theory ofpTasti city . Plastic deformation is a result of 
i nte rcrys ta'll i ne s 1 i ppage and 1 oca 1 rupture of cement, and poss i b ly aggre-
gate .. It is a nonlinear, irrecoverable deformation which occurs .after ~ 
limiting .stress ·isexceeded.lnfact, there .is an instantaneous .permanent 
set in '~oncrete due to applied load, .but.this can be related to immediate 
plastic.deformationsafter.theload.isapplied,whicharecaused by stress 
concentrations, nonhomogeni.ties, and i.mperfecti.ons in .thematerial. A par-
tial collapse .ofthe .gel .structure may .alsobe .responsible for.this phenomenono 
The magnitude of the instantaneous permanent .set .depends on the .volumetric 
concentration of·the cement paste and aggregate. In general,it can .be 
stated that plastic.110wdoes .not contribut~ significantly to .creepand 
.shri.nkage .at .worki.ng .stress .level.However, .its .effectwillbemeasurable 
at stress levels near ultimate. 
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In order to understand .the ~mechani.sms involved in creep and shrink-
age in concrete, it .isof importance to study the acti.ve ingredients involved 
in .the .deformations in concrete; .that .is ~ the structure .of cement paste and 
.aggregates . 
. Many investigators, .realtzingthat.creepoccurred mainly in the 
paste~ .thought.that.observation .of the creep characteristics of the paste 
alone .would be .sufficient to develop 'an understanding :forthe creep .of 
concreteo However, concrete .containtng ami xture of cement and aggregate 
need not :necessarily have the .observed.creep characteristics of the cement 
pasteo. In general, .the .effect.of.aggregateis to reduce_the .effective 
creep .of concrete. 
According .to Freudenthal (l950);concretecontaining a.consid-
erable amount.ofcement and.lessaggregate:behaves like a viscoelastic 
materi.al under deformation 0 However, concretes wi.th large volumetric .con-
centrations .of aggregates show a more pronounced :effect .ofinternal slip-
page rather. th an vi s coe 1 as ti cbehavi or .. Hence ,. the. vol umetri c concentra-
.tion .ofaggregates in a .concrete·mix has a consi.derable:effect· on. creep of 
.concreteoTherefore, in order to.explain.the.observed.creep behavior of 
. concrete under various s tatesof. stres's . and. to. understand .theinterna 1 
mechanisms of creep and.shrinkage, a knowledge of the .structure of the 
cement pas te and aggre>ga te is essen ti. a 1 . 
In the followi.ng,.based on .the :mos·t .recent i.nvesti gations, .the 
structure .ofthe. cement pa.ste and aggregates, .action .oftbeadsorQ.ed wa,ter, 
and .the .mechani.sms involved in basic creep, drying:creep,· and free drying 
shrinkage Wi 11 be presented and discussed. 
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302 Structure of Cement .Paste 
Tricalcium silicate (C3S), dicalcium silicate (C2S), tricalcium 
aluminate (C3A), and tetracalciumalumtno~ferrite (C4AF) are the main 
constituents in cement pastea It has been reported that the reaction of 
calcium silicate and water produces a substance that has a composition and 
a crystal structure resembling that of the natural mineral tobermorite. 
Hence, the cement gel is sometimes referred to astobermortte .gel .. Some 
.properties of concrete, such as setting; hardening, strength, dimensional 
changes and modulus of elasticity, have been found to be dependent on the 
properties of the tobermorite gel phase. 
Powers (1965) states that the~hydration .of cement paste produces 
a coherent porous mass composed'of poorly crystallized colloidal reaction 
products, togetherwtthsome ·noncol:loidalreaction products, .pri.ncipally 
calcium'hydroxideoTheheterogeneous material in its densest form is 
called .cement.gelaGel particles .are in contact.with each other and in 
some cases are .chemi cally bonded .. The hydration process starts at the 
grain-water interface and:the .gel grows outward and ·inward.simultaneously. 
The capillary pores may be closed by additional hydration 'products if hy-
dration ·conti.nues.· When·thecementpastesets, its volume is approximately 
equal to the ·volume of.thecement plus the volUme.of.the water; therefore, 
the paste .volumeis a function.of water-cement.ratioo. Hence, .the .final 
volume is composed .of hydration products, .voidsandwater .. Powers des-
cribes cement gel as consisting .of colloidal particles with small voids 
between these particles, the so-called gel :pores .. The mature paste in-
cludes isolated pockets or cavities, which are interconnected.by the .gel 
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pores ~ . These .isolated pockets .are.so-called .captllarypores·. Recent .mea-
surements .of the size of capillary pores have shown that capillary pores 
are larger than gel pores ... The permeabili.ty and volume stability of cement 
paste is affected .by its porosity. The average paste porosity is of the 
order of 28 percent . 
. Three statesof'waterhave~been 'identified in a hydtatedcement 
paste~.nonevaporable:water, .gel.water, and.capi.l1ary·water·~ Nonevaporable 
water is a consti.tuent .ofthe solidmateri alaf the cement paste,.whereas, 
the .gel water is the waterexi.sting·;n.·.thegel pores .. The water within 
the capil.1ary pores is defined as capillary water and contai.ns dissolved 
alkalies and other salts. The amount of ' water h~d in a .cementpaste .de-
.pends ·not tinly on.the surface area,but on the total pore volume, or geherally 
onthe'internal geometry. Since tobermor,i·te crystals have a large specific 
surface, high.surface .forces are developed and a considerable amount of 
water is adsorbed over the exposed surfaces 0 . The·amount.of the adsorbed 
water depends on the vapor pressure. 
According to·Grudemo :(1959), the principle source .ofdimensional 
stability 'of cement gel is the presence of a framework .of fibrous particles 
or gel li.nks, which are needle-like crystals. The amorphous part .of cement 
gel~ the .felt~li.ke mass, usually contains the major portion .of the water . 
. . The 'cementtng acti on . depends on the' surface energy .of the tober-
morite gel and causes· the adherence .of gel'particles to each other and to 
the surface .of -aggregates .. Besi des the surface area and .the .attracti on 
forces, porosity and water content play an important role·in the volume 
stability of concrete, .. Thestructure.of tobermorite is responsible for 
the volume:changes associated with movement of moisture during shrinkage 
and swellingo 
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303 Aggregates 
The conventional aggregates commonly used in concrete include 
1imestone~ .quartz, granite, gravel~ basalt, and sandstone. 
The most important differences in physical properties of those 
aggregates are in the modulus of elasticity (deformability) and porosity, 
which, in turn, affect the creep and shrinkage in concrete structures. 
Neville (1970) has discussed the mineralogical character of aggregates 
and its effect on creep of concrete explicitly. Important test results were 
reported by Troxell, et ala (1958). 
The poros; ty of aggregate and.i ts absorpt10n capaci ty play a 
direct role in moisture transfer' within the concreteG Apart .of creep may 
be associated with this phenomenon a 
The modulus of elasticity of aggregate affects .the deformation 
characteristics of concrete directly. In general, it can be concluded that 
in a certain concrete mix if nothing else is changed except the quality of 
aggregate, a higher porosity of aggregates will cause higher creep in 
concrete. 
3.4 Action of Adsorbed Water 
On app 1i ca ti on of load, two types of instantaneous deforma ti on 
occur in concrete. One is the change in intermolecular spacing which 
causes elastic deformations within the gel particles, and another is. the 
relative movement of gel particles which occurs .due to the deformability of 
gel links and load-bearing absorbed water ... The forces acting on ·a concrete 
specimen are transmitted from particle to particle, due to the lattice 
action causing deformation of the elastic skeleton. Some gel particles 
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whose planes are facingthe.direction of the applied load arepushed.closer 
and some .others .whose,planes :are in the direction of the load are.pushed 
aparto. This contraction in the loaded direction and.expansion in perpendi-
cular direction results in normal and shearing stresses on solid.surfaces .of 
.the gel particleso . These stresses tend to move the gel particles apart in 
a lateral direction, causing tensile stresses in the gel links and adsorbed 
,,' water layers 0 . The stresses in.the gel particles in the loaded direction will 
be in equilibrium with .the applied load, whereas .the .stresses .developedin 
lateral direction will be in .equilibrium within.the .element itself .. The 
gel links iD lateral directions are much stiffer than the molecules of 
adsorbed water .. Hence, they will carry the major part of tensile stresses. 
The development of·normal·and·shearing.stresses in.the adsorbed 
water, due to iriteraction of gel particles, are of importance. It can 
reasonab 1y . be ass umed . that. rheo 1 ogi cal deformati ons in concrete pri mari ly 
i nvol ve movements between gel parti cles rather .thanwi thi n the parti cles. 
Powers'was:the'f1rst toconfirm.the active role and.structural load-bearing 
action.of adsorbed'water and tried to :explain creep in ,terms .of changes in 
disjoining pressure (internal moisture diffusion) due to.decreases in' 
.thickness of films .of adsorbed water. Adsorbedwater.affectsbasic creep 
in two ways 0 .. First, it undergoes .highly localizedmigration.because .of 
.. the thermodynamic effects resulting.in : deformati on of theelastic.ske1eton. 
Second,it undergoes :viscous .deformation,after-application of the load on 
the ·concretespecimen, due to its viscous nature and.strong s'urface forces 
.of adsorption, resulting in re1ativedisplacement.of.the gel particles. 
Hence, evaporable water.existing in concrete is mainly.responsible for the 
creep deformations and.the creep in concrete is primarily caused.byeither 
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moisture movement within the specimen or between the specimen and envi-
ronment. 
3.5 Mechanisms Involved in Basic Creep 
Experimental studies revealed that significant creep does occur 
when :concrete specimens are not exposed to any moisture exchange during 
the period of sustained loading .. Therefore, .thispart.of.creep is .not 
related to shr.inkageor swelling.action .. Hansen .(1960) and .Ali and Kesler 
(1964) .were .the first to introduce the concept of basic creep. Hansen 
describes basic creep in ,terms of:viscous ti~e-dependent.deformations and 
de 1 ayed e las ti ci tY 0 He re 1 a tes . the vi s cous . deforma ti ons to vi. s cous . flow in . 
. the grain boundaries .or:welding points .of the solid gel particles, and the· 
delayed elastic part .of creep to i.nternal diffusion .processes .. The loosely 
linked solid particles of cement paste are-shown to .becapable.of changes in 
orientation and their response to stress is diffusion controlled. Hansen 
rejects Powers I concept of migration of adsorbed water molecules on gel 
particle surfaces from the higher.stressed areas to the lower stressed 
areas, because there is no proof.of change in internal relative humidity 
when load is applied. Hansen believes .if such a migration occurs, .it does 
not disturb the moisture .equilibrium of the concrete. Ali and.Kesler are 
generally in agreement with Hansen,l· s concept of basic creep and also relate 
it to de 1 ayed e las ti c and vi s'coe las ti c phenomena, a 1 though they do not 
reject the role of adsorbed water in the hypothesis of basic creep. 
In fact, adsorbed water.playsan .important role in basic creep 
deformation, and basic creep ,cannot .be completely explained.by viscous 
flow in the grain boundaries or.welding points or chemical and segmental 
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diffusion of the solid particles .. The processes of viscous flow and .delayed 
e 1 as ti ci ty can be concei ved as fo 11 ows: 
305.1. Vi.s.cous Deformation 
As mentioned before, .high1y localized shear stresses are developed 
on ,the surface of adsorbed water under app1ied10ado These shearing forces 
have been found to be mainly responsible for the viscous flow of adsorbed 
water, causing relative movement of gel particles over each other~ and.re-
su1ting in .the gross deformation of the gel structure. This process is 
not related to any migration of moisture or any v01umechange of adsorbed 
water. Such a process increases the load taken by the gel links and de-
creases :the shearing stresses in the adsorbed water with time .. These highly 
localized shear deformations will cause rupture of some of the gel links, 
but the new contact stresses will lead to, the formation of new gel links. 
3.5.2 De 1 ayed El as ti ci ty 
Under application of load, a cement gel containing crystalline 
and noncrystalline· components. of co 1·1 oi da 1 size ,wi th associated adsorbed 
moisture, coul d behave as a body composed of more or less vi. s cous and:e 1 as ti c 
.phases, which could interact causing delayed elastic deformation 0 . This 
phenomenon has been described by Gopa1akrishnan (1968) in. terms of internal 
moisture diffusion. 
In support of Powers' idea, he believes that application of load 
increases .the normal pressure on adsorbedwater,which increases .the free 
energy. This energy is not uniformly distributed ·because of irregularities 
in pore structure. The i neq ua 1 i ti es of free energy wi 11 cause gradual 
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diffusion of moisture from highly compressed zones torelatively.less com-
pressed. zones 0 Howeve'r, Gopal akri shnan does not agree wi th Powers' concept 
that creep.and shrinkage.phenomena are totally the same, reasoning ,that if 
creep is caus ed by moi s tu're mi gra ti on in the s arne way as . S h ri nkage , . the 
creep of concrete specimens should result in lateral contraction rather 
than expans10nc (Powers i reasoning tsbased.on.the fact.that shrinkage is 
caused by moisture diffusion fr'omi nS1 de the specimen to the surrounding 
atmosphere, resulting in a.thinning of adsorbed water layers in.al1 .direc-
.. ti ons 0) 
In the case of creep, adsorbed water ispushed.frorn load,bearing 
areas· to the .) ess comprl2ssed areas between the gei parti. cl es, causi ng a 
thinning of the layer of adsorbed water in load bearing areas and a.thick-
eni ng of adsorbed mOl stur'e in less compressed areas ~ . The thi nni ng of water 
films cause an axial contraction and the thickening of adsorbed~moisture 
layers between the gel particles causes lateral .expansion .which.is partially 
restrained by the gel11nkso 
Hence, creep and .shri nkage . should not beconsi dered to be . the same 
although there is some interrelation between them. The diffusion .processes 
.. due to.appliedload are resisted by.the.forces between water molecules as 
wel ~I . as between adsorbed mOl sture and. the so., id . rna teri a 1 0 . Thus, .thepro-
cess of internal moisture diffusiondo·es .not·result in acomplete.transfer 
of stress to .the soli·dstructure as1nthe case of viscous deformation 0 
The strong forces of adsorption result in.the tendency of water molecules 
tofi 11 the internal spaces., creating a .gel f-induced ·swelli ng .pressure. 
" This fact can be used to expl ainwhy . the moisture diffus.; on process decreases 
with time~ causing a decrease in the rate of creep, under hygrometric 
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equilibrium conditi.onso It can be concluded that basic creep in concrete 
is a result of viscous deformation of adsorbed water and internal diffusion 
of moisture which, 1nturn~ cause time-dependent deformations in the elastic 
skeleton of the cement gel (s,'~milar to elastic deformations). and develop-
ment of new gel. links" The time-dependent deformation oftheelasticske1e-
ton is associated with loss of energy (irreversible creep), but the formation 
of new gel links causes an ~ii1crease in elastic energy. The total effect 
is that elastic energy lncreases within the gel structure duringcreepo 
This fact explains why apar.'t of basic creep is recoverable as aninstan-
taneouse lasti c deformati on 0 0 Both phenomena ,·viscous deformati onandmoi s-
o ·ture d1ffus.ion, ate governed by the intensity of applied .externalstress, 
mots ture content and degre.e of .hydr:ati on of .cementpas te at.the ·ti me of 
application of.the load. 
306 Mechani'sms Involved tn Drying Creep 
.Mechanisms. ·i.nvo lved i.n drying .creepareevenmorecomp licated 
than the ones in basic creepn While basic creep can be explained in terms 
of the' theory of vi s caela'S ti C1 ty , drying creep s ti 11 has not been fu 11y 
expla'inedo As mentioned .earlier, the interdependence between creep and 
shrinkage was first pointed out by Pickett (1942)0 However,this inter-
dependence was explained in ·terms of .nonuniform.shrinkage which does not 
have a s i rgnfficant effect on creep tests of concrete under compress., on, 
as long as the stresses are within the linear range of stress-strain 
diagramo Lynam (1934) propose.dthe seepage theory which at first seemed 
to be the most promi.sing ~ne in explaining the substantial ·increase in 
creep of conctete under compression ·wi th ·simultaneous dryi ng 0 ·Accordi ng 
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to this theory , creepandsh ri nkage are actua 11y the result of the 5 arne 
physical process, 10eo$ the evaporation of col1idal water from cement gelD 
This phenomenon would require an additional 'loss of water due to creep 
because of increased vapor pressure or some other phenomenon 0 Carefully 
conducted ·tes ts on ·conc·rete by Maney (1941), Mamill an( 1960), and 
Neville (1959), reported that there was no measurable difference between 
loss of weight of loaded and nonloaded specimens. 
Powers (1964) di scussed the phenomenoni.nvolved in the seepage 
theory in terms of dfffusi on theory ,1 ndfcati ng that although creep and 
shrinkage are interrelated, the physical phenomena involved ·are not quite 
the same. According to .him, shrinkage is caused by triaxial tension in the 
adsorbed water~wh1ch tends to pull adsorbed moisture from load bearing 
areas~ while creep is caused by uniaxial compression, which pushes adsorbed 
water from the load bearing areas. He concluded that creep under axial 
compression cause~much less volume reduction than shrinkageo Hence, the 
water loss due to creep alone is so small that it could be ~asilyoverlooked. 
The writer believes that in the case ofa specimen which is sat-
urated .when subjected to .load, ·some migration of water may take p1 ace out 
of the specimen from the load bearing areas. However, as discussed by 
Powers, this' will account for a very small water loss which is not comparable 
to the lass of moisture due toshri nkage . Therefore, ami nor part of drying 
creep would be associated with water diffusion out of specimen in this caseo 
In any other case, however, an internal water migration may take place (due 
to the applied load), which in turn will affect creep, but this phenomenon 
would be related to basic creep .and would not explain the remarkable in-
crease in creep of drying concrete. 
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Ali and Kesler (1964) were the 'first to explain the phenomenon 
involved in drying ·creep in terms of the moisture exchange, reasoning 
that on application of the load, .the volume change associated with the with-
drawal of a.given quantity of moisture Tsmodified. Hence, drying creep ;s 
a stress-modified 'shrinkage and is greatly influenced by moisture .exchange 
between the specimen and environment. According toAli-andKesler, it is 
expectedthat~ 
10 The free shrinkage will be 1essthanthe stress-modified 
shrinkageunde~ compression "and .more than .stress-modified 
shrinkage under tension~ and 
20 The free swe 11 i ng wi 11 be more than· swe 1 1 i ng undercompres-
sion and ·less .than swelling under tens.iono 
Furthermore; these authors claim that, assumi ng.the. cl ass; cal de ... 
finition of .creep~ creep magnitude .shouldbeexpected to ·i·ncrease with 
moisture.exchange regardless of the di·rection ·of ·the. moi-sturemove·ment. 
Recentfield.investi·gations on long-time behavior of typical precast pre-
s tressedbri dges at the University of Illinois reveal edresul ts .whi ch are 
i nfai r accordance wi th this phenomenon (see discuss; on in ·Secti ons 4.3 
and 40.6) 0 
Recently, Gopalakrishnan (1968) tried to throw more light on the 
causes and nature of drying .creep bygi.ving·:attention.notonly to.axial, 
but also to lateral drying .creep. From experimentsconducte.d in·hisinvesti-
gation, he found .that lateral drying 'creep i's .co'nsiderablysmaller in 
magnttude- ·than :theaxi a 1 dryi ngcreep, and'; scontracti on ;'n nature .. This 
phenomenon is different from.shri.nkage,which would ·cause approximately 
the same contraction i-nall ·three-directions 0 . ·These facts de·monstrate ·that 
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stress modified shrinkage ,ts not the o·nly cause of d'ryihg creep and that 
there might be other factors involved in drying:creep. It is reasonable 
to expect that simultaneous shrinkage couldi·nfluencebasic creep, as ex-
plained by Gopalakr1.shnan" 'Simultaneousshrinkage,whichinvolves capillary 
tension 3 would decrease the thickness of the film of the adsorbed water, 
and :corres.pondinglywoul d affect the deformabi.li ty of adsorbed water under 
sheari ng .stresses 0 Hence, dryi ngwould-affect .the basi c creep at a de-
creasing rate during :thefirstperiodof .loading. 
On the other·hand~ the creep processes. gradually dissipate the 
restraini ng .stresses deve lopedagains.tshri nkage i.n .the .ge 1 1i nks . and ·non-
shrin~~ng bod1eso The reduction in :therestrai.ning :forces would .lead to 
greater's.hrinkage in the 'loaded specimen than 1.n:a similar unloaded .speci-
men 0 It can be concluded .thatdryi ng :creep tscomposed of two kinds. of 
mechani-sms 0 ' One 15. the decrease i ndeformabi 1 i ty of the ge 1s tructure 
connected .wi th·themechanisms of basic .creep ,due to ,simultaneous. ,s.hri.nkage, 
and another is extended .shri nkagecausedth'rough ,modificati on of volume 
changes due to applied ·loado Ina case of d'rying, the .later l.S domi.nant, 
so that the ,net .effect is contraction in .bothaxi a 1. and latera 1 directi.ons, 
with the lateral contraction being .les.s than ,the axial 0 
307 . Mechanisms .Invo lved in :Free Dryi ng 5hri nkage 
,Whendi.scussi ngthes.tructure ofhyd'rated ·cement .pas te (see 
Section .3 .. 2), it was mentioned ,that :theproducts ofhyd'ratedcement paste 
are mainly colloidal 'fn .nature, .withapartly crystalline and ,partly amOf-
phousstructure having an .enormousspecific -surfaceD Under the influence 
of .$ urface forces ,a considerable amount of water i sadsorbed .over .the 
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exposeds urface 0 It can reach ·a maximum thickness of two molecules , de-
pending on the degree ofsaturat1onof~the .specimen .and:the .curing 
conditi.onso Inaddi.tion,·there issome·.water in capi-llarypores. This 
water serves as moisture supply for·the. unhydrated .cement.paste. :When a 
concrete specimen 1.5 exposed todryi.ng,substantial.di.ffusion of water .out 
of the .specimen takes place" .creati ng .triaxi a ltensi on ·.and .i.nterna 1 .resi dua 1 
. stresses in·.the specimeno.Thils phenomenon is.associ.ated :with volume. change 
(contraction in all di.recti.ons) which is 'referred to as .shrinkage .. The 
volumetri.c change associated with shrinkage i.smuch less than the quantity 
of evaporated .water, becaus.e .. the -.'ge f rink.s 'and:nonsrir-,nklng :ele.ments ---
.. (such as aggregates.). .res train .thedeforma tions causedthrough.:shri nkage, 
and:the.:effect of loss of capil1 arywater on shrinkage is. negli.gibl e. As 
a .y~esult of interna lforces caused.due to·shri nkage· tn the fi rs t :peri od of 
drying,. some particles .are pulledfurther'apartand .:adj.acent :parti.cles in 
the cement:gel .arepushed togethero .. Consequently, under·;thehi gh ;contact 
pressut'es, new· chemical bonds are· '1 ntraduced.between groups. ofparttcles, 
. This process is not repeated in any subsequent .period of drying.·. Hence, 
a pa'rt of· shrinkage which is irreversible can be related to irreversible 
compressinn of the gel structure 0 ·The process of wetting of concrete· is 
associ atedwi th· thi cken'l ng of adsorbed water layers andsubs.equent volume 
gain·which is referred to asswel11ng. 
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4Q PREDICTION METHODS FOR CREEP AND SHRINKAGE 
401 Introduction 
In allm~thods of analysis, although.the concepts used in cal-
culatingttme-dependentdeformatfons of structures are different, i thas 
been .assumedthat .the unit .creep (creep per unit stress ), shrinkage.s trai n, 
and relaxation of the steel versus time relationships are known and can be 
·consi dered as '.5 tep functions or can be expressed as equations,; Consequently, 
. the re 1 i abi 11 ty of those computati.onswi 11 mainly depend :.upon .the predi.cti on 
of creep and-shri nkage"a-nd.rela-xati 6-nOf .pres-tre§s fng-:s-tee 1 .-
Numerous researchers have tried to.develop exptessions .which 
wou'ld make it possib~e to predict creep and.shri.nkage in concrete by taking 
into account all the possible variableso 
Unfortunately, such an ideal expression has not.yet been foundo 
Assumi ng ·concrete as .a .combinati on ofcompos.i te soft and hard material s, 
Wallo and Kes~~er (1968}inttoduced an expression for strain under .a .unit 
stress in terms of the vo"j umetricconcenttat'TI ons of aggregates. , unhydrated 
... cement .paste~ .and .cement .pasteo' .8asedo.n.the same .hypothesis, Ali and 
Kesler (1964) s ugges.ted expressions for predi cti ngbas fccreep and dry; ng 
creep in concrete under .moderatestresslevelso However, .the .expressions 
s ugges ted by th.eseauthors requi rea knowl edge o'fhydrat; on process in 
cement paste and do not take.the.effect.ofaging ,andvariati.ons,of.temper-
ature on bas ic and dry, ng : ereep; ntoaccount '0' A lthough.the .. predicti on .. method 
developed.bythese authors.seemstobe oneofthemostpromi.singavailable 
methods, i ti s not sui tab lefor. genera 1 use wi th ·concretes subjected to 
·vari ati ons :of temperature and .humid; ty under .varyi ng load; ngcondtti.ons, 
and.requtres .. further modifications 0 
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Recently,. Hazant .(1970) has :tried' to ·explai.n,concrete _deformati.ons 
under Yari ab letemperature and "humi..di ty in ·.terms. of thermodynamic theory. 
He is the first to develop amodel'foranalyzing .creep and .. shrinkage in 
concrete based onconstderati.ons.of the 'microstructure ofcement_paste.(see 
Section 3~2} and of the active role.of the structural,:load-bearin~ ~action 
.ofadsorbed .water (see. Section 3.4).: Fol1owing .. Powers i (1965), .(1966), 
particles. in concrete asamultiphase medium,.:and i.naddi.tion to .. the >static 
equtlibri urn .. betweenphases, has .introduced.the ·.condi.tions.forthermodynami c 
... equilibri urn of various. phases. of water and.has .. investi.gated ~.the ;.mi.croscopic 
local dtffusionofwatera .. Hisanalysisincluded,als.o ;.the .. effects .of re-
crys ta Iltzati onandvi.scosi ty in .the.cement :.ge 16n .. tirne-:dependent .defor-
.rna tfons 0 
For. genera 1. .predicti on. of:.creep and.s hri.-nkage, ,.the ·express ions 
.developed and.suggested.by_Ross(1937), .(1958}.and_Lorman~G1940) and,also 
the recommendattons: .made by Iuropean :,Concrete ~Commi.ttee.(.CoE.B.}(1969), 
so far have .beenfound . to. .be .. themost :si .. mple .and .useful:procedures 0 
.... The.above :menti.oned .. procedures. ·,wi.ll.bepresented i.n .. thi.s. ;,chapter. 
In .vi ew .of the .fiel d .andlaboratorytests on :creep ,and ,.shrinkage .of steam 
cured ,and .. a"Lrcured,concrete .. s.peci:mens; .performed at .the.Uni..vers i ty of 
Illinois~the reliabi.lity of these procedures :will beexaminedoThe 
.methods ·for calculating.creepunder ;:constant· .. stressfor the values .of creep 
under vari.able stress and the creep and .shrinkage .data.of~the .brtdge_struc-
.turesinves tigated in. thts .s tudywi.ll also bepresented.and .. discussed in 
.this .chapter 0 
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4.2 Ross, Lorman, and CoEeB. Procedures 
Ross (1937) suggested a hyperbolic function for creep in concrete 
in which at t = 00 the creep value reaches its ultimate value E croo ' 
Based on Rossls procedure, Lorman also developed a hyperbolicfunc-
tion for creep strain~tlme.relationship in.the following form: 
where 
(" ) E .. t, 
' .. cr 
~acot 
I 
t + t 
t = time si nee 1 oadi ng in days 
(Ll 1) 
• \ •• II I 
t = time at which creep.strainreaches.50 percent.ofits 
. . u 1 t i rna te . val ue, i n day s, and 
maco = ultimate. creep strain (= ~croo) 
From Eq. 4.l,.it can be easily seen.thatat t = 00, the.quotient 
t 
--:;-1 -- approaches .' un; ty ... Therefore , . the. ul ti mate. creep. va 1 ue . is 
t. + t 
. E . = mer 
.. erco . co 
.. (4.2) 
A graphi cal. procedure was . s ugges ted by Lorman. (1940) . to. determi ne .. the ., con-
y 
· .stantsm.and t.for a.specific .gi.ven. teste .... Assuming. that .. shrinkage.and 
creep .. are . governed .by .. the.s ame. laws, . Lorman I s .procedure .. can .. a 1 so. be. used 
. forpredi cti ng .the fi na 1 .. va 1 ue . of. shri.nkage .. and .. its .. vari.ati on .wi tho time 
· . i f laboratory. data on .nonloaded .. speci.roens . are .. availab Ie. to .a .. suff; ci ent 
· . peri ad. of. time 0.' In. tha t .case, ". the .hyperbo 1 i. c .. functi on .. for .. shri nkage7.ti me 
relationship.will.be 
= 
. Eshoot 
! 
t + t 
.(4.3) 
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where 
t = time elapsed after the first zero reading 
! 
t = time at which shrinkage strain reaches half of its 
u 1 t i ma te val ue 
sshoo - the final shrinkage value which can be determined 
graph i cally 
The disadvantage of the Ross and Lorman procedures lies in the 
fact that in order to be able to make a fair estimate of the magnitude of 
creep and shrinkage of a concrete with given mix and storage conditions, 
creep and shrinkage tests to a certain period of time should be performed 
for that specific. mix under the actual storage conditions. Neville (1970) 
has dis cussed the accuracy of Ross I s and Lorman I s procedures as a functi on 
of the duration of the test period. He concluded that if an error of about 
15 percent in the final creep value can'be regarded as acceptable, creep 
and shrinkage tests of at least 60 days duration are ·required .. He also sug-
gested ·that, based on the test data·available in the literature, it is pos-
sible to develop flow' charts ·fo'r' predicting creep and shrinkage in concrete 
in terms of influencing functionso Such an attempt was·made.byRoss(1937) 
for predicti on of creep 0 ~ The· rel i abi 1 i ty of Lorman D s procedure wi 11 be 
examfned i'n this chapter for the laboratory and field stored specimens of 
thebr-i dge structure investigated in this study. 
If no creep and shrinkage ·test data for a.specific structure are 
available and a 'preliminary prediction of creep and shrinkage values at 
different times isrequired~ the method suggested.by C.E.B. (1969) can be 
usedo 
.so 
The approximate procedure for calculating time-dependent deforma-
tions of composite ·prestressedstructures developed in this study is based 
on 1969 CoEoBo recommendations 0 Since the 1969 CeEoB. recommendations are 
not yet widely available and since many changes have been made to the 1963 
·vers·ion, the 1969C o Eo Bo recommendations are ·discussed below. 
According to CoEoB o, creep is calculated in terms .of a creep coef-
ficient, ¢(t)o The actual creep strain Ecr can then be obtained from: 
(4.4) 
The creep coefficient has been represented in the following form: 
(4.5) 
where 
~o - creep coefficient as a function of relative humidity at 
Ckf := influence of specimen size.on ct"eep, a function of d
m 
fictitious thickness (see Fig. 401c) 
S,e :; 'influence of mix proportions (see Fig. 401d) 
I 
~ := influence of time of loading 
p ( t) = ti me -s t r a i n re 1 at ion s hip ( see Fig. 4. 1 f) 
The coeffi C1 ents ¢o' af' Sf and s have been g1 yen by means of curves 
for the corresponding parameters within chosen useful ranges, and are shown 
If the hardening of concrete prior to loading occurs in the pre-
sence of temperatures different from 20°C (6S0F), the time of the loading 
should be changed by the formula (for the temperature range of -lODe to +20°C): 
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ILlT(T + 10'''C) 
(4.6) ~; ::: 30°C 
where 
tr ~ fhe corrected equivalent loading age 
~T :; the number of days during which hardening takes place at 
temperature T (Celsius) of the concrete 
The effect of size of member on creep or shrinkage has been intro-
duced in terms of a fictitious thickness, dm, which is equal to 
::: 2 x (Area of the Cross Section) 
dm Perimeter exposed ,to the atmosphere (4.7) 
The variation of pis affected by the thickness of the member. 
This effect has been considered in terms of a modified time afterJoading of. 
the specimen, which is 
where 
value in 
Where 
t f :; the modified time since loading of the specimen 
t - actual time since loading of the specimen 
d
m 
::: fictitious thickness (em) (see Eq. 4.7) 
(4.8) 
At the time equal to infinity, p ::: 1. Hence, the final creep 
concrete is (see Eqs Q 4.4 and 4.5): 
E:: croo 
::: 
cr ¢~ 
00 E 
co 
(409) 
<Ii :::: ¢oafBf~ co (4.10) 
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If the specimens are loaded 28 days after casting of the concrete, 
the value of ~ is 1.0 (see Fig. 401e). In this case~ the final creep coef-
ficient'will be 
(4.11) 
where ~N is the so-called normal final creep coefficient or the final creep 
coeffi ci ent for 28 days loading 0 
The Young's modulus, Ec ' in concrete has been recommended in the 
fo 11 owi ngform: 
Ec = 21 .ooo~ (kg/cm2) (4.12) 
where fi in kg/cm2 is the compressive strength of concrete at any time. It 
C ; 
should be noted that E in Eq. 4.12 represents the tangent modulus (see 
. . , c 
Fig"o 401a) and not a secant modulus. Therefore, if compressive strengths of 
concrete specimen at loading are known,. Ec should always be calculated from 
Eq. 4.120 Otherwise, the final creep value c crro may be very different from 
the actual valuerecommended.by CoE.Bo 
Similar to creep, CoEoB. (1969) also made a recommendation for 
estimating shrinkage in concrete under· constant climatic conditions which 
. is based on numerous laboratory tests and is represented in the following 
form 
where, sshoo is the final value of shrinkage which is determined by the 
relation 
(4. l~) 
and where 
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(4.14) 
~ = basic shrinkage coefficient, a function of relative 
humidity (see Fig. 4.1g) 
~r = influence of specimen size on shrinkage, a function of d
m 
fictitious thickness (see Fig. 401h) 
Sr = influence of mix proportions (see Fig. 4.1d) 
p(t)~ coefficient describing the shrinkage-time relationship 
which has been assumed the same as in the case of creep 
(see Fig. 4.1f) 
n - a ratio reducing shrinkage when reinforcement is present 
The reliability of the CoEoBo procedure for prediction of creep and 
shrinkage ·in concrete ·under different curing and storage conditions has been 
examined in Appendix A:and it has been shown that for concrete loaded at 
early age (3 to 4 days after casting of the concrete), the creep prediction 
val ues agreed ·we l1wi th the norma 11y cured concrete at 50 percent re 1 ati ve 
. humidity and·'70 c F .storage conditions. The predicted shrinkage v~lues for 
laboratory specimens (50 percent relative·humidity and 70°F) were somewhat 
lower than the measured values .. In general ; .. itwas concluded for that 
specific test series the'predicted creep and shrinkage va1ues under laboratory 
storage conditions (50.percent and 100 percent·relative humidity·and70°F) 
waul d . represent the 10wer and hi gher bound .of the expected creep and· shri nk-
age under field conditions. 
In order to examine ·the :Lorman ·and C.E.B. procedures forspeci-
mens with di.fferent size and shape, underdi.fferent loading ·and storage con-
ditions, the creep and shrinkage data from 6.by 12 inc steam cured concrete 
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cylinders under laboratory and field storage conditions which:were:described 
in a previous . report (see Houdeshell ,et al.; .1971), have :beenused. : ·Si:nce 
the effect of variation of humidi.ty and temperature of the environment on 
creep and·shrinkageof concrete is of practical importance, the.behavior.of 
the Douglas County Bridge .specimens under. laboratory and .fie1d storage ·condi-
tionswil1.be ·discussed.first and.then~ inview.ofthe :measured:values ·and 
·the general .. behavior:of.:thespecimens, the :measured·and:predictedcreep·and 
shrinkage:valueswi11.be presented and discussed. 
4.3· .Behavi·or .of the Douglas County Bri.dge.Beam and .Deck Concrete Speci:mens 
:.The:beam·concrete.speci·mens·(6 .by :12 ·in. cylinders ,and .2":"ft ·long 
beam·sections) ·were·cast·and steam·cured·inside :the 'prestressing:plant:along 
with :theprecast:beams :on ·28.December:1968o: ·On 4 :January :1969, :the·laboratory 
.speci.mens ·were moved to the-University of Illinois Civil Engineering ·Labora-
tories and were -stored in a-humidity controlled room, whereas the -field .speci-
mens :were -maintained with ·thebeams -and-were-subjected-to-the -same:environ-
mental conditions as the 'precast prestressed girders. - ·One :set -of creep speci-
mens (6 ·by 12 ina cylinders) -were -loaded·to a -constant axial .stress of 1000 
psi ·atthe·timeof-release·ofprestressing-(2-1/2 days after casting of the 
beam concrete) ·and another set of creep.specimens:were-loadedat-the -time of 
casting of deck concrete . (approximately ·220 days after release:of--prestressing). 
-The -deck ·concrete -specimens ·(6 :by ·12 -ino cylinders and 7by14·by 
28 lno prisms) were ·cast ·on 5 August 1969; along with :the -deck :concrete. 
Half of the -specimens·were-taken to the-Civil -Engineering Laboratories -and 
. the other half were stored at the ·bridge -site. The ·first .zeroreadings ·on 
the deck -shri.nkage -specimens,. in the -laboratory -and ·in the -field; were ·taken 
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seven days .after· mois tcuringof thespeci.mens 0 .The· creep·, racks (6·.by: 12;. in. 
· cyl i nders ) were loaded:· 28 days after' cas ti ng .of the. deck concrete . 
. The· storage' condi ti ons for 1 abora tory s tored.specimens were' in-
· tended to be mai.ntained at· 70°F and: 50 percent, relative:· humidity,' but:.because 
of some techni cal probl ems· in the ai r conditi oni ng:system,' duri n9 the ear'ly 
months. of: 1969,.· the .relati.ve 'humi di. ty' was'" ower·· than·'. desired and' some' large 
divergences occurred·du('l ng" the·· ear,ly·monthsof.: the: summer·. of' 1970 . 
'. The· field·.spec1mens: were·: subjected· to· fluctuating·' humidity· and·tem-
· peratu·re' condi ti ons •. The· va·ri ati on .. of.. temperature' and;. hum; di ty' in the fi e1 d 
.were. recorded:. by: a·'. ·recordern . The· var; at; on· .. of:weekly· average .. mi nl mum and 
· maximum temperature' and: rel ative·' hum; di ty·'· is illustrated: in· Fi 9s ~. 4.2: and 
· 4~3,·, respectivelyo .. It can: be' seen that the·' qnnual: chahges· in. temperature 
· ranged:..between .,;..lO'''F .to. aboutlOO~F,' and the: .. changes '. i n' .. relative'humi di.ty 
: ranged .between 30 to 100 percent . 
. Thetotal:.straini.time:.curves .of: the' laboratory' and.field.stored 
.specimens are' shown: in Figs,,' 4'04 and' 4'050 'It can be seen that·,: in general, 
, the' tota ,. strains. of the fi e 1 d> s tored.speci.mens '.are ' .. less·. than:· the'corres-
: pondi.ng' 1 aboratory··specimens 0 '. : This phenomenon, can· beexpl ai ned'. by compar-
. ing the· shrinkage.of' the: laboratory:· and: field: stored: .. specimens: shown: in 
. Fi gs: 4:06 and' 4:G.7b 0 . Due· .to the: variati on· in' hum; di.ty. and .. temperatw·"e:.of: the 
environment, thef1eld·.specimens'.are·.5ubjected:.to·shrfnkage· and:.swel1fng 
with Values' VairYi.ng·.between ~200·,X'· TO~6 and' .+200: x.lO~6 0 .: The' beam concrete 
, shrinkage:.s peei.mens· .at· cons tant··.h urn; di. ty'. and'. temperature'. condit; ons' have 
. reached: a'maximum: shrinkage of: 600: x:l0~6o . Consequently, the: major: reason 
. that total: strai'ns' of:· the: fieldspecimens: are less than the: total strains 
. :.of: the' companion: laboratory: specimens: lies' mainly: in the:shrinkageo 
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: Assuming' that:' creep: and' shrinkage"are: additive phenomena,: the' creep· strain 
'. can be obtained by .subtracting the total· strains-from corresponding: instan-
taneous:strains and shrinkage strains .. Figures 4~7a and 4.8· showcthe 
· va ri a ti on· of creep· s trai ns: of· the fi e 1 d s toredand 1 aboratory stared. speci-
menso It can be seen that the' creep. of the field stored~beam concrete 
: specimens.' loaded' 2~1/2 days. after casting.of concrete: (see: Fig,,: 4.8)' are 
: comparable with· the creep· strains of the corresponding laboratory: stored 
· specimens although· there' are major differences·: in the corresponding shrinkage 
· strainso . But' the final· values,of·;cY"eepstrains.of the. fieldstored·.beam 
: concrete. specimens"loaded: about: 220: days. after casting and creeR, strains 
'. of. the· fi e 1 d· stored: deck. concrete. speci mens loaded 28 days'. after' cas ti ng 
'were considerably,~ less: than· the' corresponding.creep·. strains·. of: the'laboratory 
· s tared·, specimens 0 
As discussed: in. Appendi x. A,·. this. phenomenon is· another indi cation 
· of, the· fact. that' the' i ni ti a l' dryi ng' condi ti ons' and vay', ati on. of' hum; di ty: and 
· tempetature. of· the: surrounding: atmosphere' have' a' primary. effect on' the 
· variation and: the: final: value·. of: creep: 11"1' concrete: (see'. Neville,: 1970)0' The 
: beam concrete. specimens· loaded: 2-1/2 days after. release of, prestressing:. were 
· loaded·. at· a,young·. age· and:.were:exposed.to:. cold. winter:. weather: condi ti ons: in 
· the· fi e1 d' thereaftero ,The: tests: on: contro] ·.cyl inders:. (see'. Houdeshell.,· et 
· a 10 ,: '1971) . reveal ed· that the fi e1 d:stored', concrete: speci mens: di d' not: show 
· any. appreciable· increase: in the concrete strength. for the first one to two 
months, whereas: there was a· subs tanti a] strength increase in 1 aboratory 
. ~storedcspec1mensd . Although~swel1tng,and.:freezing, temperatures would. tend 
to decrease the magni tude. of creep (see. Fi gs 0 4 .. 2, 403 and 4.6), the lower 
, strength. of concrete and· the. effect of swe 11 i ng. press ure on the. deformabi 1 i ty 
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.of. gel parti cles. (see; Chapter. 3) may. increase. creep·. deformati ons .. :The' 1 ab-
oratory .,s peel mens. were exposed to. drying, whi ch ; ncreased the magni tude .of 
creep substantial1y,:buton the other hand,; the rapid. increase in strength 
. probably. decreased the. rate. of. creep·. wi th time, so that the. field. creep strains 
were only a little less than the corresponding: laboratory. creep. strains. (see 
. Fig. 408) G' • By. following the two: laboratory: and. field. creep: curves: (Fig .. 408), 
. : it can: be :seen that. whi 1 e the rate .of. creep·: s trai ns .of the laboratory. stored 
.. speci mens: decreased under. cons tant:tempe rature: and: humi di tycondi ti ons, ' the 
rate .of creep. of the. fi e 1 d: stored'specimens: increased under' warmer envi ron-
. mental: conditionso 'As eJ<plained.earlier: (see. Section. 3.6),. this. is probably 
caused. by· large. variations: in. temperature and. relative: humidity. of the 
surrounding atmosphere and:.by: repeated:·drying and:wettlng,(see' Ali· and· Kesler, 
·1964;:andNevil1e, 1970) 0 
. The creep strains of the field and·laboratory.stored .beamconcrete 
. specimens loaded 220 daysafter.release of.·.prestressing(see Fig. 4.8) were 
campa rab'l e for- about 50 days . after" 1 oadi ng" After··that time, the creep 
strain in the field stored specimens decreased significantly with the de-
creasing field temperatures and then· "ncreased some,but··i.ts ... final value 
·has· remained·l~5s than the creep. of the 1 aboratory stored · .. spec; mens 0 . Simi-
. lar trends were alsoobserved,·in the deck concrete·creep·strains(see 
Fi go 40 7a) 0 The major'reason causing, the di·fferences between ·creep of the 
. field and· 1 aboratory. speci mensmay··be the fi rs tdrying of the. specimens 
.' as was shown·byHansen(1958) ~ . ·Basedon·his·laboratory· tests, Hansen con-
cluded· that· va'riation of humidity andte.mper.atur'e cause an increase in :the 
magni·tudeof creep only.if the concrete:speci'men'is subjected to loading 
prior to the··· fi rs t .dry; ngand i t is on 1y the fi rs t drying that· increases 
creep 0 
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From the fi eld and laboratory tests on creep and shri nkage of con-
crete (LftHermite, 1968; Gamble, 1970; Houdeshell, et alo, 1971; Appendix A), 
it can be concluded· that~ in general, variation of humidity and temperature 
tend: to increase the·magnttudeof creep in concreteo. However~· dependtng on 
the· drying conditions prior to the loading.of the specimen and the·rate;of 
variation of humidity andternperature in the field, thecreep.strains ·may 
vary·. between the· limits of creep strains which would have occurred at a 
constant relative humidity and temperature equal to the lower mean-value and 
the higher· mean value of a·lternating.humidity and temperature in the field. 
It should· be noted that,. especially for younger concrete,· the creep values 
in the field are· closer and'so~etfmes even a··little higher than the creep 
values. at constant~ lower limit·of the relative humidityo 
The changes in cli·matic conditions do not cause an· increase··;n the 
final value of shrinkagen An-increase in relative humidity.is generally 
associated with reversible moisture movement into the.specimen (volume 
gain) and vise.versao Consequently, the shrinkage' in concrete is much 
more susceptible to changes in humidity. and. temperature· than the corresponding 
. creep s trai ns 0 
Another important phenomenon involved in the creep and shrinkage of 
concrete is the effect of-size and shape on magnitude of creep and shrinkage of 
concrete" In spite of the fact there havebeeri"·numerous ·laboratory·:tests on 
effect of size and shape of~the specimen on magnitud~of creep and shrinkage, 
there have been few field tests on thos~ factors·, 
. In the investigation: described by Houd~shel1, et:al. (1971),:effect 
of size arid shape was studied only on shrinkage specimens under-laboratory 
and field storage conditions. By comparing shrinkage strains of the 
2-ft beam specimens and deck prisms with the corresponding shrinkage 
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straihs-ofthe- beam concrete-:and deck concrete cylinders under laboratory' 
and field -stor:.age condi tfons as shown in {i gs .. · 4.11 ·and 4.12, .; t can be seen 
that;'as indicated i~l HansenBsandMattockHs work (1966), ·under laboratory··; 
stot:.age conditions the beam-and'deck concrete cylinders'wfthlowervolume to 
surface ratio (v/s =105) ,were subjected to hJgher- .shrink~age than the cor-
res-pondi"ng2 ·ft.-beamsecti<ons(v/s·~'.3.-9) and the deck prisms·(v/s. =3~5} 
wl-thhJgher' volume to surface·' ratios 0 
. . " . . 
However·, the -compati-sons·between sh-ri nk.;ageof ·~the.'··2 ft-beamspecio:; 
mens and deck-p'ri,sm specimens and theshri nk.,agestrai ns 'ofthecorrespondirig . 
beam and deck -concrete :cylinders 'underffeldst0t:age.condi tions, .show ·:that· 
cha"nges of' S lze ·and -sha'peof ~:niember ·do not .'affectshri n~,age·of.concrete 
undervariab Ie· eli rna ti c co:ndittons in the· same manner . as they affect the· 
shrinkage of concrete under cons i·ant h umi di ty··condi ti:ons 0 The' eye1 i c var--
iation 'of humidity 'andtemperature, generally' causesswel1ipg in the 'fieid' 
. . . . . '., 
specimensi. n theca 1 d .winter' months·and . shri n~:agei n the warmer summer 
months,' The field prisms ·shrank·less· and swelled more -than thecorresp'ond-
fngfi eld' cyli nders (s·eeF..ig >-4~12) ,·while thesh-ri nKa'geofthe,·2· ft·beam ' 
sections ,in the field we·re_··-gener'ally·'~.igher··th·ah the· correspondi .. ng 'shrtnk,age" 
of.the·field .cylindersc, . Thess':phenomena lead .to the conclusion:that· the· 
relationship between shrin~,age ·and volume to surface· ratio derived by Hansen 
and Mattock· is . va 1 i d ,for 'sh rlrik;age 'at:constantre la ti ve ~humi di ty . and tem.:. . 
peta ture ',condi tions ,'. ·but it·i s· -not 'necess arily true ·for· specimens' stared 
under fluctuati .. ngdaily 'and" annaal hum; dfty and temperature ·cond; tions . 
lnthe ·ana 1ysi sof' time..;;dependent :behavio'r of concrete members, . 
. ... . . . 
the dt s tri buti:on of shri nkage'strai nsacross-the depthofthesecti on'; s 
usually assumed to be-uniformo In realityhowever·,the·dist-ributionof 
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shrinkage strains across the depth of a cross section is usually not uniform, 
and depending on the drying conditions of the specimen, might vary from the 
top to the bottom of the sectiono Figure 4013 shows the distribution of the 
average horizontal shrinkage across the depth of the beam sections under 
laboratory and.field storage conditions 0 It can be seen that in the labora-
tory stored beam sections the shrinkage strains decrease almost linearly from 
! 
top to bottom of the beamo The strain distribution of the laboratory. stored 
specimens across the beam sect; on i ndi cates that the dry; ng of the top sur-
face must have taken place much faster than the bottom surfaceo On the con-
trary, the strain distribution ac'ross the depth of the field stored beam 
sections was more uniformo It is well known that nonuniform shrinkage strains 
would produce secondary stresses in long beam sections by making the assump-
tion that plane sections remain plane under deformations (see Pickett, 1942, 
andVogt, :1947)" but as indicated in Chapter 2, the influence of these re-
sidual st'resses is small as long as the ,stresses due to external load are 
less than 06 3 to OD4 of the ultimate strength of concrete, and the assump-
tion of uni.form sh'rinkag~ strain distribution is valido 
Unfortunately, the effect of size and shape on creep of concrete 
specimens under laboratory and, field storage conditions was not considered 
in the test s,eries disc.ussed in this chaptero It is well known that con-
siderable creep occurs when the specimen is not subjected to simultaneous 
drying or wetting. This creep component has been referred to as basic creep 
(see Section 2.2), and. is independent of the size and shape of the specimen. 
Because part of the creep is independent of the member size and. shape, a 
change of the volume to surface ratio would affect the total creep of con-
crete to a lesser magnitude than in the case of shrinkage, However, Hansen 
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and Mattock indicated that the volume to surface ratio could also be used to 
study the total sum of basic and additional creep occurring under drying 
condi ti ons c 
Since there was not a distinct difference, in the measured varia-
tion of shrinkage strains of the field stored specimens with di,fferent vis 
ratios (see Figso 4~11 arid 4012), the total creep of the deck. prisms and 
beam sections under fluctuating ,temperature and humidity conditions should 
not have di ffered from the cylinder specimens by any appreci able amount o 
However, if ·the moisture movement into and out of a,specimen is responsible 
for increase in .the'magnitude of creep, the increase ·in creep of the beam 
cylinders under constant stress should have been· higher than the creep in 
hypothetical corresponding ,beam specimens, since the swelling and shrinkage 
in the beam concrete ,cylinders due to annual variation of humidity and ,tem-
,pe'rature were much more pronounced than i.nthe ·case of the 2=.-ft beam specimen . 
. In,genera1 3 it can be concludedthat.the effects of size and'shape 
on-creep andshrink,age of concrete under variable humidity and storage con-
ditions do not seem to be the same as· in· the case .of creep and shrinkage at 
cons tan t h urni di ty and. tempc'ra ture condi ti ons 0 
. In this study, creep strains of the beam secti onswere obtai ned 
with the aid of strains measured at the centroids of the actual prestressed 
beams 0 . This section is subjected to.varying' stresses, and ,equivalent creep 
strains were obtained by means ofa step by step. procedure. This procedure 
will be discussed later in this chaptero 
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464 Comparison Between Measured and.Predicted.Va1.uesofCreep and Shrinkage 
4.401 . Lorman's Procedure 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Lorman suggested a graphical 
procedure to.determine the final values .of creep and shrinkage and the con-
stantsof·the hyperbolic function for a specific given test .. Figures 4~14 to 
4c17 illustrate some examples of the application of·Lorman's procedure for 
predi cti ng creep and shri nkage of the beam concrete speci men under 1. aboratory 
and. field storage conditions .by making.useofthe test data. 
Figures 4 a 14 and 4 015 show . the creep curves of the 1 aboratory and 
. field stored beam concrete cylinders predicted by Lorman1s method,respective1.y. 
It can be see'n that. for creep test data, both in the laboratory and in the 
field, the relationbetweenucot/scr(t) and time sine'e 'loading' is 'nea:rly' liY'fear, 
and straight· lines, though with different slopes, can be drawn,in·both cases. 
The product of the slope of the. line m and· the applied constant 
stress (in this case~ .1000 psi) gives the predicted final creep values, which . 
are 770 x 10=6. for laboratory stored specimens and 740 x 10-6 for·field stored 
.. specimenso The intersection of the· straight line of slopem with the verti-
··ca1axis gives, the constant n·which is.equal to·the time at which half of the 
final c'reep or shrinkage value isreachedo 
In this case, the value of n was found to be equal to 50 days for 
creep of the laboratory stored cylinders (see: Fig. 4.14) and 35 days for the 
. field stored specimens (see Fig" 4~ 15) 0 Consequently', according to Lorman, 
the vari ationof creep of laboratory and; field stored specimens can be pre-
sented in the following form: 
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= 
770 x t 
50 +·t 
and 
~'c, fi e 1 d 
740 x t 
= 35 + t 
The predicted and measured creep values have been plotted in Figs. 
4018· and 40190 It can be seen that for the young concrete loaded at release 
of pres tress i ng, Lorman! s. procedure app], i es well for both 1 aboratory and 
: fi e 1 d stored speci mens 0 
This predi cti on methodwoul d gi ve fi na 1 s trai ns whi chwere too low 
if the values from only the·first 220 days were· consideredo This is con-
sistent with'Nevil1e!s (1970) observations .. The dotted line drawn through 
the i ni ti a 1 creep values i ndi cates that· the fi na 1 predi cted va lue, based on 
the short time test, would have .been 665 x 10-6 which is about 15 to 20. per-
cent less than final predicted creep value based on 10ng~time test data. 
Actual1Y91 the. predicted value based on,the ·first 220 days' ·test data should 
have been closer to the actual measured value as explained by Neville by 
means of the error coefficient Mo .Part of this discrepancy might have.been 
caused through.the variation of humi.dity and temperature. in the laboratory 
during .theearly time of storage (see Section 4.3). 
As shown in· Fig;, 4016, i.t can be seen that for similar concrete 
speci~ens, but loaded 220 days.after· casti.ng,: Lormanis procedure ,applies 
well .. for the laboratory.speci.mens but not. for field stored specimens .. If 
the straight lines are drawn to fit the creep values in the field at the 
later times, the. final predicted creep 'value in.the.:field is· 312 x 10-6, 
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while the corresponding final pre.dicted creep value in the laboratory is 
455 x 10-6 qThe ~redicted creep values.ofthebeam specimens loaded at 220 
days have .been plotted and .compared to the measured creep values in Figs. 
4018 and 40190 It can be seen that the predicted creep values fit the lab-
oratory creep values (Fig. 4018) much better than they' do the· field creep 
values (Fig;, 4019) 0 In both cases,. the. agreement between. the predicted and 
. measured values in later ages is excellento 
; Figure 4017 shows .the application of LormanDs procedure for pre-
dict~ngthe final value and the shrinkage constants of·thelabo'ratorystored 
'. beam concrete cylinderso ; The variation of the predicted shrinkage values 
has been plotted and is compared to·the measured values in Fig~ 4.6 ·for the 
beam concrete cylinders and in ·Fig. 4:~9 for the 2-ft beam. sections, under 
. 1 aboratory storage candi ti on~ 0 • I t can· be seen· that Lorman! s procedu:re can 
be appl '1 ed for. predi cti ng . the shri nkage values under 1 aboratory storage con-
ditionsc However~ themeasured,shrinkage strains of:the.companion specimens 
under. field storage conditions (see. Figs, 4~6 and 409) indicate that it is 
i mposs l.pl e to draw curves in the form. of . hyperbo 1 i c functi ons to, fi t the 
fluctuating values of shrinkage strains in the field . 
. In general, it can·be concluded that if the .test· data on creep 
and· shrinkage of a particular concrete under certain storage conditions to 
a certain ,age are. available,Lormanus procedure can be. applied easily for 
. predicting the f1nalcreep values .. The graphical. procedure also will indi-
cate how·well the measured values· correlate,with· the assumptions made in 
this prediction metbod. In order to make a good. prediction of the. final 
creep value, test data for one year after loading or longershould.be avail-
ableo 
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The variation of shrinkage in concrete specimens subjected to 
fluctuating humidi.ty and temperature cannot be. predicted by this method. 
40402 CoEoB. (European Concrete Committee) Recommendations 
The measured creep and shrinkage' values of ·the specimens discussed 
before have ,been compared wi.th; predi.cted ,creep va1ues·according to ·the 
C" E 0 B" . recommen da tions " 
The concrete mix used for those specimens (see Houdeshell; et alo, 
1971)conta'ined 705lbs/yd3 (418 kgjm3)of cement,Type III .. The ratio of 
added water to cement was 0.37, but wet aggregates were used· and it wi 11 be 
assumed that ·the wate~-cementrat1owas aboutO~45.(see Appendix A). The 
. beam concrete speci mens were loaded 2-1/2 days after. re 1 ease of. pres tress i ng 
and:were stored under laboratory storage' conditions of 50 percent relative 
humidi.ty and· 70°Fo The fictitious thickness of 6 by ·12 in. cylinders;; dm, 
i s eq u a 1 to 3 i n 0 ( 7 c 62 cm). 
The required minimum ~trength of concrete at release of prestress-
ing was 4000 psi (281 kg/cm2). According to C.E.B. (see Eq. 4012) the tangent 
modul us wi 11 be 
. Eco;;: 21000 1281 ::: 352000 (kg/cm2) 
or 
Hence, the initial elastic strain,.E co · for cr co = 1000 psi.will·be 
E: co' = .1000 = 200 x 10-
6 
5 x 106 
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With the above given values and by making use of the charts of. Figs. 4.la 
to 401f, the final creep value of the laboratory stored beam concrete speci-
mens at 2-1/2 days loading is (see tqs. 4.10 and 4.11) 
or 
and 
or 
E " 
. croo ~ 200 x 10-6 x 4.72 = 944 x 10-6 
The variation of creep Values with time will be 
or 
The variation of p with time is·given in Fig. 4.1f and, as explained 
p~eviously"for specimens'with different· size· and shape, the time under load 
should be cortected according toEqo 408. The predicted creep values have 
been plotted and compared with measured creep values. in Fig. 408. It can be 
seen that the predicted creep values. for normally hardened concrete over-
; estimate the actual measured values of the steam cured cylinders. If the 
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effect of the.·s team curi ng on creep of concrete can be rega rded the same as 
in the case of air cured and steam cured cylinders described. in Appendix A, 
then the average ratio of the creep of the steam cured specimens to the air 
cured speci mens can be taken, as O. 79 • By reduci ng the va 1 ues of the predi cted 
creep curve by that ratio, the predicted values will be in close agreement 
with the measured values. 
For beam concrete specimens loaded at 220 days, the. final creep 
. coefficient will be 
or 
For calculating the elastic strains at 220. days, the increase in 
compressive strength of concrete can be calculated according to .C.E.B. ,recom-
o .mendati ons, whi ch is 
'. f~ = 4000 x 1~27 x 000703 = 357 kg/cm2 
Hence 3 
397000 kg/cm2 
or 
Eco = 5.65 x 106 lbsj in. 2 
Therefore, the final creep value at 1000. psi for specimens loaded 
220 days after casting of concrete will be 
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Ecroo ~ 177 x 10-6 x 1.79 = 317 x 10-6 
The variation of creep values with time has been shown in Fig. 4.8. 
In this case, the predicted values underestimate creep under laboratory 
storage conditions~ but are in agreement with the field creep values at 
1 ater ages 0 
Pred~cted creep-time curves for the deck concrete cylinders, loaded 
28 days. after' cas ti ng, of concrete at 50 and 80. percen t re 1 ati ve h umi di ty have 
been compared with measut'edcreep' strains under laboratory and field .storage 
conditionso It canbe .. seen: that.the.predicted values. underestimate the 
measured creep strainsiJ but the differences are not too large. 
Simila'rly, the final sh.rinkage values were obtained for beam con-
.creteshrinkage .cylinders and2~ft .speci.mens along with the deck.concrete 
shrinkage .cylinders-and.prismso The predicted shrinkage-time curves were 
-plotted and compared with, measured shrinkage strains as repres'e-nted in Figse 
4~6, 4a7b, 409 and .4~10Q In general , the predicted shrinkage strains were 
somewhat· less than .the measured shrinkage strains under laboratory storage 
conditions 0 '. The variation of the field shrinkage strains cannot be. predicted 
by this rrethod, but assuming that the average annual relative humidity in 
the field is about 80 percent, the predicted C.E.B. values in most cases 
would give a higher bound of ' shrinkage strains under field storage conditions. 
From the test results used in this study, it can be concluded that 
'if no information on creep and shrinkage data is available,.a fair estimate 
of final creep and shrinkage values can be rna de by making ,use of the C.E.B. 
recommendationso . For field' specimens ~ the higher and lower bounds of the 
. expected creep values can be obtained by using the lower and higher average 
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lfmits .of··the humidity an.d . temperature in .the field. The expected shrinkage 
strains, in·the field can be predicted by making the assumption that the 
specimens are stored at a constant'relative humidity equal to the average 
. annual humidity of the field atmosphere. 
If the ·test data on creep and:shrinkage strains are available :and 
. 'it is desired to take the annual,;variation .of·creep and:shri,nkage strains 
. , into account in· the ana lysi s of the time~dependent:deforma ti ons, a :step by 
step procedure can be ,used •. In this procedure; it is assumed that ·the vari a-
tionofcreep and shrinkage strains with time can be consfoered as a step 
functionc ,The changes, in strain at each time 'interval occur in the·mi-ddle 
of the interv~lc Figure 4~20 illustrates the application of this method to 
the measured creep and shrinkagestrairis of the beam concrete specimens in 
the,fielda This numerical procedure makes it possible to follow any'arbi-
trarycreep and shrinkage-time relationship, but, its practical application is 
limited to use with·a computer analysis, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
405:,Prediction of:,Creep under: Constant Stress from·the Values of ,Creep 
. underVariable·Stress 
Froma:'practical point of view, it is not always possible to. perform 
di·rect creep tests under constant stress· on specimens· whi·ch have the same 
size and shape as ,the actual structure itself .. , Therefore, for predicting 
the ti me-dependent: deformati ons . of: pres tressed concrete,s tructures ,i t 
often becomes necessary to calculate the creep values under constant stress 
. from the strain measurements .alongthe central· axis of the actual prestressed 
girders, and ,this section is subjected to variable stress conditions. 
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. There are three distinct methods of arialysis for obtaining creep 
at constant stress from the measured creep values under variable stress. 
The three methods will be presented and discussed below. 
4,,5.1 Step by Step Procedure 
In this procedure, unit creep strains are obtained by:dividing 
the creep .strains under vari able st'ress at each ·time interval to :the cor-
respondi n9 stress at that time' interval 0 Hence, 
EC(t) - Eel(t) - Esh(t) 
CiC(t) 
Equation 4~15 cah also be written in terms of the· creep' coefficient, 
¢(t), and elastic strains in concrete, Ee1 (t)o ·Hence, 
EC(t)- Ee,(t) .-. ssh(t) 
Eel(t) 
(4.16) 
The valueof'~~l(t) varies since the stress varies, and variations 
in YoungDs modulus may be considered in its evaluation, .althoughthis varia-
ti on is us ua 11y ignored 0 
40 50 2 Superposition.Method 
By making use of the time-dependent stress-strain::relationship for 
concrete, which was developed byTros~(1967) 'and is based on :thesuper-
position method (see Eqo 2.25), the creep coefficient,. ¢(t) ~ under constant 
stress can be obtained. from the followingexpressi on: 
<p(t) 
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Sc(t) - sel(t) - ssh(t) 
sco(l - n) +Eel(~)n (4.·17) 
As explained earlier (see Section 2.3) Trost (1967) defined the 
relaxation coefficient, n, as a function of age at first loading and the final 
creep coefficient, <PN"(see Eqs. 2s4'and 4.·11)"following:the theory of vis-
coel as ti <::1. ty and the· theory developed. by. Di sch; nger (1939) . ··Ass urni ng that 
the variation of stress with time is identical to the creep-time. function, 
z; (see EqQ 405), and that the creep and shrinkage-time relationships and the 
effect of aging on creep. ~fconcrete are the same as recommended by: the 
i 
CoEoB. (1969). (see. Eq. 4.-5), he used a numericalprocedure:·to.evaluate ·the 
values .of nand!de~on~t~ated that the ~elaxation cOSfficient is ne~rly inde-
,pendent. of the tirrie sinceapplidltioh of load (see also.NeVille; 1970) .. The 
telax~t10n coefticient, n, as ~function, of age at first 10adin~ and fo~ 
different value~ of Z;o' a~e shown i~ Fig. 4.210 
Once the relaxation coefficient, n, is defined and. the creep coef-
,ficient, <p(t), is obtained, the unit creep under constant, stress at time t, 
will be 
4.503 Rate of. Creep Method 
S cO,u (4.18) 
. For the rate of creep method at time t = 00, the rela,xationfactor,' 
n, -becomes equal'to 0.5, if the variation of concrete stress with time has 
been assumed the same as the variation of. the creep function, z; (see Eq. 4~5), 
recommended by C.E08. (1969)., 
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In that case, the time-dependent stress-strain relationship in 
concrete under variable stress can be expressed in terms of the following 
equationo 
(4.19) 
The creep coefficient, ¢(t), will then be: 
(4.20) 
4.5.4 Comparisons of. the Three Methods 
By comparing the three procedures (Eqso 4016, 4.17 and 4.20), it can 
be seen that the creep coefficient obtained, from the stepbyste~procedure 
represents the higher bound of the creep values. under constant stress and cor-
responds to the maximum.possible relaxation coefficient, n = 1. The step by 
step procedure is the same as the approximate solution of the theory .of vis-
coelasticity introduced by Trost (1966, 1967)0 Equation 4016 can also be 
wri tteni n the fa 11 owi ng form: 
Thi sis the s arne as the effect; ve modul us method app 1 i ed to the re 1 axa-ti on 
. prob 1 ems by Mattock (1961) and Guyon (1966) 0 
The creep coefficient obtained from the rate of creep method, with 
the minimum. possible value of n = 005, represents the lower bound of the 
creep values under constant stress. 
The superposition method takes into account the effect of aging 
on the creep of concrete 0 Tr,e coeffi cient~. ll, ranges between 005 and 1 c 
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By proper estimation of ~N' and consequently of n, the creep coefficient, ~(t)~ 
'obtained by making use of the superposition method should give creep values 
closer to the actual creep in concrete at constant stress than are obtained 
by the other methods. 
In order to examine the reliability of the three methods, theore~ 
ti cally, the predi cted creep val ues for the Dougl as County bri dge s tr-'ucture 
(higher bound), which will be :discussed later in this chapter, were taken 
as an input value for the computed analysis described in Appendix C .. The 
computed ·creep strains under variable stress, according to the McHenry prin-
ciple of superposition, at the centroid of the girder at midspan, were used 
to predict creep under constant stress by making use of. the three above men-
tioned. procedures. In:Fig. 4022,- the calculated creep values at-~ 1000 psi are 
compared with the assumed creep at 1000 psi .. It can be seen that the rate 
of creep method and the step by step procedure represents the lower and 
the higher bound of the creep values at lOOO,psi, respectively, while the 
s uperpos i ti on method, wi th n ~ 007, represents the i ntermedi ate creep val ues 
and ·is closest to the assumed ·creep values at 1000.psi 0 As it would ,be 
expected, the. predicted ·creep values from the three methods are all close to 
the actual values at early ages after the release of. prestress, but the dif-
ferences become larger at later timeso It should be noted ·that thecorrela-
tion of the three prediction methods with the actual· creep values under con-
stant stress is purelytheoreti cal and mi-ght not always be the same compared 
to the actual creep measurements on the concrete specimens ,because of the 
uncertainties involved in the modulus of the deformation in concrete, initial 
elastic strains and the variables involved in predicting the relaxation 
coefficient, no However, the relative relationships between the three 
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methctds are always the same. f\ discussion of this phenomenon has been pre-
sented in Appendix B. 
For small variations in stress and for relatively short periods 
of time after loading of the specimens, the differences between ,the three 
methods are small and all three methods will give reliable valueso In this 
case, from a practical point of view, the step by step procedure is the 
most convenient and straightforward procedurea However, if the variation of 
stress with time is substantial, the superposition method should be used o 
4.6 Creep and Shrinkage Data of the Douglas County B ri dgeS tructure 
4.6 0 1 Description of the Bridge Structure 
The tes tstru<:ture, loC:<3.ted fn Douglas County_, I 11 i n01 s, is a 
three~span bridge with six precast prestressed concrete girders in each 
span and cast-in-place deck concrete which pr'ov'ides continuity over three 
spa,ns by means of the negati ve rei nforcement at the supports, for the defor-
mations introduced in the composite structure after hardening of the deck 
concrete. 
The elevation and plan of the bridge and the support conditions of 
the two interior test girders~ BX-3 and BX-4, at different times, ar"e shown 
in Figse 4023 and 4.24, respectively. The interior span is 73 ft 1 ina, 
while the exterior spans are 72 ft 11 inn 
The elevation of a typical girder, location of the deflection mea-
suring points, designation of the sections before and after casting of the 
deck concrete, and the profile of the 7/16 in. prestressing strands are shown 
in Fig, 4.25e All girders were 72 ft 9 ina longe 
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The cross section of the bridge,. vertical locations of the strain 
gage. points, and the locations of the prestressing strands are shown in Fig. 
40260 The girders were spaced at 7 ft 2-1/2 inc centers and the deck was 
7 in 0 thi ck 0 
Details of the nontensionedreinforcement, manufacturing of the 
gfrders, andthe.tes t specimens are given ., n aprevi ous report (see Houdeshe 11 , 
.-etalo, 1971) 0 
The stirrups in the. precast beams were designed and spaced so as 
··toprovide -adequate shear strength and horizontal .. strength between the slab 
and -the girder -concrete. 
- The average measured -total prestressing force in the 38 strands 
immediately--before -release was- 695 kips or 168 -ksi a The forces obtained from 
strain measurements,-i-mmedi-ately after release of prestressing, were 642 kips 
and 633 -kips, in BX-3 and BX-4, respectivelYoThis corresponds to concrete 
stresses at the centroids of the sections of 1128 psi and 1110 psi. 
The prestressing force remaining ·in BX-3, at midspan, 782 days after 
release of,prestressing was 556 kips~ corresponding to 975 psi axial stress 
in concrete. The prestressing force in BX-4 at midspan was 566 kips after 
the same peri od of time correspondi ng to -984 -psi axi al stress in concrete 0 
The general behavior of the concrete test spe~imens under field 
-and laboratory storage conditions were discussed in Section 4.30 In the 
-following, the predicted creep strains at constant stress from the strain 
measurements-on theactualstructureln the field and the predicted higher 
and Tower bounds of the creep and shrinkage values of the I-beam under lab-
oratory storage conditions will be; presented- and discussed. 
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40602 Predicted Beam Creep and Shrinkage Values 
Field Storage Conditions 
As explained earlier in this chapter, the creep specimens of this 
bridge structure under field and laboratory storage conditions were 6 by 
12 ';no cylinderso Sihce it was found that the effect of size and shape of 
the specimens on creep of concrete under field storage conditions, in general, 
was not the same as under laboratory conditions (see Section 403), the beam 
creep values under, field storage conditions could not be obtained. from the 
correspond; ng . cyl i nder creep val ues . by simp 1y taki ng; nto account the effect 
of··size and shape of: the, beam sectiono 
.' In, Fig. 4027, the total average strains of the field creep cylinders 
at 1000. psi are compared with the. measured average total strains at the· beam 
centroid at midspan and quarter-pointsectionso The shrinkage: strains of 
the. beam sec'tions and cylinders described in Section 403 are also shown in 
the·same,figureo 
It can be seen that for each beam, the measured total strains at 
. mi dspan and quarter-poi nts are in good agreement· wi th each .other,· whi 1 e the 
di fferences:, between: the· s trai ns of: the· two· tes t beams· are· s ubstanti a 1 0 So 
,far, no obvious reason has been found. for· this kind of behavior.· One reason 
. for· this· could be· that the average· shrinkage in the Beam BX-3· might have been 
higher· than that in,Beam BX~40 
I . 
. . The· compari son of the creep cyl i nder s trai ns· and' the beam s trai ns 
'show~:that,: in ge~eral,· the· initial strains were·higher·;n both beams than 
in the· creep cylinders, because of the:higher initial prestressing force 
·in the beams 0 At later ages~ however~thestrain·rates·in the: beam· decreased 
. and the· s trai ns were 1 ess than those in the creep cyl i nders . 
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In general, the differences between the concrete strains under 
constant and variable stress were higher than expected and the behavior of 
. the specimens in this case was not· the same as in the case of creep tests 
unde'r constant and variable stress on identical specimens under laboratory 
storage conditions (see Appendix B)o A part of this phenomenon might be 
related to the properties of the steam cured concrete under, field storage 
conditions (see Appendix A), and also the size and shape of the specimens. 
,The shrinkage strains of the cylinders and beam specimens show that, in 
. general, the'moisture movement into and out of the field cylinder was much 
higher than that of the field stored beam sections,.which very likely must 
have caused higher creep in the field cylinders (see also Section 406), 
The loss of prestress was obtained from the concrete strains at 
the centroi d of the s trands ~ whi ch were determi ned from the meas ured va 1 ues 
at the centroid and the bottom of the beam, assuming adequate bond between 
. the, prestressing strand ,and concrete 0 The modulus of elasticity of the 
steel strands assumed in the analysis was 28.2 x 106psi , as was obtained 
,from the strand tests (see Houdeshell, et alo, 1971)0 
The step by step procedure explained in Section 4.5 was used to 
,predict creep under constant stress from the creep values under variable 
stress by making use of Eqo 40150 A check on the creep values at 218 days 
after rel ease of prestress showed that the di fferences between the creep 
strains calculated by making use of this. procedure and the others outlined 
in Section 405 were less than 10 x 10-6 0 
In order to make a fair prediction of the beam creep, the creep 
values were obtained from average strain measurements at the centroid of beam~ 
midspan and quarter-point sections from time of release of prestressing 
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up to the time of casting of the deck concrete by making use of Eqo 2010 The 
average ·shrinkage of the beam concrete was assumed to be the same as ·the 
average shrinkage of the beam sections under fiel,d storage conditions!l' as 
described in Section 403, for both testbeams,.BX-3 and BX-40 
The initial unit elastic strains obtained from the measured strains 
about seven hours after starting of the. release of,prestressing.were, in 
. general, . hi gher. than the i ni ti a 1 uni t s trai ns· of the creep cyl i nders .. Thi s 
was probably. due. to, the creep and shrinkage in· the beam concrete during the 
7-hour time interval. The average initial elastic strain in the beams would 
correspond to an average Young's modulus of 300 x 106 psi instead of the 3.4 x 
106 psi obtained from the test cylinders.·.For calculations of creep. under 
variable stress and·changes in elastic strains"Youngis modulus values, based 
on. the initial strain measurements on the test beams, were taken into'account, 
,because the time-dependent changes in deformations and strains were·considered 
relative ·to the initial strain and camber measurements 0 
I n order to study the. effect· of the va ri at; on of. Young! s modul us 
on the time-dependent. deformations ·inconcrete, the creep under variable 
Youngis.modulus was; obtained. for.BeamBX-4~makingthe.assumption that,. for 
creep under both constant and vari ab 1 e, stresses, ,the,e las ti c· s trai ns change 
with time,· corresponding. to· the changes in Young!s.moduluso . Figure 4028 shows 
the assumed variation of Young Us modulus with time, based on the test resultso 
. Figures 4029 and 4030 show the predicted. creep-time curves of Beams BX-3 and 
BX-4 loaded at release of . prestressing and at casting. of the ·deck concreteo 
The beam creep strains after casting of the deck concrete 'were 
. obtai ned, by. reduci n9 the correspondi n9' cyli nder creep val ues· by the· average 
ratio· of the. beam creep to the cy11nder creep obtained. from the last three 
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strain measurements before casting of the deck concreteo This ratio was 
found to be 0.88 for Beam BX-3 and 0062 for Beam BX~4. 
The cylinder creep-time curves are also plotted and compared with 
the beam creep curves in Figso 4029 and 4630 .. From the reasons explained 
before, it can be seen that the general relationship between the beam creep 
and cyl i nder creep for both beams is not the s arne and the creep in Beam 
BX-4 is substantially less than that of the cylinderso 
Since the volume to surface·ratio of the ·deck section (vis = 3.5) 
was nearly equal to the volume to surface ratio of the beam section (vIs; 3.85), 
the creep of the deck concrete was obtained by reducing the creep values of 
. the deck concrete creep cylinder loaded 28 days after casting of. the deck con-
cr~teby the average ratios of the beam creep to creep of the beam concrete 
cylinders, for the corresponding time ·intervals. 
In order to find the effect of the deck creep on the deformations 
of. the composite structure starting 7 days after casting of the concrete, the 
deck creep for 7 days ~i oadi ng was obtai ned. by i ncreas i ng the creep values of 
the 28-day loading by a factor of 103 (see CoEoS.,. 1969, recommendations) a 
The variation of Young's modulus of the deck concrete was not greato For 
this analysis, Young's modulus of the deck concrete was taken· as constant and 
equal to 5 x 106 psi (see Fig. 4028)0 
Figure 4.31 shows the predicted and measured creep-time curves of 
the deck concrete for 28 and 7 days loading. 
The shrinkage of the deck concrete under, field storage conditions 
was assumed to be the average shrinkage of the deck prisms under field stor-
age conditions (see Section 403)0 
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Laboratory Storage Conditions 
In order to study the behavior of the bridge structure under lab-
oratory storage conditions, it was of interest to predict the corresponding 
creep and shrinkage values of the actual beams and the slab concrete based 
on the creep values of the 6 by 12 ino.cylindrical specimens and the shrink-
age strains of the 2-ft beam sections and the deck prisms described in Sec-
. tion 4030 
The ends of the 2~ft beam concrete sections and the sides of the 
7 by 14 by 28 ino deck prisms were not sealedo Therefore, the volume to 
surface ratio of the beam concrete sections (vis = 2091) and the deck prisms 
(vis = 200) would be lower than the volume to surface ratio of the actual 
beam (vis = 3085) and the deck section (vis = 3.5). In order to be consis-
tent with the measured shrinkage values, a set of beam creep data was obtained 
corresponding to the volume to surface ratio for the shrinkage specimens and 
was called the higher.boundo Another set of, beam creep and beam. shrinkage 
data was obtained corresponding to the actual volume to surface ratio of 
,beam and slab sections" and was called the. lower. bound o 
. For. prediction of the beam and slab concrete creep and shrinkage-
'. time. relationships, the effect of size and shape was taken into account fol-
lowing Hansen and Mattock (1966). The creep and shrinkage ratios for the 
corresponding specimens were taken into account separately because the effect 
of size on creep is not entirely the same as in the case of shrinkageo The 
si ze and shape of the speci men: do not affect the basi c creep in concrete, 
while the total shrinkage in concrete is affected by the size and shape of 
th e s p e c i me n . 
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Assuming that the shrinkage ratios of cylinders with vis = 3~0 and 
vis = 4nO would correspond to the vis ~ 3.0 and vis ~ 400 of the I-beam 
sections, these ratios were obtained for the corresponding cylinders from the 
PCA Laboratory tests (see Hansen,1966), for the corresponding time intervalso 
The shrinkage of the beam sections (vis = 2091) was then reduced by these 
ratios, wh'lch ranged between 0 0 6 and 0082. The reduced shrinkage values re-
. presented the lower bound o 
creep of the laboratory beam creep cylindrical specimens by the creep ratios 
between the 6 by 12 ino cylinders (vis = '05) and I-sections (vis = 4.0) of 
the PCA Laboratory tests, for the corresponding time intervalso The ratios 
ranged between 0 a 61 to 00760 The reduced creep va 1 ues represented the lower 
bound of the beam creepo 
. The higher bound of the! beam creep was obtained similarly by re-
ducing the laboratory beam cylinder creep by the creep ratios between the 
6 by 12 ino cylinders and the I-sections (v/s ~ 300) of the PCA Laboratory 
, testso 
The creep and shrinkage values of the deck section were obtained in 
a similar mannero Since the PCA Laboratory tests did not contain creep tests 
on similar prisms, the ratios for the higher and lower bounds of the deck 
creep were obtained from the PCA tests, between the creep of the cylinders 
with vIs ~ '05 and vis ~ 305 for the lower bound, and vis = 105 and vIs = 2.0 
for the higher bound. The creep ratios for the lower bound ranged between 
0065 and 0071 and for the higher bound ranged between 0073 and 100. 
The lower bound of shrinkage was obtained by reducing the deck 
prism shrinkage by the ratio between the shrinkage cylinders with vis ~ 105 
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and vis = 3.5 of the PCA Laboratory. tests for the corresponding time inter-
vals. The shrinkage ratios in this case ranged between Oe55 and 0081a 
Figures 4032, 4033 and 4034 represent the smooth curve variations 
of the creep and shrinkage of the beam and deck concrete cylinders and sec-
tions under laboratory storage conditionso 
.. Figure 4~35 shows the variation of. the deck creep. for 7 days load-
ing. The deck creep. for 7 days loading was obtai.ned .by increasing the creep 
val ues. for 28 days 1 oadi ng by a. factor of 1 030 
Effect of Aging 
In order to study. effect of age of the precast girders on the time-
dependent deformations of the composite structure after casting of the deck 
concrete, the beam creep was. predi cted, for 28 and 93 days 1 oadi ng, . based 
on the beam creep. for 2-1/2 days loading and 220 days, after casting of. the 
. beam· concrete 0 
. The average ratio of the cylinder creep values for 220 days loading 
to the values for 2-1/2 days loading was 00575. This ratio was higher than 
the corresponding coefficient, z;;,obtained from the C.EoBo recommendations 
'(1969), which·is 004 (see·Fig. 4.1)0 In order. to make a·reliableestimate 
on· beam creep at different ages, another set of values similar. in trend·to 
the CoEoB .. ratios was devised .. ·Figure 4.36 shows the·v~riation of the coef-
. ficient, z;;,with. age of loading according to the CoE.Bo recommendations and 
·the adjusted values for the beam·concrete . 
. : Based on the adjusted variation of· thecoefficient j ~,the·h1gher 
bound of the beam creep was predicted under laboratory storage conditions 
.. for 28 and·93 days loading.by reducing the higher bound of the beam creep 
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at 2-1/2 days loading by 0076 and 0062, respectively, Figure 4037 shows the 
predicted creep-time curves for the higher bound of the beam creep for 2-1/2, 
28, 93 and 220 days loadingo 
CoEoB. Recommendations 
The compari son of the creep and sh ri nkage va 1 ues from laboratory 
and field specimens with the C.EoBo values discussed in Section 40402 showed 
that the predicted creep and shrinkage·according to the CoEaBo recommenda-
ti ons, cons i deri ng the hi gher and lower bounds of the re 1 ati ve h umi di ty in the 
field, should give lower and higher bounds of the expected creep and shrinkage 
values under field storage conditionso 
Figures 4038 and 4.39 represent the predicted beam creep and deck 
creep according to the CoEoB. recommendations, for 50 and 80 percent relative 
humidity and 70°F constant temperature storage condition, and taking into 
. account the concrete mix proportions and the size and shape of the specimenso 
Di fferenti al Shri nkage 
The differential shrinkage strains between the slab and the girder 
concrete after removal of the deck form in the field, and for all cases under 
laboratory storage conditions described before, were obtained by subtracting 
the changes in beam shrinkage strains after· removal of the deck formwork from 
the corresponding deck shrinkage values, and are shown in Fig, 40400 
4.7 . Creep and Shrinkage Data of the l/8-Scale Model Beam Structure 
4.701 Description of the Model Structure 
The test structure is a l/8-scale model of part of the Douglas 
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County bridge structure described before and represents a single row of 
i nteri or· beams 0 The precas t pres tressed gi rders· are 9 ft 1-1/8 inc long and 
6 ino deep. The cast-in-place deck has a width of 10081 ino and is 7/8 in. 
thick. It provides continuity over three spans by. means of the negative rein-
" forcement of, the supports for the deformations introduced in the composite 
structure. after hardening of the deck concrete 0 
The structure is 1 oca ted at the Uni vers i ty of III i noi s S tructura 1 
.. Models Laboratory and· is stored under 70°F and. 50. percent rel ative· hum; di ty 
condi ti ons 0 
The elevation of the three~span structure, the· designation of the 
three beams MB-6, MB-7 and MB~8, and. the elevation of a typical girder are 
shown in figo 40410 
The g; rders were prestressed with ei ght separated. strands of a 
. three-strand· oceanographic ropeo Each strand' consisted of 19 wires and had 
a cross section area of OGQ0913 sq ino 
The strand testsrJevealed an· average· modulus of e']asticityof2205 x 
106 psi and the yield stress was 232.ksi, at 001 percent offset strainoThe 
effective modu'lus of elasticity of·the·steel·strands in the beams, because the 
twi.sting. action of the steel strands was prevented, was probably closer to that 
of single wi.rereinforcemento Therefo're, the modu'lus of elasticity of the 
·steel strands was assumed to be 27 x 10~ psi for this analysiso 
The profile of the prestressing strands is shown in Figo 40410 
Figure 4042 shows the cross section of the beam and the location and eccentri-
cities of the prestressing strandso The top surface .of the beams was rough 
and the stirrups were designed similar to those in the actual bridge to pro-
vide adequate bond between the· deck and the girder concreteo . Details on 
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nontensioned reinforcement and the fabrication and prestressing of the 
girders and the test specimens are given in another report (see Anderson, 
et al., 1971)0 
The measured total prestressing forces immediately. before release 
in the three beams, MB·6, MB·? and MB-8 were 10.86~ 10.14 and 10.3, respec-
tively, which would correspond to an average steel. stress of 143 ksi. The 
prestressing force was transferred to the beams,.MB-6, MB-7 and MB-8,by 
cutting the strands five or six days after casting of the beam concreten 
Assuming an adequate' bond between, the prestressing strands and 
the girder concrete, the variation of, prestressing force was obtained from 
interpolations of the strain values measured at the centroid and bottom 
gage neso 
. The prestressing force immedi ately after release of. prestressing 
in the beams, MB-6,MB-7 and MB-8 at midspan was 9.69,.9.11 and 9012 kips, 
respectively, which would correspond. to an average stress at the centroid of 
the beam concrete of 1045psio The, prestressing forces in the beams de-
creased to an· average value of 6057 kips at midspan about 276 days after 
release of the prestressin~, which would, correspond to an· axial stress of 
739 psi in the beam concreteo 
In order to introduce approximately the same stresses in the beam 
concrete due to the dead load and prestressing at release~ immediately after 
positioning of the beams, six 90-1b concrete blocks· were hung on each pre-
stressed gi rdero 
Immediately, before casting of the deck concrete"six additional 
concrete blocks of about 114 lbs were hung, from each. girder in order to com-
pensate for the dead weight of the lIS-scale slab concrete. 
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4.7.2 Description of the Test Specimens 
Compressive strength of concrete and the variation of Youngis 
modulus of concrete were determined from the tests on 4 by 8 ino cylinders 
made from the same concrete used in the tes t structure 0 Fi gure 4 .. 43 shows 
the measured variation of Young1s modulus of the model beams, MB-6, MB-7 and 
MB-8, concrete. from release of prestressing up to the time of casting' of the 
deck concrete 0 
For investigation of creep and shrinkage in the beam and deck 
concretes, creep and shri nkage speci mens were made from the concrete used 
in the interior beam~ MB~8, and the deck concrete 0 These were cast and cured 
under the same conditions as in the case of the model structureo Details on 
. fabrication of the test mens. and testing procedure are given in a 
special report (see Anderson, et alG' 1971)0 
The creep racks each contained three 4 by 8 ino cylinders 0 One 
beam creep rack was loaded at release of prestressing and a second one was 
loaded at the time .of casting of the deck concrete, 61 days after release 
of. prestress of MB-8o'>' The deck creep.specimens were loaded 7 days after 
casting of the deck concreteo All creep racks were loaded to 1000 psi and 
the load was maintained constanta 
The beam concrete shrinkage specimens were 4 by 8.1no cylindrical 
specimens and 8-in6 long beam sectionsa The deck concrete shrinkage.speci-
mens were 4by 8 ino cylinders and Oa78 by 10.by 10 in. slab sections~ 
4.7.3 Creep and Shrinkage Data 
. The creep-time curves of the beam· and deck concrete cylindrical 
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specimens are shown in Figso 4044 and 4045, respectively, The average creep 
rat; 0 between the cr'eep in the beam concrete for 67 days 1 oadi n9 and the 6 
days loadi.ng was about 0039., The corresponding ratio according to the c'.E"B. 
recommendations (1969) is On55G In order to study the effect of aging on 
creep for the model beam concrete, the variation of coefficient, ~, with 
the age of concrete according to the CoEoBa recommendations (see Figa 401e) 
was adjusted for the model beam concreteo . Figure 4046 shows the variation of 
the coefficient ~, according to the C~E.B. and the adjusted curve for the 
model beam concreteo 
. Figure 4ci47 shows the variation of shrinkage strains with time for 
the beam and deck concrete specimens .. It can be seen that the beam sections 
(vIs ~ 0~5) and deck prisms (vIs:: 0.44) shr'ank more during the initial period 
of drying (30 to 40 days) than the identical shrinkage cylinders (vis = 100), 
but thereafter in both groups of specimens the shrinkage strain rates de-
creased substantially and the final values were about 140 x 10-6 in./ino less 
than that of the corresponding cylinders 0 This kind of behavior is not the 
same as the PCA Laboratory tests (see Hansen, 1966), which revealed that as 
the volume to surface ratio decreases, the initial shrinkage of the speci-
mens increases; but the differences became smaller at later time intervals. 
The smallest I-section specimens investigated in the PCA Laboratories had a 
vIs ratio of loan One reason for the phenomenon involved in the shrinkage 
of the beam and slab sections might be rapid drying out of the specimens~ 
which causes a faster decrease in the rate of shrinkage in the beam and slab 
secti ons than in the correspond; ng cyl i nders. 
In order to be .able to make a reliable correlation of the measured 
and calculated time-dependent deformations of the model structure, the crJeep 
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values of the actual beam sections, at constant stress, were calculated from 
the average measured strains of the centroid of the beams at midspan and 
quarter-poi n ts 0 
The calculations of the creep strains under variable stress were 
performed in the same way as in the case of the prototype structure (see 
Section 4.6.2)0 
The initial strains. at the centroid of the beams at the time of 
release of prestressing and hanging of the concrete blocks (~411 x 10-6 
in./in./ksi) were usually higher than the initial elastic strains based on 
. the cylinder tests (~360 x 10-6 inc/ino/ksi). As explained earlier, a part 
of this phenomenon might be associated with the initial creep and shrinkage 
which occurred in the beam between the time of the first zero reading and 
the reading after release of prestressing or hanging the concrete blocks 
(aneta three hours)o For creep calculations in this case, .the elastic 
strains .werecalculated based on the Young's modulus value obtained from 
th e 4 by 8 i n 0 cy 1 i n de r te s ts 0 
For cal cul at; on of creep under cons tant s tress from the corres-
ponding creep values under variable stress, from the time of release.ofpre-
stress up to the time of casting of the deck concrete, the superposition 
method explai.nedin Section 405 was used following Eqso 4.17 and 4.18, The 
re 1 axati on coeffi ci ent, n, was· taken as 0075 for 6 days loadi ng. The creep 
values at casting"of the deck concrete were calculated with all ·three pro-
cedures explained in Section 4.50 The ·comparison between ·the results showed 
that the differences between lower bound (rate of creep method) and higher 
bound (step by step procedure) were in the order of 100 x 10-6 in./ino/ksi ~ 
Therefore, as mentioned earlier, for high variations of prestressing force 
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as in the case of the model beam, the superposition method, which theoreti-
cally gives closer results~ should be used o 
The beam creep values after casting of the deck concrete were ob-
tainedby reducing the corresponding beam cylinder creep by the average ratio 
of the beam creep to the cylinder creep, as obtained from the last three 
creep values before casting of the deck concrete 0 The ratios were 0090, 
0080, 0094, for the Beams MB-6, MB-7 and MB-8, respectivelyo 
The beam creep values, for loading at the day of casting of the 
. deck concrete,were obtained by reducing the corresponding beam cylinder 
creep values by the ratios of the beam creep to the cylinder creep, for 
specimens loaded at 6 days, fo'r the corresponding time intervals. 
The deck creep values were obtained by multiplying the deck cy-
linder creep values by the average·rat10s of the beam creep to the beam 
cylinder creep. from Beams MB-6, MB-7 andMB-8" for the corresponding time 
intervals c 
The variation of Youngis modulus was considered only for Beam 
MB-8, as shown in Figo 40430 The beam·shrinkagewasassumed to be the same 
.. for all . three beamso 
The·predicted creep-time curves for the model Beam MB-8 and the 
deck concrete are shown in Figso 4044 and.4045, respectively. The predicted 
creep-time curves for Beams MB-6 andMB-7 are shown in Figo 4.480 
The di fferenti a 1 sh'ri nkage s trai nsbetween the gi rder and slab 
concrete ·were ,obtained by subtracting the average shrinkage strains of the 
beam sections, after removal of the deck form, from the average :shrinkage 
.strains of the decksectionso Figure 4.49·shows the·differential·shrinkage-
time curve after removal of the deck formo The "final" value of the measured 
differential shrinkage was 560 x 10-6 ino/ino 
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4.8 Creep and Shrinkage Data of the PCA 1/2=Scale·Model Structures 
408. 1 . Introductory Remarks 
In order to facilitate comparisons of the results of the analytical 
and experimental investigation on time-dependent deformations of continuous 
composite prestressed structures which were conducted at the PCA Laboratories 
(Mattock, 1961) with the results of this study, a short description of the 
bridge structure and the creep and shrinkage data from that study are pre-
sented in this sectiono 
4.8.2 Description of the Bridge Structures 
The test structures were two identical half-scale model bridges 
with precast prestressed girders over two spans, each 33 ft long. The bridge 
structures were made continuous for live loads by, providing negative rein-
~forc~ment at the supports in the deck slab. The prestressed girders were 
prestressed with 28 seven-wire strands of 1/4 inn diameter, which were 
straight throughout the length of the girders 0 The cross section of the 
composite girder and the locations of the strands are shown in Figo 40500 
Figure 4051 shows the elevation of the bridge structure and the 
precast girders, and the profile of the prestressing strands .. Thein1tial 
pr~stressing force immediately before release was 175,000 lbs corresponding 
to a strand stress of 175,000 psi 0 The strand tests revealed a modulus of 
elasticity of 2807 million psi 0 
Detai.l s of the nontens i oned rei nforcement, concrete mi x used for 
the structure, fabrication, and instrumentation of test specimens are given 
in thePCA Bulletin D46(seeMattock, 1961)0 
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In order to compensate for the low deadweight of the half-scale 
·structure, several 800-1b concrete blocks were hung from the precast girders 
before casting of the deck concrete, 
4,8.3 Creep and Shrinkage Data 
The shrinkage strains of the precast girders and slab concrete 
were obtained from strain measurements on isolated unstressed 10-ft long beam 
and· . deck concrete secti ons 0 
Figure 4052 shows the shrinkage-time curves of the beam and deck 
concrete sections and. the differential shrinkage strains between-the slab 
and girder concrete after removal of the deck forms 0 
Sincethere·was no direct data on the beam creep values available, 
the beam creep values considered in this study were taken from the creep 
values for similar I=sections, as reported in the PCA Bulletin 0103 by Hansen 
andM~ttock (1966)0 The variation of Young's modulus with time,beam creep 
va 1 ues for the 28-day 1 oadi ng, and the deck creep va 1 ues for 7 days 1 oadi ng 
wereobtai·ned from the recommendations made in the PCA Bulletin 046 (see 
Mattock, 1961). 
The predicted creep-time curves. for variable and constant Youngls 
modulus for the beam and deck concrete are shown in Fig. 40530 
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50 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
5 D 1 I ntroducti on 
As explained earlier, there are two distinct methods of analysis 
suitable for calculating creep under variable stress in concrete structures: 
10 The rate of creep method, and 
20 The superposition method. 
The development of both methods was discussed in Chapter 2. However, the 
,practical application of these methods to composite prestressed structures 
was, not covered expl i ci tly. Although the phenomenology behi nd the two above 
'mentioned methods is old, its application to practical problems has sometimes 
caused confusion among engineers 0 
The time-dependent deformations in reinforced concrete members 
under sustained loads can be explained best if the time-dependent stress-
s trai n re 1 at; onshi ps are known 0 I n the fo 11 owi ng, the bas i c di fferences 
between rate of creep and superposition will be discussed in terms of time-
dependent stress-strain relationships in concrete members. 
Closed form and iterative solutions of the differential ,equations 
of stress and strain are introduced and a suitable model for calculating 
stresses, strains, and the time-dependent deformations of composite pre-
stress~d structures, in a form useful for computer analysis, are presented. 
The details of the computer analysis and the flow diagram of the computer 
program developed in this study are presented in Appendix C. The develep-
mentand use of a-closed form solution, in a form suitable for simple slide 
rule analysis, will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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50 2 The Rate of Creep Method 
As discussed previously, within the working stress range or up to 
about 40 percent of the concrete strength, the creep strains in a concrete 
member subjected to variable stresses can be represented in the form of Eqo 
2 0 1 3, wh i ch i s 
or in terms of the creep coefficient, ~(t), 
Equations:.501 and 502 demonstrate that although th,e magnitude of 
the applied stress is changing wi.th time, the rate of creep remains the same 
and' is equal to the variation of creep strain under constant unit stress 
h'-I +h +" IV I vi i "" 1 me 6 
Therefore~ in the rate of creep .method, the time-dependent strains 
due to creep in concrete, during any time interval ,~t, are obtained as .the 
product.of the net applied stress times the change in the unit creep strain 
of a sp~cimen loaded to "a constant stress at the time t = to' for the cor-
responding time interval" as shown in Figo 204. 
As explained before, this assumption is not true for the concrete 
materials, However, for small changes .in stress, .reliable .results can be 
obtained for calculating the time-dependent deformations in concrete under 
variable stress by this procedureo 
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The differential equation relating the time-dependent strains to 
the stresses in concrete (seeEq . 2019) can be 'obtained,bydifferenti ation ,of 
the total strains with .respect to time (see Eqo2.l) and substitution of 
e 1 as ti cs trai ns in terms of s tres ses and creep s trai ns from Eq" 5 0 2, and 
can be written in the following form: 
CYc(t) d¢(tsto) 
Ec(t) dt + (503) 
If the creep and shrinkage-time relationships are known and can be 
rep res ented in terms of ma thema ti ca 1 functi ons, the so 1 uti on of the above 
gi ven di fferenti a 1 eq uati on, ina general i zed form, becomes: 
Assuming that shrinkage is governed by the same time rate law as creep, and 
that the variation of stresses or strains in concrete are also governed by 
the same law as in the case of the creep and shrinkage, then the rate of creep 
method can be applied to creep and ,relaxation problems in concrete in a closed 
forma The .application of the closed form solutions for obtaining time-depen-
dent deformations in prestressed and reinforced concrete girders and in 
composite sections was discussed in Chapter 20 
If the variation of creep and shrinkage in concrete cannot be re-
presented in terms of a mathematical function, then Eqo 5~3 can be solved by 
means of a numerical procedure. 
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Assuming that the creep and shrinkage-time curves and the corres= 
ponding changes in stress can be expressed as step functions (see Figo 4020), 
such that the changes occur at the middle of each time interval, the strains 
in concrete at any time, in general can be expressed in the following form: 
or in terms of the unit creep values, Eq. 3.24 becomes: 
For cases in which Young!s modulus varies with time, the elastic 
strains and creep values associated with the stresses also change, correspond-
ing to the changes in Youngis modulus as shown in Eqso 505 and 5.6 0 In this 
case, the unit creep values chould also be calculated taking into account 
the variation of elastic s~rains .with time (see Section 406). 
In some cases, some authors have considered the variation of YoungHs 
modulus only for the changes in stress (see Trost, 1967, and Neville, 1970)0 
However, the differences between the strains predicted by the two methods 
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are not significant and it is just a matter of definition of how we consider 
the variation in Young's modulus 0 
The variation of Youngis modulus in the present analysis for the 
beam concrete was considered only up to the time of casting of the deck con-
crete, since in most cases the precast beams at the time of casting of the 
deck concrete are so old that further changes inYoung!s modulus can be 
safely neglectedo The computer program.developed in this study also alows one 
to take the changes in Young's modulus of the deck concrete into account 
If the variation in Young's modulus is not considered, Eco ' the 
value of. Young's modulus .at the time of loading, should be substituted for 
Et(t) in all .equationso 
Si.nce the actual prestressed composite structures areusua11y 
subjected.to variations.ofhumidity and temperature in the field, the creep 
and shrinkage-time .relationships, and consequently, the variation of applied 
.stress in concrete with .time, cannot.be approximated.by a smooth .curve (see 
Figs. 406 to 4010) •. In order to fol1ow.the.behavi.or of the girders under 
'. field conditions, a computer program based on theiterat1veapproach :to the 
rate of creep method, ._ for predi cti ng the time-dependent deformati ons of pre-
cast prestressed concrete girders with cast-in-place deck concrete, was de-
veloped in this study, and.is .described in Appendix Co 
In a composite prestressed structure, substantial changes occur in 
the stresses in concrete at the time of casting of the deck concrete due ·to 
the deck dead loado 
In order to eliminate a major portion of the errors involved in 
·the rate of creep method, the creep in the precast, prestressed'girder due 
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to stress changes introduced in the girder concrete due to the deck dead 
load was calculated with a unit creep curve for concrete loaded at the time 
of casting of the deck. This revised form of the rate of creep method will 
be designated as the revised rate of creep methodo The results of the anal-
yses of the two above mentioned methods for the Douglas County bridge struc-
ture under laboratory and field storage conditions and the comparison between 
these two methods and the superposition method will be made later in this 
ch apter 0 
--- --5-~ 3- --Superpos-; ti-on-Method-
As mentioned earlier, most of the errors involved in the rate of 
creep -method can be eliminated by making use of McHenryls hypothesis (see 
Section 20 3)0 
The total time-dependent deformations can be obtained by super-
. imposing .the time-dependent strains due to the original loading with the 
time-dependent strains due to the changes in stress at different time inter-
va.ls as illustrated in Figo 2010 
As stated previously, creep recovery response in conctete mater-
ials, unloaded at different t]me intervals; in general, is not the same as 
the creep of concrete specimens loaded at the same time interva'ls, but in 
fact; is smaller. Howeve'r, McHenry's hypothesis is necessary if the usual 
assumptions of elasticity are to be satisfied (see Section 2c3'o 
By making use of the principle of superposition, the time-dependent 
linear relationship between stress and strain in concrete can be written in 
the form of 
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In terms of the unit creep strain values~ Eqa 5 0 7 can be written in the .J 
form of: 
(5.8) 
The computer program developed in this studyand·based on the rate 
·of creep ·method, which is described in Appendix C,was ,modi·fiedto take into 
. ·account the .effect of the changes in stress on the rate of creep according 
to the superposition method as shown in Eqo 5080 
For calculating the time-dependent deformations of the full size 
. precast, prestressed .g1 rders, the effects of aging on creep up to the time 
of cas ti ng . of the deck concrete was not taken i. nto account a . For each i ncre-
.mental change in stress, the unit creep curve obtained from concrete loaded 
at the time of prestressingwasusedo . However, the effects of the deck dead 
load artd stresses due to composite action on creep of the girder concrete 
were taken into account using a ·new creep-time curve for beam concrete 
loaded at the time of casting.of. the deck. 
The above described application.of the superposition .method can 
give reliable results only if the changes .in stress are small and the time 
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intervals are chosen so that the changes in the creep and shrinkage values 
are at moderate levelso . However; if the unit creep in concrete reaches .very 
high values in relatively short periods of time, such as creep in structures 
composed of small or thin numbers subjected to high initial stresses (see 
Figs. 4=44 and 4045), the effect of aging on creep of concrete must be con-
sidered; otherwise the calculated creep associated with the changes in 
stress at the time intervals after the first application of the load may be 
greatly overestimated·and may result in erroneous predicted values of stresses, 
forces, and deforma ti ons . 
The s uperposi ti on method whi ch takes the effect of agi ng on creep 
. of concrete into account has been designated in this .study as the revised 
superposition method. A comparison between the superposition method, as 
applied.by.Corley, et alo (1961), the revised superposition method, which 
conforms exactly to McHenry's hypothesis; and Dilger's concept (see Sectlon 
2.3), will be made later in this chapter for the cases .of the lIB-scale model 
beam and the prototype structure. 
5.4 Assumptions and Definitions 
The following assumptions have been made in the methods of analys'ls 
used in thi s study: 
1. Stress-strain relationship for concrete under short-time 
loading is linear up to 40 percent of the ultimate strength, 
and is linear for the prestressing steel 0 
2. Strains are linearly distributed over the depth of the precast 
beam cross section. 
3. The ,creep strains are proportional to the stresses up to 40 
percent.of the concrete strength. 
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4. The distribution of shrinkage strains over the depth of the 
cross section is uniform, 
50 Elastic strains and creep and shrinkage strains 1n concrete 
are additive phenomena.andwithin the elastic range,the 
.principleof.superposition can be applied for obtaining the 
total stresses and strains at different time intervals. 
6. The initial stresses in prestressed steel do not appreciably 
exceed the creep limit of 0055 0st,y (ost,y is stress at 
00001 offset strain), and relaxation of prestressing steel 
can be ·neglectedo However; if ·the ·initial stresses in steel 
are ·high, ·therela.xation loss should be taken into account 
(see Maguara; et al~;.1964)0 
7. The ·changes in span length .of·the precast girder during the 
storage time prior to the casting of the· deck concrete ·are 
known and can be cons i de red as a step fun cti on 0 
80 The variation of Young!s modulus with time is known and can 
.be considered as a:stepfunct10no 
9G The unit creep strain-time relationship for constant stress, 
. for the beam concreteloadedat.release of prestressing, 
is known and can be ·consider'ed as a step function. 
100 . For the rev; sed rate of creep and s uperpos i ti on .methods , 
·the ,unit creep~timerelationship for the beam concrete loaded 
·at the·timeofcasting.of·the·deck concrete is known and can 
be cons1deredas a step :functionc 
11. The unit creep~time relationship ,at constant stress for the 
deck concrete, loaded 7days.after casting, is known and can 
be considered as a step functiono 
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120 For the revised superposition method, the effect of aging on 
creep of the beam and deck concrete ,(coefficient ~) is known 
and can be considered as a step function. 
13c The shrinkage strain-time relationships for the beam concrete 
since release of prestressing and for the deck concrete since 
removal of the deck formwork are known and can be considered 
as step functions. 
14. The bond between the prestressing strands and the beam con-
crete, i s adeq uate 0 
15~ The bond between the deck slab and the precast beam is ade-
quate, so that the two sections act monolithically after' 
har'dening of the deck concrete. That means the ,compatibility 
of deformations (strains and curvatures) is satisfied between 
the precast girder and the deck slab;-and the distribution of 
changes in strain introduced-after hardening of the deck con-
crete is linear over the depth of the composite-sectionc 
16. The differential shrinkage ,strain~ at any timej is the dif-
ferencebetween -the free -shrinkage strain of the cast-in-
place : concrete and the-change-in free shrinkage strain of the 
precast beam occurring after casting of the deck concrete 0 
170 The change-in differential creep strain, occurring during 
each time interval~ is the difference between-the unrestrained 
creep strain at the-bottom of the deck slab and the unrestrained 
creep strain at the top of the-beam caused by the stresses in 
the deck and beam concrete-acting during that time interval 0 
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18. In a continuous, composite structure, the deck slab provides 
continuity over the supports so that the structure responds 
as a continuous system after hardening of the deck concreteo 
Changes in deformation due to the effects of creep and shrink-
age of the deck and girder concretes, occurring during any time 
interval, can be evaluated ·according to the theory of elasti-
c; ty 0 
190 The effects of nontensioned reinforcement on creep and free 
shrinkage of the deck and·the girder concrete are neglectedo 
505 Comparison of Computed and Measured Results 
In order to study the differences between the rate .of creep, re-
vised rate ·of creep, superposition, andrevi.sed superposition methods .and 
also the reliability of these procedures with .respect to the measurements 
on the ·actual structures, all four methods of analysis were applied to the 
Douglas County Bri.dge structure and the l/8-scale model structure descri'bed 
in Sections .4.6 and 4070 For these analyses, the creep and shrinkage data 
.of the Douglas County Bridge structure under laboratory and field storage 
conditions, as described in .Section 406, and the creep and shrinkage data 
.of the .1/8-scale model beam, as described in Section 4~7,wereusedo 
For the Douglas County Bridge, in .general, the .deck creep values 
·were based on .theestimated creep values for 28 days loading. A·compara-
ti.ve analysis showed that the differences between the results for 28 days 
and 7 or earlier age .of loading .of the deck concrete were very small and 
cou1d.beneglected safelYoThe stresses introduced in the deck concrete 
due to thed1fferential shrinkage and differential creep~ at an early age 
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after hardening of the deck concrete, are so small that the creep associ.ated 
with these stresses does not affect the general. behavior of the composite 
structure significantlyo In the fo'l1owing, .the results of the analysis will 
be presented and discussedo 
505.1, Douglas County Bri.dge Structure 
. Comparison .of·Measured and Computed Deformations, Revised Rate of Creep 
,Method 
Figure 501 shows the measured and calculated camber, total strains 
at the top, centroid, and bottom gage lines, and prestressing force versus 
time at midspan for the test girder, BX-4o The values were calculated using 
the revised rate of creep methodo The creep and shrinkage values of the 
corresponding beam and the slab concretes under field storage conditions, 
as described in Section 406 0 2 (see Figso 4.9, 4.10, 4030 and 4031), were 
taken into accounto The variation of Young's modulus of beam concrete with 
time ,was assumed to be as shown in·Fig. 4.280 Young is modulus of the deck 
concrete was assumed to be constant and equal to the average value of Youngis 
modulus obtai,ned from the field stored deck concrete cylinders·(5 x 106 psi)o 
The modulus of elasticity of strand was taken as 2802 x 106 psi, as was 
obtained. from the strand testso 
The total prestr'essing fo'rce before. release ·wasthemeasuYJed 
value of 695 kips for the 38, 7/16~ino strands (see Section 40602). 
The variation of the .beam span length during the storage time was 
as shown in Figo 40240 
From Fig. 501 ~ it can be seen th at the agreement between the mea-
sured and calculated values of camber, total strains and prestressing force 
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is quite goodo The measured camber at release for Beam BX-4was Oa89 and 
the calculated value of the initial camber using Young's modulus of 304 x 
106 psi was 1005 ino at the time of release of prestressing. 
The measured deflection due to the weight of the deck reinforcement 
and concrete was about 0048 ino, while ·the computed deflection, using Young's 
modulus of 406 x 106 psi, was 00507 ino 
The measured and calculated camber values from release of. prestress 
up to 1 31 days a fte r release 0 f pres t res s are in goodagreemen t; the re afte r 
the calculated values increase up to 20 percent more than the measured camber 
before cas ti ng of the deck concrete. The vari at; on of meas ured and cal cu-
lated camber aftercasting.of the deck concrete, for the interior girder, 
correlates well with the measured values and, as in the case of the measured 
values; there ·is :relatively·little.change in camber of the exterior girder. 
The disturbances to the trends of the curves which ·occurred be-
tween about 130 and 160 days may be due to the effects of transportati on, 
as the beams ·were hauled the 200 miles from thepre~tressing plant to the 
bridge site during this interval. These disturbances would be reflected in 
the ·theoretical values as well as the ·measured values because of the use of 
s trai n meas urements on the beam in determi n1 ng the uni t creep va 1 ues used 
i n th e a n a 1 y sis 0 
The calculated stress distribution and measured and calculated 
strain distributions at midspan of the exterior girder are shown in Fig. 5.2. 
From the stress distribution at release, it can be seen that the 
stress at the top gage line of the beam was approximately·zero and increased 
to about 260 psi before casting of the deck concrete, while the stresses at 
the bottom gage ·line were close to 2000 psi at release, and decreased to 
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about 1500 psi 0 .Henc·e, the effect of creep on the time-dependent s trai ns 
in the beam concr~te was much more pronounced at the bottom of the beam than 
at the topo As a result, the increase in strains at the top gage line at 
midspan must be due largely to the·shrinkage strainso 
The cal cUI ated andmeas ured total s trai ns at the top gage 1 i ne 
of the beam, shown in Figo 5.1, indicate that the measured .shrinkage strains 
of the :beam sections (see Figo 4.9) assumed for the analysis applied well .to 
.test Beam BX-4,during.the initial period of time after releaseoThe total 
s trai ns at the centroi d and the bottom gage 1 i nes of the beam are a 1s 0 in 
goodagree.roentwi th the measured val ues ,from the ti me of re 1 ease of pres tress 
Up to the time of casting. of the.deckconcrete, since as explained before, 
the beam creep values were obtained from the average measured strains at 
the centroid of the beamo 
The calculated total strains do .fol.lowthe cyclic variation of 
tota 1 meas ured s trai ns, due. to the vari ati on in hum; di. ty . and· t.emperature , 
. but the general shape.of th~curves is not exactly the same as in the' case 
of the·measuredvalues. ·The·reason for this discrepancy is that the·assumed 
variati·onof creep and shrinkage values of the beamand·thedeckconcrete· 
under fieldstorage'conditions;after hardening.of:the deck concrete; did 
not.necessarily have to.be the same as the corresponding estimated values· 
obtained from the measurements on the field specimens,since they did not 
have·the ·same volume and.exposedsurface·as the :actualstructure,even 
th-ough the cross section of the.beam.sectionsandthe deck .pri·smswere 
identical to that of the bridge structure . 
. . rt.should.benotedthat·the restraint effect of the nontensioned 
reinforcement on the free ·shrinkage or swelling :wasnot taken into account 
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and this phenomenon might also affect the time-dependent strains or their 
variation to a ,certain -degree. 
The correlation between the .measured and calculated variation of 
prestressing force with time shown in Figs 5.1, in general, is better than 
in the case of·the camber and strain values. The distribution of the total 
strains across the depth of the cross section at midspan of Beam BX-4,in 
terms of creep; ·shrinkage and elastic strains from release of prestressing 
up to the time of cas ti ng of the· deck concrete, and the· ch anges in the cor-
. responding strains, and the strains in the slab concrete for the time periods 
thereafter are·also·shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Figures 503 and 5.4 show the measured and calculated total strains 
and. prestressing versus time ·curves at the quarter-points and ·at the end 
span sections (4705 in 0 from the ends of the beam); for Beam BX-4o . -The· mea-
sured valuesar'eaver'ages .of,r~eadings ·on both the south and north end sec= 
tions of the test girdero 
The general correlation .betweenthe·calculatedand,measured values 
is the same as ·in ·the-case of-the midspan sectiono Since the total strains 
in concrete at the level of the prestressing strands; due·to the -combined 
effect .of the prestressing andgirder.dead1oad; ,decrease, from midspan section 
to the end section, the loss of prestress also .decreases from midspan sec-
tion to the end,section (see F1gs~ 5.1,5.3 and 504).· The comparison between 
the measured and calculated loss .of prestress at castingofthe·deckconcrete 
showed that the, loss of prestress at the quarter-poi nts (average loss 17 
percent) ·wasabout 2percent·lessthan at midspan section (average·loss -19 
·percent). ,-The ·correspondingdifference ·between ,the ·end ,section (average 
loss ·16 ,percent) was about 3.percent. 
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Fi gure ·505 shows the compari son. between; meas ured . and ; cal cul ate-d 
. ·curvatore:versus camber relationships .. It can be seen that thecalcul·ated 
and measured values :are :incloseagreement"as would be expected from the 
. correlations ·of measured and calculated strains . 
. ·The·rate of creep method was ·also applied to :predictthe. time-
dependent.deformations for test beam BX-3; taking ·into ·account the· predicted 
beam creep-time relationship ·forBeam·BX~3~ ·which ·was explained·in ,Section 
4 .. 602 ·(seeFigo 4029)0' ·The ·shrinkageof·the ·beam:concrete,the ·deck con-
crete· creep· and· shri nkage val ues; . the ·mater;· a 1 . properti·es, and· the pre-
stressingforce·before·release ·were ·assumed·to:be·the·same ·as ·;n·the:case 
. of Beam BX-4. 
··The·variation of·span ·length;shown·inFig~ 4~24~ during the, 
storage time was taken into account. 
Fi gure ·50 6·s hows . the ·meas ured . and : cal cul ated . camber; total s trai ns, 
·and:prestressing force with timeat·the·midspan section for test Beam·BX-3 . 
. ·It ·can be :seen ·that ·the ·correlationof measured ·and ·calculated 
: :results is not as good as in the case of Beam BX-4o . As in BeamBX~4; ·the 
stresses at release·at·the·midspan·section, at the top of the beam; :were 
· : very ·sma 11 0 .. Hence; the 'maj or ·part .of : the: meas ured. s trai· ns . at· the· top fi ber 
during the ·earlytime intervals .after release·of·prestress ·musthave:been 
. mainly ·shrinkage :strai:ns 0 . As mentioned.earli·er,:theshrinkage :strains ·for 
thisbeam~ere :assumed to.be the same :asinBeam·BX-4.: ·The·comparison 
· :between :the ·measured andcalculatedstrai:ns at :the ·top. fi.ber·.of the beam 
· ·indicates that the assumed shrinkage of Beam·BX-3·was ·probably·consider-
ably ·lower·than ·theactualshrinkage ·in ·the beam. 
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The process of manufacturing the beams -was such that casting of 
the-beam concrete started with the six 2~ft beam sections and was followed 
by Beams BX-4-and·BX-3; respectively. Itis possible ·that the ·con-crete-used-
-in ·Beam BX-3·was not the -same as in Beam BX-4·and·as aresult~Beam BX-4·did 
not shrink the ·same -amount as BX-3. - -(The test cylinders were cast ·wi-th con-
crete from Beam BX-4.) 
The comparison ofthe·measured·total strai-nsat the centroids of 
Beams BX-3-and·BX-4:(seeFig~ ·4~27)also-shows :that-the-higherstrains ·at 
:the·centroid of-the section of Beam BX-3·might have :beencaused.by higher 
-·shrinkage·in·the ·correspondingbeamconcret~. 
Since ·the ·shrinkage-values were apparently·underestimated, the 
.beam 'creep·obtained-from the measured.strainsat:the·centroidof Beam BX-3 
were-overestimated. The overestimation of the beam creep values and the 
underestimation'of-shrinkage caused:thepredicted camberval~es·to .. be·higher 
-than the meas·ured ones. . 
-The differences between the calculated ·andmeasuredvariation .of 
prestress . force are not as pronounced as in the measured and calculated 
camber-time ·curves. 
Comparison of Calculated Results Based on Rate of Creep and:Superposition 
Methods 
The rate ofcreep~ supe,rposition, and-.revised superposition methods 
explained in -Sections 5.2 and.5.3 were:also.applied to:Beam BX-4~ taking into 
account the same material 'propertiesand creep and shrinkage values for the 
beam and deck concrete ·as in the ·case .of·the :revised·rate :of c~eep method. 
For the'revisedsuperpositionmethod, the creep reduction factors were taken 
from the adjusted CoEoB. curve for the beam concrete·shown in Figo 4.36. 
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The comparison .between ·the ·resultsof·the ·fourmethodsofanalysis 
·for-creep·andshrinkage ·values .of.the .beamand:deck concrete under field 
storage ·conditions is shown 1n Fig. 5.7. 
In general , itwould.be·expected that theoretical1y·therate of 
·creep methodshould,result in an overestimation of the time-dependent 
deformations, :whi.lethesuperposition method should result in an underesti-
rna ti on : of· the, ti me-dependent·. deformati ons 0 
... From the :results of·calculations of camber;.·total strains and·loss 
.. of·prestress·usingthe·four.procedures, as shown in Fig. 5.7, it can be seen 
. that there is . very ·little·difference ·between,the ·foursets ·of ·cal cul ated 
values. 
·The ·concepts. involved ·inthe ,rate ·of ·creep and superposition ·methods 
are, based on the creep and shrinkage of specimens under constant envi ron-
-.mental conditions, and do not necessarily apply to the time-dependent defor-
mations of concrete structures under field.storage conditions . 
. In the case of the superposition method, the changes. in stress at 
each time interval follow a new creep ·curve which has .beenassumedto .be 
the same as the creep strain ·versus time relationship .measured from the date 
.of release of prestressing. In the case of the revised superposition 
.method, these creep ·values are .reduced.by the creep .reduction factors for 
the corresponding time intervals . 
. From Figs 4.30, it can be seen that the rate of creep of concrete 
in Beam BX-4·increased during the early period of time after release of pre-
stressing. Therefore',>in the rate of creep method, ·the decremental creep 
·dueto·the stresses ·associatedwithloss .of prestress will .be·higherthan 
in ·the castof·the superposition methods .. The·camber·values just.before 
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casting of the deck concrete are approximately the same for all three' 
methods 0 
In general; it can be stated that for irregular variations of 
creep values, especially if the rate of creep of the concrete is not con-
sistentlydecreasing, the results of the superposition methods will not 
be in agreement with the general concepts involvedo 
The prestressed gi rderswere . fabricated in January,: .1969, and 
.weresubjected to cold winter temperatures and high relative humidity of 
the surrounding atmosphere .during their early storage ·time-immediately after 
. ·release of prestress in go .·Therefore; there was ·little ·increase·inthecreep 
strains during th~ early·lifetime; but in later time intervals, the rate 
of creep increased under wa rmer envi ronmenta 1 cond; ti ons .. Thi s phenomenon 
would not be ·the·same for.beam concrete sections loaded at later.ages under 
warmer,atmospheric conditions, and .. in .addition, little ;sknown about the 
actual creep recovery .response of concrete specimens ·underfield storage 
condft1on~o In order to be able to.apply:the:revisedsuperposition :methods 
to actual structures under field .storage conditions,subjected to high var-
iations in temperature and relative humidity, additional. field creep tests 
should be performed on identical specimens loaded at. different time intervals 
at ·whi ch subs tanti a 1 changes in temperature and hum; di. ty . are· expected ... The 
correction factors should be adjusted so as to matchthe·variation of aver-
age·creepwith time fbrspecimensloaded at the corresponding time intervals. 
However; this is cumbersome and; considering all other uncertainties involved 
in the assumptions connected with material pr,opeY'ties and the theory itself, 
it is not at all practical 0 
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In order to show the potential differences between deformations 
calculated by the rate of creep and superposition methods, the higher bounds 
of the estimated creep and shrinkage values of the .beam and the deck con-
crete under 1 aboratory storage candi ti ons (see Fi gs 4032 to 4.34), were 
assumed for a series of ~nalyses. 
Figure 508 shows the comparison between the calculated.results 
of variation of camber, total strains, and loss of prestress with time at 
midspan. for the end span girder which were obtained using the rate .of creep, 
revised rate.of creep; superposition and revised superposition methods. 
For these analyses,.Young's modulus.of the beam concrete was ·assumed to be 
constant.at 304 xl06 psi. The variation of span length.during.storage 
time was taken as that of Beam BX-3 . 
. From Figo508, it can be seen that there is a distinct difference 
between the calculated camber values based on different procedures 0 . As 
expected, the rate .of creep values .representthe higher bound of the calcu-
1 a tedcamber~ti me re 1 at; onshi ps , .whi: 1 e the s uperposi ti on method represents 
the lower bound of the corresponding values .. The results of revised rate 
of creep and the revised superposition .methods .arein clnse agreement with 
eachothero The total strains and the prestressing force-time relationships 
for all procedures are consistent with the corresponding relationships of 
the calculated camber valueso 
Figure 509 presents the calculated variation of reactions due to 
therest~aint moments at an inte~ior ~upport after.hardening of the deck 
concrete, under field and laboratory storage conditions. It can be seen 
that in the case of field storage conditions there are no consistent dif-
ferences between the reactions calculated by the different methods of 
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analysiso Under laboratory storage conditions, the calculated results are 
coh~:dstent with the relationships previously found between the four differ-
ent methods of analysiso 
It should .be noted that the differences between the calculated 
reactions according to the four procedures are much more pronounced than 
in the case of camber, loss of prestress, and strain-time relationships. 
50502 One~Eighth Scale Model Beam Structure 
The behavior of the model beam structure, described in Section 
4.701, was of interest in studying the effects of composite action of the 
slab and the gi rder concretes and of continui ty under 1 aboratorystorage 
conditionso The revised rate of creep method and, later the superposition 
methods, were applied to the model structure, using the creep and shrinkage-
time relationships for the beam and deck concretes described in Section 
407040' The beam creep cylinders were :made with .Beam MB-8, and it was found 
that the beam creep varues were ·in fair agreement with ·the measured cylinder 
creepo In the case of Beam MB-8, the calculations were based on the beam 
and deck cylinder creep va1uesoThe time intervals for the ·analysis .were 
taken corresponding to those of the measurements on the model beam specimens. 
Beams ·MB-6, MB-7, and MB-8 were ·analyzed separately·sincethe 
calculated.beam creep values.werenot the same for all three·model beams 0 
The analysis .of the continuous structure for each·.beam was .performed as if 
the unit beam creep values for all .beams at constant stress were the same. 
6 Young'smodulus values of the beam concrete were taken as 2.64 x:10 .psi 
. 6 
.. for Beams MB-6 and MB-7, and 3.1 xlO psi for Beam MB-8, the values which 
were ·obtained·from 4 by 8-inc cylinder tests at release of. prestressing. 
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The variation of Youngismodulus was .considered only for Beam MB-8, as 
shown in Figo 4043, and.it was found that the effect of variation of 
Young's modulus was small and could safely be neglected. This phenomenon 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 60 
However, in .order to obtain good correlation with the measured 
beam deflection due to the deck dead load, Young's modulus for the beam 
concrete was taken equal .to 3056 x 106, 2.93 x 106 and 3.5 x 106 for Beams 
MB-6, MB=7 and MB-8, respectively (Fig. 4.43), at the time of casting of 
the· deck concrete 0 Young I s.modu1 us. of the deck concrete·was assumed to be 
6 304 x 10. psi which is the average value ·obtainedfrom the cylinder test 
res ul ts 0 
The prestressing force immediately before .release·andYoung's 
modulus of steel were assumed to .bethe same for all three, as discussed 
in Section 407.1. In the following, comparisons of the measured and cal-
culated cambers strains and loss of prestress will be presented and 
di s cussed 0 
. Camber and Deflection 
Figures 5.10, 5611 and 5012 show the measured and' calculated re-
sults for the model beams MB-6 s MB-7 and MB~8. 
Since the camber values at release of prestressing could not be 
measured successfully, the variation of measured and calculated camber after 
release versus time curves are presented. The calculated camber at release, 
using Young!s modulus of 30' x 106 psi and span length of 8.93 ft, was 
0013ino 
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The comparison of the camber-time curves for all three beams from 
the release of prestressing up to the time of installing the -deck forms, 
shows that there -was little increase in camber values of the Beams MB-6 and 
MB-8, while the change in camber up to the time of casting of the deck con-
crete theoretically should have been about as much as the initial camber at 
release 0 
From Figs6 5010 and 5.11 ~ it can be seen that the measured and 
ca 1 cul ated downward movement of the ·exte'ri or Beams MB-6 andMB-7, after 
removal of deck formwork, due to the differential creep and shrinkage between 
the·deck and the beam concret~s are,in genefal ~ in goodagreement·witheach 
othero 
The calculated total strain-time·turves forthe:b~ams at-the·midspan 
sections are:in fair agreement- for the corresponding.time intervali, but a 
comparative analysis :of·curVaturesshowed that the variation of measured 
average : curvature values:atthe· quarter-points and :endsectionsfor.Beam 
:MB~8.were :much clower thanthe·calculatedones.·The quarter-point strain 
measurements :were done only on Beam MB-B ... The strain measurements showed 
that there :were··considerable'di,fferenc~s between:the ·measured:total. strains 
. ·at the ·two quarter-point sections. 
Dur1ng the initial storage·time before' casting of the deck concrete, 
the beams ·were ·setonsteel bearing plateso ·No rollerswere·provided to 
al10w:free movementof··the·beams. Therefore; it'is possible:that thefric;-
tion introduced. between concrete ·andthe :bearing plates had some :effect 
~nchangesin curvature:distribution and.consequently, :on the changes in 
.upward cambero But there also might have been .other reasons involved; ·such 
as nonuhiformity of the concrete ·quality ·along·the ·beambecause of compaction 
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problems or differences in eccentricities of strands ,because of the beam 
a 1 i gnment e 
. ·The ·measured variation in camber of Beam MB-7,shownin Fig. 5.11 
is in better agreement with the calculated values. 
The measured.deflections of the beams due to thedeck·dead load 
(deck . concrete 'plus compensating load) were 0~0776 ina, 0.0771 in. and 
000744 inofor Beams MB-6, ·MB-7 and·MB-8; respectively.· ·The corresponding 
calculated·values were 0~094·in.; 0.115 in. and 00090 in. 
A part of the difference between ,the measured and calculated 
deflection values was probably.due ,to·the stiffening effect of the·deckform, 
which was tightly tied to the prestressed.beams, on the downward deflection 
of the beams .. Another part could have been an underestimation of,Young's 
modulus ,of the ·beam concrete. 
If the stiffness of the deck form did not ,affect the downward 
deflection of the beams, ·the average ,Young's modulus .corresponding to the 
beam.deflection due to the total deck .dead load must have 'been about 3.7 x 
106 pSi. 
,The meas ured downward. deflecti ons of the exteri or beams; MB-6 
and.MB-7,andthe.upward:movement.of the interior beam, MB-8;after removal 
of the deck .formwork, are in fair agreement with the calculated ones. 
·The correlation of the measured and calculated.deflections indi-
cates that the conti nui ty connecti on provi ded .by the deck concrete and ·the 
diaphragms was .quite .effective. 
A comparison of the deflections of static point loading .of the 
continuous structure af different locations with .the elastic analysis also 
showed that the :measured and calculated values were -in close agreement 
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(see Anderson~ et alo, 1971), and that the structure acted continuously 
for live load effects 0 
Strains in the Beams and in the Slab Concrete 
The measured and calculated total strains in beams ahd slabs at 
midspan ,sections for the end span beams, MB-6 and MB-7, are shown in Figs. 
5010 and 5.11, respectively. Midspan and, quarter-point strains for Beam MB-8 
are shown in Figs. 5012 and 5013, respectivelyo 
The measured and calculated ,strains at midspan sections for all 
three beams are,in good agreement from release of ' prestress up to the time 
of casting of the deck concrete~ which ,would ,mean that the assumed beam 
creep and shrinkage values for all three beams ,applied:well to the beams. 
Quarter-point strains were measured only in th~ case of Beam MB-8 
(see ,Figo 5013)0 As indicated before, the measured strains at the top and 
bottom gage lines at these ,~ections, and consequently the corresponding cur-
vatures, ,were not in agreement with the calculated valueso' However, :the 
measured axial strains, in general. correlated well with the calculated 
results,which would mean that the prestressing force could not have.been 
,responsi,ble for the discrepancies between the ,measured and calculated quarter-
point,strains and:curvatureso 
The calculated beam strains after casting,of,thedeckconcrete ,were 
somewhat hi gher than the, correspondi ng,measured val ues ;,but ,the ,general 
correlation was ,goodo ' ,If Young!s ,mod~lus ,of the beam ,concrete after casting 
of the deck concrete had beeh assumed tobehighe~,',betteragreementshould 
have been obtained o 
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As can be. seen from Figs. 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12, the measured and 
calculated ,slab strains at the midspan ,sections for all three spans agreed 
very well. 
Stress and strain distributions for the midspan section of the 
interior girder, MB-8, at different time intervals are shown in Fig. 5014. 
The calculated stresses immediately after release; dueto:the 
. prestressing plus dead load (beam concrete plus compensated load), ·were 
about 1700 .psi at the bottom fiber and about.zero.psi at the top fiber, at 
midspano The bottom fiber stresses decreasedcto 1000 psi.by the time of 
. ·casting of the deck concrete· (61 days after releaseof.·prestress); and ·the 
stresses at the top. fiber increased to about 300 psiduringthe·correspond-
ing time interval. 
The average measured strain distribution was linear. through the 
depth .of the cross section; within the reading·accuracy, and" in general, 
the· me as ured and cal cul ated va 1 ues are· i n good agreement .. 
Loss of Prestress 
The meas ured and ca 1 cul ated .. pres tress i ng force- time re 1 ati onshi ps 
at midspan sections for BeamsMB-6,MB-7, and MB-8 are also shown in Figs. 
5010, 5011 and 5.12, respectivelyo It can be seen that the correlation be-
tween calculated and·measured values is excellent in all cases .. This-was 
expected since the strains at the level of the prestressing strand were not 
strongly -affected by the di fferences ~_!:~ween the meas ured and cal cul ated 
total strains at the top and bottom gage· lines of the .beams. The average 
prestress' force just before release was about 10.3 kips,correspondingto 
143,000 psi steel stress. The average loss .ofprestressat release was 
about 10.6 percent of the initial prestressing force. These losses increased 
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to about'33 percent at the time of casting of the.deck concrete; thereafter, 
the changes in prestressing force were smalla . The average final loss of 
prestress was about 37 percent of the initial prestressing force before 
re 1 ease a 
Comparison Between the Revi,sed Rate of Creep and the .Superposi ti on 
.Methods 
The reliability of·the superposition and,the,revised superposition 
methods explained previously was examined .by .applying those:methods to the 
prediction of time-dependent deformations of Beam MB-8o For these analyses, 
the creep values of the 4by 8-in. beam creep·anddeck creep cylinders were 
used.Younglsmodulus values for the .beam·and deck concreteswere:assumed 
to.be 301 and 304 x 106 psi ; respecti vely 0 
The calculated camber and reaction values .areshown in Figs. 5012 
and 5~15, respectively, and are compared with those found,using the revised 
rate ;of creep :methodo ,It can.be ·seen that, as expected; from thettme of 
release nf prestressing.up to the time of casting of the deck concrete~the 
predicted camber values found using therate;of creep method are ,higher than 
those from either of the superposition methods. 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter; in the basic superposition 
method used in this .study, the creep~timerelationshipfor concrete ·loaded 
at the ·timeof release ;of prestress·is ,used in all calculations. However, 
in small prestressed composite·memberswith thin sections, such as the 1/8 
model beam structure, the creep values in the beam·andthe deck concrete· 
reachvery·high values within the first few.weeks after release of prestress 
and loading of the young concrete (see Figs. 4044 and 4~45).Therefore, 
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taking the creep values from the date of first loading for predicting strains 
due to the changes .in .stress which occur in later time intervals will lead 
to overestimation of these strainso This may seriously affect the final 
res ul ts 0 
In Fig. 5.12, the calculated camber and.strains in the slab con-
crete and in Fi g" 5 0 15, the changes in reacti on at the mi d-s upport ·for Beam 
MB-8, according to the superposition and the revised superposition methods 
are· compared with each.other. In both cases, si x-day time intervals were 
chosen for the analysis. It can be ·seen·that·the trends of the results of 
the revised superposition method are·the same as·in the case of the other 
two methods. The camber values in the case of a single precast.beam and 
slab strains and changes in reactions and slab strains in composite girders 
are affected the most. The erratic variations of reaction and slab strains 
predicted by the basic superposition method are essentially,the result of 
ins tabi 1 i ty wi thi n the ana lys is, resulti ng ins uccess i ve a 1 ternati ng ov'er-
estimation of and overcompensation for slab deformations during successive 
time intervals. 
In order to demonstrate the expected differences in the behaviors 
of model .beamstructures having different creep and s~rinkage-time relation-
ships, defdrmations were computed assuming, first, the.measured creep and 
shrinkage,relationships from the model beamspecimens~ and second, the esti-
mated hi gher bound va 1 ues, for the Douglas . C~unty.bri dge concrete· under 1 ab-
oratory.storage conditions. The revised rate of creep method ,was ·used. 
The results .of both analyses are shown in Fig~ 5~16. It can be seen 
that,the deformations of the structure with Jlmodel ll mater; al would be ex-
pected to be larger and.tooccur at a much greater rate than those in a.struc-
turewith ,lIprototypel~ materials. 
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Four.by eight ino .cylinders .of concrete from Beam MB-8loaded 
6 days and:67 days .aftercasting ·of the concrete showed that.the average 
ratio .between the creep values of 67 days loading to 6 days .loadi.ng was 
0.39 (see Section 40704~ .Figo 4646) .. This indicated that the effect of 
aging on creep of concrete in the model beam structure was much stronger 
than in the case of the prototype structure, for which the ratio .of the 
measured.beam cylinder creep for 218 days loading to 2-1/2 . days ,loading was 
" ,.. ..,,.. f ,... Q n,... I"l ,...!'. II ",... \ 
U.!J/!J ·tsee .~eC1:10n LJ-.O •. L; ."lg.LJ-o,jO} 0 
From the :reasons :exp1ained:above, if a:superposition method·is 
used for calculating the time-dependent behavior.of·thiskind of structure, 
the effect of aging on .concrete mustbe·taken into account .. In the present 
analysis, this .effect was taken into account by use.of the creep reduction 
factors shown in Figo 4g46. 
As discussed before (see:Section 203), thesuperposition.method 
accord; ng to McHenry I s hypothesis takes the entire stress hi s toryi nto . ac-
count, and it·assumes that creep and creep recovery response ·are·the·same 
for concrete specimens·l oaded· and· unloaded at later time interval s G' In 
reality, however; the ·creep recovery response ·is less than creep in concrete. 
For this purpose, the creep values of MB-8were reduced.by the 
1 + R(t)/2 values for the corresponding time intervals andwere.applied to 
Beam MB-8. The rati os of creep recovery response, R, to creep in the beam 
concrete were assumed to be the same ·as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
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From the results of calculated midspan .deflections for the interior 
span beam, and changes in ,reactions .of the interior supports, shown in Figs. 
5012 and 5015, it can be seen that the differences between the results fol~ 
lowing McHenry's.hypothesis and Dilger's concept are not large and the latter 
one, in the form applied in this study, gives results somewhat lower than the 
former one. In reality, however, any improved form of ~cHenry's principle .of 
superposition should give results somewhere betweenthe~superposition and 
the rate .of creepmethodo 
To follow Dilger's concepts strictly, the effect of·thedifferences 
. between the creep and creep recovery should be ·taken ihtoaccounton1y for 
the changes in stress during the corresponding.timeinterval .. The creep 
due to the initial stresses, such as stresses due to the .permanent load and 
.prestressi.ng immediately.after release,should .be calculated with :theunit 
creep. values ,at constant stress obtained from the date :ofprestressing or 
first,application.of the load. 
Thi s di s ti ncti on cou1 d not be made. by the :method . of ana 1ys i s used 
,.here, based on .McHen.ry's principle of superposition, since the unit creep 
values associated with the :changes in ,stress :in .the later time intervals are 
: :obtained:byreducing the :original creep-time relationship :bythe creep.reduc-
,tion factor~~;whichtakes .theeffect.of aging on creep .of concrete ·into 
accounto 
. ,If Dilger's concept could have .been .applied:onlyfo~ the changes 
in stress, the resulting·camber values shown in Fig. 5.12 should be closer to 
the results of the revised rate of·creep method.: However, for the deformations 
induced in the composite structure .after hardeningof·thedeck ·concretes all 
methods of analysis, except·the basic superposition method, mentioned in 
this c~apter give approximately·the·same:results. 
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506 Conclusions 
From the results of calculated and measured time-dependent·deforma-
ti ons of the· Doug1 as County bri dge structure un de r fi e 1 d storage candi ti ans :I 
and the liB-scale structure under laboratory storage conditions, it can be 
concluded .thatwithrespect to the relative·accuracy of the results of anal-
ysisand conservation of computer time and.storage.for the iterative :approach, 
the· revi sed· rate: of . creep. method· seems· to· be . the· mos t sui tab 1 e ,method of 
analysis for. predicting the time-dependent deformations of prestressed com-
posite·structures under field and laboratory storage conditions. 
For small :changesinstress; such ·as ·changes in stress ·in single 
precast girders; the rate.ofcreep method can gi.ve good.results .. For major 
changes in stress,. the error·inherentin this method can be lar~ely elimin-
ated in ·the revised rate of creep method.:by following a ;new unit beam creep-
time relationship .corresponding to the creep in the beam concrete loaded at 
any timeat·which .substantial changes in concrete .~tress occur. An important 
advantage .of this method lies in the fact that any arbitrary creep and shrink-
age~time:relationships can be .used for the analysisand·the:time·intervals 
do not havetobe.equal .. ·Therefore, the time ·intervalscan. easi.lybe ·taken 
·'closer.at the early stages ·when the rate.of creep.is higher. 
The superposition:method·istheoretically·more'sQund·and:should 
give:better resultsif·thematerialproperties ·andcreep and shrinkage·values 
assumed for the ·analysis .apply ·.well to·thestructureo In reality; however, 
especially for structures under field storage ·conditions, this procedure 
·would .requi.relarge . amounts-of creep data, or.assumptions :which ·might not apply 
to the actual behavior of the structure. 
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The iterative procedure: deve loped· i n this. study. req ui. res much more 
computer time and .storagethan in the case of the revised rate .of creep 
methods .. In addition, in this method, the time ·intervalschosenmust be 
equal and the behavior of the structure during the early stages.afterappli-
cation of the load cannot be followed closely ifthe·analysisis :toextend 
over a·long:period.oftime. 
Withregard;toall :other uncertainties involved in the assumptions 
connected with the·material ·properties, and creep.and.shrinkage values, .. it 
.seems ·that· the ·di.fferences :between·the revi.sed· rate :of ·creep :and :the: revised 
: s uperpos i ti on methods. represented: here a re not: very: s i gni fi cant. 
·In the case .of.approximate :closed form.solutions, since ·both the 
rcite .of creep and superposition methods .requireabout the same amount of work 
and'the assumptions .involvedin both :procedures are .approximate, :the super-
.. pos i. ti on .method: i s prefer-able. 
'. :An .approximate.formof the superposi.tion .method, suitable for hand 
Calculations, will .be discussed.in Chapter 7. 
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60 FACTORS AFFECTING THE LONG-TIME BEHAVIOR OF NONCOMPOSITE 
AND COMPOSITE PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
601 . Introductory Remarks 
In precast prestressed concrete members, the prestressing force is 
transmitted to the concrete after the concrete has been·hardened.· The ·direct 
. bond between concrete ·and ·prestressingsteel ·prevents the prestressed strands 
. from shortening to their initial length. The·elastic·shortening of·the con-
. cret-e·at the·level of·the prestressing:strands at release of prestressing 
causes an initial instantaneous stress loss in prestressing strands . 
. After transmission of prestressing force·toconcrete~ the :deflections 
in prestressed concrete beams ·occurunder two effects: The ·sustainedtrans-
. ·verse loading·whichtends ·to deflect·thebeam·downward;and·the effect of 
'prestressingwhich : tends to .deflectthe :beam upward. The stresses :induced 
due ·to ·pres~tressing :will :usually :be ·higher:thanthose due to the ·sustained 
loading, especially ·in bridge ·structures, sin.ce prestressing :must also :offset 
. the· addi ti ona ,., i ve 1 cad s tr~s ses 0 • Conseq uently, unde r us ua' ccndi ti ons the 
stress gradient across the :depth .of·the .section after release:of'prestressing 
is large; and 'creep;which . affects ·thec,urvature :di.rectly; dominates :the ·.de-
flections causing the beam·to:deflect:upward; ·in :the·case :ofsimply·supported, 
noncomposite beams. On ·the other hand; creep .ofconcreteat:the.level .of 
the strands; shrinkage, and ,steel relaxation .affect.curvatures only indirectly 
and cause downward :deflections as a result of loss of prestress. 
In a composite prestressed concrete structure, after casting and 
hardenfng of the slab concrete, creep and shrinkage in the precast beams and 
in the ·cast-in-place deck introduce shearing forces and c9y~les at the 
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interface of the slab and girder concrete due to the monolithic action of 
the composite section. These forces, in turn, affect the deformations .of 
the composite structure. The effect of composite action is best visualized 
by separating the effects of creep and shrinkage in the beam and the slab 
concretes and observing them individually. Assuming.that the .deck .concrete 
shrinks more than the beam concrete~the shearing forces and couples intro-
duced due to composite -action tend to.deflect·the:beamdownward; the creep 
-in.thebeam and·inthe-salb concrete as~ociated with .the:stresses :dueto 
the :deadloadplus prestressingwould.decrease-the downward.movement of the 
. ,beam.· If·the-deckconctete-were-shrinking.less -than the beam:concretej -the 
reversal .of the forces would causethe.beamto deflect:upward.· A·similar 
-observation canbe·madewith .respectto differential creep due to prestress-
ing and.dead load in the composite:section . 
. Jf-thecurvature distribution along the precast:beam after casting 
.of the deck concrete ,due to sustained loadand.prestressing is such that the 
noncompositebeamwould.deflect-downward.:with time, .the-creep in concrete 
at the top fiber of thebeam-and:thechanges in the:beam curvatur~-wouldbe 
.. resisted by the composite action of the slab and-girder concrete.· The shear-
-ing-forces and-associated-restraint couples in this case would cause the 
beam to deflect upward with time. Creep in the slab concrete in-this case 
would have a-decreasing effect-on upward movement of the-beam . 
. -J n re a 1; ty; all -comb ina ti ons of curvatures and -the; r ch anges -due 
to creep and shrinkage of-concrete and relaxation of prestressing steel 
--occur simultaneously and affect-each -other continuously. However~ assuming 
that the principle of superposition is valid; ·which is the -basic assumption 
of the theoryof-l;near viscoelasticity; the·single effects ·canbe -treated 
--indivi~ually-and-thensuperimposed with each :other. 
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·In view of.the single parameters mentioned above;oh the basis .of 
themeas ured and cal clj1 a ted. res ul ts of the·1 aboratory . and fi e 1 d measurements, 
the general behavior of noncomposite and composite prestressed .structures 
will .be discussed. in this chapter. 
Since it was.found that the steam curingofcohcrete and the cage of 
the girders at the time of casting of the deck concrete can play important 
roles in the time-dependent deformations .of prestressed composi te structures, 
these .effects\A/illalso.be ·included and discussed in ·thischapter . 
. . For the analyses, the revi sed rate of creep method exp 1 ai. ned in 
Chapter 5 wasusedo 
602 · . Effects. of Creep and Sh ri nkage 
Creep in concrete affects the time-dependent deformati ons in two 
ways G • 
First,·; t i ncreasesc-the strai ns- i·n concretewi-th -time; and ,.second, 
it causes a ,decrease in the prestressing force. The increase:in compressive 
strains causes an axial shortening.of the member and~ depending on the stress 
gradient over the .depthofthe ,cross section,andits distribution .along;the 
.beam immediatelyafter.re1ease of prestressing, it also causes increases in 
curvatures which ·may reach values as. high as two to three times the ·initial 
values and cause a.:substantialincrease in camber.· The:decrease·in .the pre-
stressing force causes an elastic rebound in the curvatures and camber and 
also affects the creep strains in concrete, leading to creep strains less 
·than those in the·case of creep under the initi~lconstant stress. Depending 
on the stress. distribution along the beam, the loss of prestress will also 
. vary a long the beam. 
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Assuming a uniform distribution of shrinkage ,strains over the depth 
of the cross section, shrinkage .affects the time-dependent deformatiohs only 
indirectlyo It causes loss of prestress which, in turn, has a decreasing 
. effect on camber with timeo The loss of prestress due to shrinkage will be 
the same along the beam with straight strands. If the ·eccentricity of the 
strands varies along,the ,beam~the loss ,of prestress :will not be·the·same·in 
all sections, .becausetheelasticstrains due to loss .of prestress vary along 
the beamo However, this .effect isof minor ·importance. 
The effects .of creep and shrinkage on camber and loss .ofpres tress 
.of hypothetical Douglas .County Bri.dge girders, wi,thout.deck .slabs, .under 
laboratory ,storage condi.tions, .areshowninFig. 6.1 .. The ,predicted higher 
bound.of the beam creep and shrinkage values (see Figs. 4.32 to 4.34) were 
used for the analysis. 
The calculated·.stresses at release at the top and bottom fiber of 
the beam at midspan ·were 2053 psi . compression and 95 psi tension, .respectively, 
and the calculated camber at release·was 1605 in. 
It can be seen that for the ,given creep and shrinkage time relation-
ships, with a creep coefficient of ~ = 1.97 and shrinkage strain ~h = 420 x 
10-6, 782 days after release of prestressing, the corresponding camber and 
loss of prestress at midspan were about 2.1 in. and 28 percent, respectively. 
The instantaneous loss of prestress was 9 percent at the midspan section. 
Of the 19 percent time-dependent·1 ossof prestress, 6 percent was due to 
shrinkage, and 13.percent due to the creep effects. The final camber value 
was twice the·initial value. The changes in camber were 1.25 in. upward 
due to the creep; and -0.25 in. due to shrinkage for the same time interval. 
In general, it can.be concluded that the effect of shrinkage on time-dependent 
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camber is not great, whi.le .its .effect on loss of prestress cis of primary 
importanceDIn this case, about.bne-third of the time~dependent loss was 
by shrinkageo 
If the· creep values for the analysis are obtained from tests on 
the·actual structure, the magnitude of shrinkage has a.primary.effect on 
defining the creep in concrete, and underestimation or overestimation of 
the averageshrinkage·value,resultsin an overestimation or underestimation 
of creep values,which, in turn, may affect the final results substantially 
(see·the·exampleof·the Douglas County Bridge, .BeamBX-3,underfield stor-
age conditions,.Section 5.5.1). 
6 0 3 Single and Combined.Effects of Prestressing and Dead Load 
As explained earlier, the creep in noncomposite prestressed 
·girders ·occUrs under the combined .effectof two kinds of stresses: . stresses 
·due to the dead load and stresses due to prestressing. 
Sameti.mes; ·inthe analysis .of time-dependent·deformations .ofpre-
stressed girders, for simplicity and convenience, ,the effect of creep in 
concrete due ·to th~ prestressing and.dead load are considered separately 
·and the-final values .arethensuperimposed (see.Section 2.3). 
Assuming a fictitious girder having.the same creep .characteristics 
intension as;n compression, creep in concrete due to the girder dead load 
alone would cause the .beam,to.deflect downward, and due to the prestressing 
to.deflectupwardDIn this case, the concrete strains at the level of the' 
pre~tressing'steel due to the dead load increase 'and,the corresponding 
strains due to the prestressihg.decrease.· When combining the dead load 
and 'prestressing, the effects of both increasing and decreasing strains on 
prestressing forcemust.bS taken:into account. 
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Figure 602 shows the calculated camber and loss of.prestress due 
to the single and combined effects .of prestressing anddead.load. It can 
be seen that if the effect of creep due to the dead load or loss .of prestress, 
which results in an increase in the prestress force withtime~ is not con-
sidered, the loss of prestress will be overestimated and·this, int~rn, 
will cause an underestimation of camber valueso 
The effect of creep in concrete due to the permanent load is ·more 
·irtfluential in the case of loss of prestress than it is in the case of the 
time-dependent camber. 
6~4 Effects of Composite·Action 
Single precast I-section girders are·rarely:usedwithoutbeing 
. monolithically bonded .to the reinforced cast-in-place slab.· The monolithic 
action of the slab increases the stiffness of the section·and affects ·the 
distribution of the live loads . 
... Precast prestressed'girders of.typical highway bridges, such as 
the Douglas County Bridge structure represented in .Section 4.6, will deflect 
upward·due to the creep and shrinkage .effects, since prestressing must also 
offset the additional deck dead load and live load stresses (see Section 6.1), 
and consequently, there are.strong .stress gradients in the .sections. 
In a hypothetical beam in which there is no composite action be-
tween girder and slab, the deformations after casting the.deckwould be 
upward due to prestressing and downward due to girder dead load and deck 
weight. The deflections due to deck weight would.haveto .be calculated con-
sidering creep .of beam concrete loaded at the time of casting of the deck; 
those due to girder weight and prestressing would have to .be computed con-
sidering creep of concrete loaded at time of release of prestress. 
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The effect of·the monolithic action of the slab and the girder 
concretes is to re~train the deformations of the girder concrete. This 
will cause shearing forces and couples at the interface between the slab 
and g1 rder concretes to mai ntai n compatibi 1 i ty of deformati ons . 
The deck concrete is fresh, and its curing and aging will intro-
duce shrinkage, which ,will .be restrained through ,the monolithic action of 
the slab and girder concrete. The shearing forces and moments at the inter-
face :of·the ·slab and'girderconcrete due·to·thevolumetricdeformations .of 
.. slabconcretewil1, ·in ,turn~ affect the stresses and,deformations.in .the 
gi rder concrete 0 
.As .explai.ned ·earlier;in :reali.ty :all combinations of curvatures 
,.and .their changesduetocreepandshrinkaga ,of.thebeam and.deck .concrete 
in composi, te sections are.possib,l e. .These: changes ,whi ch ,vary wi th ti,me, 
occur s i mul taneous ly 'and, affect each other conti nuous ly . However, with; n 
the assumptions .of viscoelasticity, the best way to visualize the behavior 
.of composi.tegirdersis .to .study the single effects ·individually, and then 
to follow the general behavior under combined .effectso ,Factors affecting 
time-dependent deformations of prestressed composite structures after harden-
ingof the deck concrete are: 
1.' Creep and shrinkage of the deck concrete, 
2. Creep and shrinkage .of the.beam concrete, 
. 30 Mechanical properties of the deck concretej and 
40 Mechanical properties 'of the beam concrete. 
For'theanalysis of single and:combined time-dependent.effects 
of creep and shrinkage in cbmposite sections, the higher bound of the creep 
and shrinkage values of the ·Douglas County Bridge under laboratory ,storage 
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conditions (see Figs~ 4.32 to 4.35} were taken into account, . The variation 
of span length and young1s .modulusof the deck·and,beam concretewere·not 
taken into account. The effects of variations in Young1s modulus will be 
covered later in this chapter. 
The span length of the girders was taken to be 7l.67ft, equal to 
the average span length (see·Fig. 4.23). Youngls moduli of the girder and 
slab concretes were assumed to be 3.4 xl06 psi and 4.6 x:l06 psi, .respec-
ti vely. 
The analysis was.performed for· both simply supported spans and 
structures, conti nuous over three spans. 
The results of the'analysisfor the simply supported structure 
are:presented in Figs. 6.3 to 6.6. 
The continuity effects and·the results of the ·analysis ·for contin-
uous structures will .be covered in the ·nextsection. 
In thefollowing~in view of the analysis ·forthe·simply·supported 
structure, the above mentioned factors will be presented and discussed. 
6.4. 1 Oi fferenti a 1 Sh ri nkage 
The differential shrinkage in this study was defined as the dif-
ference between the free shrinkage strain of the slab concreteand·the free 
shrinkage strain of the precast beam·occurring any time after casting of 
the deck concrete (see Section 5.4). The differential shrinkage-time rela-
tionship for the analysis mentioned above is shown in Fig. 4~40. It was 
assumed that the concretes did not creep after casting of the deck. 
Assuming that the deck concrete shrinks more than the beam con-
crete, which is the case under laboratory storage conditions, the relative 
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shortening of the slab will.be resisted by the girder. Due to the compati-
bilityof deformations between the slab and the girder concrete,equal and 
opposite shearing forces and couples will be ·introduced along the interface 
.of the slab and girder concrete(se~,Figo D.2)0 Since shrinkage is not a 
function of stress, the compatibility of strains at the top fiber of the' 
beams and:thebottom fiber of the slab and the corresponding.elasticcurva-
turesbetween the beam ·and sl ab :sections :must be :satisfied for each time 
interval 0 . The shearing forces cause axial 'compress~oningirder concrete 
and:tension in the s.lab and, due to their eccentricities, also cause :addi-
·tionalcompression .at the top .of the:beam·and.tension at the bottom of the 
. slabD; The associ.atedcouples, .requi.redto .maintain' compati.bi.li.ty.of curva-
tures, whichact:at the:interface .of the·slab and girderconcretes~ ·cause 
compression .at the top fiber.of the beam·andthe:bottomfiber.ofthe slab. 
The combined action .of the diffet:'ential ·shr~inkage :sheari.ng : forces 
andcoupleswi.llcause . downward ,deflections .in the ·eomposi.te gi.rder .. The 
calculated .deflection-time curve due to :thedifferential ·shrinkage .after 
removing .thedeck form is shown in Fig. 6.3. The computer analysis was .per-
formed .bymaking :use .of ·the :separate :section :method· (see :AppendixD). 
; From Fig~ 603, it can be seen ·that the variation of deflection 
·corresponds to thevariation.ofthe differential shrinkage :strainswith ·time 
assumed for the analysis :(seeFig. 4.40) 0: ·The . downward .deflectionincreased 
: . from 0" to 0 0 32 in. at about 200 days and thereafter decreased to 0.27· in. 
at 560 days after removal of the deck forllltJork. 
Since :ithas been assumed that each·infinitesimal el~mentof·the 
composite·section undergoes the·same differential shrinkage strain, the cor-
responding.shearing.forces and.couples ·are.constant along the .beam. 
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The shearing force-time curves and theassociated.resultant .couples 
(interface couples .plus .shear.times eccentr;'ci-ty) acting at the centroid of 
the slab and the girder sections are shown in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen that, 
for the differential shrinkage strains assumed for the analysis (maximum 
value ~ 115 x 10-6), the differential shrinkage shearing forces increased 
from zero to. about 44 ki ps and thereafter decreased to about ,·36 ki ps. The 
corresponding maximum resultant restraint couples were about 30 kip-in. in 
the slab and 1150 kip-in. in the girder, respectively. Again, the variation 
of shearing forces and associated couples is similar to that of the differ-
ential shrinkage strains, and the· values for each time interval are the same 
for all sections along the composite beam. The differential shrinkage shear-
ing forces and the associated resultant couples are also plotted and compared 
with the corresponding values due to.the differential creep and combined 
effects of differential creep and differential shrinkage in Fig. 6~5. The 
latter effects will be discussed.next. 
6.4.2 Differential Creep 
Differential creep has bee.n defined in this study as the difference 
between the unrestrai ned creep of the deck concrete and the unrestrai ned 
creep of the precast girder caused by the stresses in the corresponding 
section during the corresponding time interval after hardening of the deck 
concrete (see Section 5~4) 
In the following, the creep strains associated with the stresses 
caused by the differential shrinkage strains and creep .due ·to the combined 
effects of prestressing and dead load will be covered· separately. 
Differential CreeR Associated with the Differential Shrinkage.Stresses 
Since the distribution of stresses in the slab and deck concrete 
due to the differential shrinkage is uniform along the length of a beam, 
the corresponding creep strains in the slab and girder concrete will also 
be the same for all sections, if the changes in the prestressing force are 
not included. Consequently; the shearing forces and resultant couples 
associated·with ·.differentialcreep in the composite ·sectionfor this case 
would also be the ·same for all sectionsalong·the :beam~ ·as shown in Fig. 6.4. 
The shearing forces and resultant restraint couples acting at the 
centroid of the slaband·beam·sections, due·to creep associated with dif-
ferenti al shrinkage ·stresses ·in the composite ·section at ·different ·time 
intervals~ are·shownin Fig~ 6.4 and compared with the corresponding results 
of other effects 0 It can be seen·that these forces and moments oppose·the 
forces and moments caused.by·differential shrinkage, which.means :that·creep 
in the girder and deck concrete reduces the effect ofdi.fferential ·shrinkage 
in the composite sectiono The·variation of creep shearing forces ·and couples 
with time does not follow thesametrend·as in the case of·differential 
shrinkage. : ·Since ·creep is a function of stress ; the corresponding shearing 
forces and couples increase oat a ·muchslower rate ethan in the ·case :of differ-
ential shrinkage·and·.reach ·finalvalues ·which would reduce thecorrespondi.ng 
values .of differential shrinkage :by a factor of about 0.6. 
The computer analysis .of di.fferential creep was performed using 
the separate section method developed in this study·{see Appendix D, Section 
D.3.2). It should be noted that; since ·creep .affects ·the :ti.me-dependent 
. ·curvatures; in addition to the compatibi1.i.ty of strains and elastic curvatures, 
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the compatibility of time-dependent curvatures in the composite section must 
also .be satisfied. 
Changes in prestressing force due to creep were also included in 
the analysis and it was found that these did not.affect the variation of 
forces and couples within the plott;'ng accuracy. 
In Fig.6 q), deflections due to differential shrinkage and.assoc-
·iated prestress gain, and due to differential shrinkage·and associated 
differential creep and prestress gain is shown and compared with :deflec-
tions .due -to differential shrinkage only. 
It can .be seen·that downward deflection .due to differential shrink-
age is ·partial.ly .offset.by the increase in prestressing force. On the other 
hand,creepswhich :reduces the shearing :forces and couples :wi.th .ti.me, causes 
an.equa1.i.ncreasein camber .. forthe :corresponding .timei:ntervals; so. that 
the net effect of creep:asso£iatedwith,dtffereniia1 shrinkage stresses ·in 
·the.composite section does not change:~amber values from those caused.by 
di fferenti a 1 shri nkage 0 '. Thi s . phenomenon wi 11 .be: dis cussed. and. demons trated 
'analytically in Chapter 7. 
Differential Creep :Due to Prestressing and Permanent Load:Action 
·.As explained·earlier, under the effect·of prestressingand'girder 
dead load, the noncomposite girder would.tend to deflect upward·and s due:to 
,deck :dead load; :would :tend-to deflect downward .. For ·the girder investigated 
·inthis chapter,.:theeffect:of dead loads ·was dominant so·thenoncompostie 
. girderwduld:tendto:deflect downward after casting-of the deck concrete, 
under thecombined·action .of prestressing and girderand.slab .dead loads~as 
shown in . Fi g. 603 
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In the composftesection,downward.movement.of the girder will .be 
resisted through .the composite-acti~n of the slab and girder concretes .. The 
compatibility of deformations in the composite section requires compatibility 
·of both-differential creep strains at the interface of the slab and girder 
concrete and of time-dependent ·differential creep curvatures .at every sectiono 
·The·shearfng·forces ·acting at the ·junction.of the slab and'girder concretes 
introduce axial tension in the beam section and compression in ·the slab sec-
. ·tiona The corresponding couples cause:tensile stresses at the top fiber of 
the beam and at the bottom fi.ber pf the slaboThe·analysis .of·differential 
creep :wasperformed by making use .of the separate :section method ·explai.ned 
.. in Appendi x 0 G : ; The res ul ts of the analyses of vari ati on of camber after 
hardening.ofdeck :concrete -are ·shown in Fig. 6.3 . 
. Two ~ases :are :presented.: .. Effect of beam creepw; thout deck creep 
andcomb1ned:effects of deck creep and:beamcreep. In·thesecond.case, unit 
. deck creep was ·assumed.to be .equal to unit beam creep .at constant:stress, 
for concrete loaded· at time of casting.of the deck concrete (see Fig. 4~32). 
In reality, however,unit.deck creep is .much :higher than unit beam creep; but 
its .effect-on final results is not as significant because:stresses ·in deck 
concrete at early qges ·are:small o' ·From Fig. 6 .. 3, it can be seen ·that compo-
site action caused thebeam·to:deflect:upward:under the combined .effect of 
prestressing and'girder and slab .dead loadso ·As expected~.deck creep relaxes 
·the ·resistance of the ·slabagai.nstthe dow~wardmovement of ·theprestressed 
. gi rder and; -as ~" res ult, . the· net, upwa rdmovement . i n the compos i. te ·.sect; on 
with time·is :less than in the case :of~beamcreep only. 
The distribution .of shearing forces and restraint couples ·along 
the beam-in this ·case ·is ·not the ·same ·as ·inthe ·caseof·differential·shrinkageo 
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Since-creep is a-function of stress~ -and stresses :due :to~prestressing-and 
-dead load ,generally ,vary ,along the :beam, -the ,creep 'asso-ciated~with :those 
:stresses -also -varieso ,-Therefore; -shearing forces -and -couples due ·to-di.f-
: -fer-enti a 1 creep strains -and curvatures wi 11 vary. 
Fi gLAre 604 -shows ·the -va ri ati on of -di fferenti a 1 -creep -shear; ng 
--forces and the 'associ.ated--resultant couples acting at the :centroids of the 
slaband'girdersectionswith time ·for Section 1 ·(47.5-in. -from-the -end of 
beam)-, -Section 2 (quarter-point section), and Section 3 (midspan section). 
It canbe:seen-that·shearing -forces and moments ,in thiscase:both-i-ncrease 
: from-the -end:section to ,midspan and ~ct--in opposite directions from differ-
ential shrinkage forces and couples. Their values increase-at a-slower 
rate -than in the case of differential ,shrinkage; oat early ages :atsections 
-near-the -ends :of·the ,beams,-but·final values -are-much :higher:thancorres-
p~nding di-fferential -shrinkage -values; -especially :at -the 'mi-dspan :section 
-(see -Fi g .. 605) 0 Therefore; -the -res ul tant : upward: camber -due: to -di fferenti a 1 
creep'shearingforces -and couples, which offsetsdownward:deflection of the 
precast:girder, is also:higher-than-the:downward:beam:deflectiondue-to:dif-
-ferential -shrinkage :effect, -causing a ,net upward -movement :of-the -composi:te 
girder -at later-time ,intervals 0 
6440 3 Combi ned Acti on of Di fferenti a 1- Creep and: Di fferenti a l-Sh ri nkage 
Figure 6a3-shows the vari-ation-of camber~ti.me-curves -for-the'com-
. bined.effects -of differential· creep and differential shrinkage -in:the 'compo-
site~sectiona . The ,corresponding values:of-shearing-:forces -and-resultant 
- -couples acting-at thecentroi dof the· slab -and gi. rder:secti on are:shown in 
Fi g 0 6.5 a 
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From Figo 603, it can be seen that since·the effect of differential 
shrinkage at early ages is dominant and, in addition, shearing forces and 
couples due to differential creep have to offset the downward ,deflection of 
the precast girder, the net effect of differential creep and differential 
shrinkage .results in an initial downward.deflection of the composite girder. 
Differential creep shearing forces and couples continue to increase and 
reach. ll fina1 11 values much higher:than those caused.by differential shrinkage, 
.(see Fig. 605), so that the combined effect of creep and shrinkage in the 
composite girder results in an upward movement of the beam. 
It is also of interest to observe that there were no substantial 
differences.between :results of ana1yses with unit .deckcreepequal to unit 
. beam creep Of' equal to .actual unit deck creep for 7 days loading :(see ·Figs . 
. 6 0 3 and.6n5)o .. This .meansthatdeck creep characteristics do not affect the 
ti me-dependent deforrna ti on of compos i te g1 rde'rs si gni. fi cantly, and that 
. results .of any .approximate ·analysis based:on the :assumptionof deck creep 
equal to beam creep :should give .reliable :results :forpractica1..purposeso 
6~404 .. Stress and.Strain Distribut16n 
The stress and.straindistributionsdueto single and .combined.ef-
fects.of di.fferential shrinkage and di.fferenti a1 creep inthecomposi.te :sec-
tionafterhardeningof the deck concrete are :shown in .Fig~ 6.60 
Itcanbeseen~ in all ·cases, the ·total time-dependent strains are 
·linearly distributed across the .depth .ofthecomposite :section and both 
change in:strains at the interface .of the slaband.girder concrete and cor-
.responding change in :curvatures.are compatibJeo 
.. For the giY'derstudied in this chapter; the combi.ned .effects .of 
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differential creep and shrinkage:564 :days .aftercast;.ng .of.deck :concrete 
caused compressive strains in the composite section, ;decreasing:from top' to 
bottomQ' The:stresses were tensile ·in the precast girder,decreasingfrom 
·top to bottom fi.bers,:·:and compressive in the slab concrete, increasing from 
top to bottom fibers 0 
Di.ffe·y,Etntial ·shrinkage ·causes :compression .at the top' and tension 
at the bottom. fi bers" :of. the beam 0 Correspond, n'g' stresses in. thes 1 ab are 
· ·.tensi.le·stresses, decreasi.ng ·from·bottom·to top. 
'. Thecorrespondi.ng ·changesin.prestressi.ng ·.force ·did not .affect 
· ·.stressdi.stribution significantly; but the .effect :of·di.fferentialcreep 
·associatedwith ·di.fferential ·shri·nkage ·stresses ·on.stress ·distribution in 
the·compo~ite ·sectionwas significant. The:compressive :stresses :decreased 
· :at·th~top:of:the:beam·withtime:due ·to:creepaction, ·while ·corresponding 
curvatures; .' for. reasons explained: before; ,rema i. ne d : the: same: as i nthe : case 
, .of·the :effect of ,differential ·shrinkage:wi·thout ·correspondi.ngcreep ·action. 
: :Beam:creep :exerted:tension ·atthe·top .of·the :beam.·and compression 
·at the ·bottomwith :time. The·corresponding:stresses in the slab were ·com-
·pressive :in :nature. ,·The ,deck ·creep, .. for ·deck . creep ·values :equal ,to :beam 
. creep; ·decreased :tensi:1e:stre·ss,in ,the ,precast ,gi·rder but its ·effect ·was not 
significanto 
Use of actual deck creep would have ,affected ·these·stressesslightly, 
but its ·final effect·on ·camber·in the composite :section :was .of little ·impor-
tance(see ,Figo6.3)o 
Changes in ·total :strains due to di.fferential shrinkage ·and·differ-
entialcreep,in terms of creep; shrinkage, and elastic strains, are ,also 
'·shown'in·Fig. 6.60 It can be seen ,that; since 'shrinkagestrai'ns ·are ·not a 
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function of stress, :corresponding elastic curvatures due to shearing forces 
and couples are compatible so that the sum of shrinkage· and elastic strains 
provides compatibility of strains and curvatures for changes in total strain 
after hardening.of thedeckconcreteo On the other hand, creep in concrete 
is a.function of stress and causes .changes in ,curvatures .with ,time, so that 
the sum .of creep and elastic strains has to provide :compatibi.li.tyof strains 
and curvatures for changes in corresponding time~dependent strains in the 
composite:sect1ono 
The·stressand strain distributions shown in Fig. 6.6 are·connected 
only ·withchanges in stresses :and :strains.due to composite action ... Total 
.stresses and :strainsin the composite girder are a combination .of .stresses 
and:strainsbeforea~d.after casting,of the .deck :concreteo· The total stress 
and :strain :distributions from release of prestressing .up .to 782 days .after 
.release·(574,daysaftercasting of·the deck concrete), f'orthebridgestruc-
ture :discussed.above, are :shownin Figo 6070 
6cr405 .Strain~Time·and Ptestress Force-Time·Relationships 
The stra" n-ti me . and prest'ress : force- ti me· re 1 at; onshi·ps for noncom-
positeprestressed beam~ ·under effect of prestressing and girder dead load 
onlys and under the combined.effect of prestressing plus beam and slab dead 
loads~ are·shown·in. Fig6 608 andcompared,w1th .the ·variatio~ .6f strains :and 
prestress : force with :time after casting.of the deck concrete·in·simply sup-
ported composite girdero It can be seen, as ·expected,due to the ·deck dead 
·load~ ·there ·were ,instantaneous ·elast1c:changes in strains ·at·the top and 
bottomfiber-s ofthebeamo 
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In a noncomposite girder under the effect of deck dead load, the 
increased compre~sive' stress at the top fiber of the beam caused an increase 
· in the rate of creep and' resulted' in a'substantial increase' in corresponding 
· s trai ns: wi th time ,comparedto those of the noncomposite gi rder without deck 
dead loadm The combined composite action, for reasons explained before, 
, caused' a' decrease' in' variation' of' strains' at' the' top' fiber of' the' beam'with 
'time"and'some increase' in strains' at' the' bottom fiber, compared'to those of 
· the' noncompo'si te gi rder under effect of deck dead 1 cad. 'I n genera 1, it can 
be'stated that' strains' at the' bottom fi berand centroi d of the beam are 
, '1 i tt'1 e' ,affected'by compos i te'acti on ,- while correspond; ng-changesi ns trai ns 
, at'the top- fiber' are' SUbstantial a 
- Final' loss of prestress' in the single prestressed girderwould:have 
been about' 28 percent," i-oeo, 4 percent more'loss than the'design value. 'In 
the case of noncomposite girder under effect of deck load, the' final' loss of 
prestress woul d have'been about' 24 percent of" i n1 ti a1 prestress i ng'force 
- just before" release,- 'and' the' effect of composite" action on loss of prestress 
is of minor' import"ance. 'The' above'mentioned'phenomenon' has practical' impor-
, tance" for' des; gn' cons; derati ons,- and" eads to' the' conc'l us; on that,- for- ap-
'proximate" analysis' of simi'lar' composite girders,- re'liable resu'lts.- regarding 
, '1 ass of pres tress' -and' shorten; ng' of the' bottoTT,l' fi ber of the gi rders' may be 
obtai ned wi thout taki ng' ; nto' account' the composi te' acti on 0 For movements of 
the beam and' var; ati on' of react; ons" after cas ti ng of the' deck concrete how-
ever, compOSite' actiori should" be taken into account. 
6.5 Effect of Continuity 
Multispan hi'ghway bridges are often made' continuous'over several 
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spans· by providing continuity reinforcement in composite slab concrete and 
diaphragms at the supportso 
In previous sections, the effects of composite action were discussed 
for the case of simply supported composite girders. However, nothing was 
sa; d about effects of conti n ui ty on time-dependent deforma ti ons i nconti n-
uaus composite structures. 
The combl1 ned effects of different'i a 1 shri nkage and differenti a 1 
creep caused downward deflection in the simply supported composite girder 
s tudi ed·' n prey; 'DUS ·secti ons; after hardeni ng of the deck concrete (see Fi go 
603)0 In the continuous structure, after hardening of deck concrete, time-
dependent· deformations 'of the girders are restrained' and: restraint' moments 
'are' introduced· at the' supports' {see FigoDo3)o 
Continuity'.effects were ,studied in the case of the Douglas· County 
'Bridge' structure,' the' 1/8~scalemodelbeam'structure' and' the 1/2 model bridge 
structure· des cri bed in Secti ons 4 0 6, 407, and 4.80 I n order to's tudy be-
havior of continuous· composite bridge structures built of steel girders and 
· cast~in;..place deck concrete, the di,mensions of a bridge structure' located in 
· Champai'gn County;,Illinois, were used fo'r analysis. Creep' and shrinkage 
· val ues for deck concrete were· assumed to be the s arne as in the case of the 
Douglas County Bridgea The deformations· of this' bridge' were then compared 
· wi th the Douglas County Sr', dge structure 0 
In the fo'11owing section,' results of the analysis' will be presented 
·and'discussedd 
6.5. 1 Dougl as County: Bri dge Structure 
The conti nUl ty effects in thi s bri dge structure were s tudi ed for 
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bridge girders under laboratory storage conditions as in the case of simply 
supported composite girderso The structure'was made continuous ove~ three 
! 
spans corresponding to the actual state in the field (see Fig. 4.23). In 
the computer analysis, it was assumed that continuity was effective for both 
negative and positive' moments' at the supports. The restraint moments at the 
supports were taken into account using the procedure outlined in Appendix o. 
Results of the analysis for single and combined ,effects of differ-
ential shrinkage' and' differential creep are presented in Figs. 6.9 to 6.12. 
Oefl ecti ons 
Figure 6.9 shows the camber-time curves at midspan section for single 
precast girders' and continuous composite structure from release of prestress-
ing up to 782 days after release, and'alsothe correspondingvariat.ion of 
defl ecti ons' after hardening: of the deck concrete, due, to s i ngl e andcombi ned 
'effects of differential shrinkage and differential creep in the continuous 
composite structureo 'It'can' be seen that,' because of the restraint moments 
, introduced at the'supports, the downward movements of end 'span girders' at 
early ages after casting' of the' deck concrete, and the gradual upward'move-
. ment at' " ater' ages,. are' much' 1 ess, pronounced than' in' the' case' of s1 mply 
'supported' composite' structure (see Fig. 6.3)0 
The restraint moments cause an upward movement of the interior 
girder. Upward movement of the interior girder is, in turn, less than the 
downward movement of end span gi rders, because both end rotati ons' are restrai ned 
. and l"estraint moments introduced at each time interval are effective' for all 
sections along the interior span (see Fig. 0.3). 
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Gradual upward movement of the end span is associated with the 
'slight'ly downward movement of the interior girder. 'It is of interest to 
observe that, although differences in variation of deflections and camber 
in simply supported composite girder and end span and interior girders of 
the continuous structure~ after casting' of deck concrete, are quite differ-
ent at early' ages, their final values at later ages are comparableo 
The differences in effects of deck creep equal to' beam creep and 
, deck creep for 7 days loading are of minor importance' with' respect to' camber 
'resultso 
The ,trends of vari ation of end' spandeflecti on~time curves' due' to 
'single and' combined effects of differential shrinkage and'differenti'al creep, 
'after' removal' of deck formwork; are' similar to the variation of correspond-
ingvalues 1n' the simply supported case (see Fig. 603), but differences be-
tween single effects are smaller because of the restraint offered at interior 
supportsa Maximum values of single effects are' about half the corresponding 
values in the simply supported case but, as indicated before~ combined final 
camber is comparable with that of the simply supported caseo 
The downward movement of the end span due to di,fferential shrink-
, age effect and its upward' movement' due to dffferential creep' are 'associ ated 
wi th opposite corresponding'movements of the i nteri or gi rder,' as shown in 
Fig. 6.90 As can be seen~' the combined effects result in a slight upward 
, movemerit of the interior' girder in the early age and in a downward movement 
, in later ages with final value' comparable to that of the end" span girder. 
Variation of Restraint Moments and Reactions 
The variation of interior support restraint' moment' and reaction~t1me 
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relationships due to single and combined effects of differential shrinkage 
and differential creep3 in the continuous structure,· are shown in Figo6.l0. 
It can be seen that, for this specific girder loaded 218 days after 
release of prestress under laboratory storage conditions, combined restraint 
. moments at the interior supports increased to a maximum negative value of 
about 240kip-ft, and thereafter decreased to a final· positive value of 200 
kip-ft. The corresponding positive and negative variations in reaction 
forces were about 4 kfps and 1 kip, respectively. The deck creep had a de-
creasing effect on positive variation of the outer support reactions and an 
increasing effect on the value of corresponding reactions at later ages. 
Reaction values due to differential shrinkage effects only were 
also calculated by making use of the simpler composite section method (see 
Section 204), and are plotted and compared with corresponding results of the 
separate section method used in the computer analysis. It can be seen that, 
for this specific case, results of both analyses are in good agreement. 
Stress and Strain Distribution 
Stress and strain distributions across the depth of the cross sec-
tion from release of prestressing up to 782 days after release (564 days 
after casting of deck concrete) for the interior girder of continuous com-
posite girder at midspan section are shown in Fig. 6.11. 
The strain distributions immediately after release of prestressing 
and just before casting the deck concrete in the precast prestressed girders 
a, midspan section, and the changes in strain in the composite section after 
removal of deck formwork, for the interior span girder at midspan section, 
in terms of single and total effects of creep, shrinkage, and elastic strains, 
are shown in Fign 60120 
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It can be seen that, for changes;n total strains in the composite 
section, compatibility of deformations are' satisfied and strain distribution 
is linear across the depth of the cross section. 
Strain~Time and Prestress Force-Time Relationships 
From a practical point of view, it is also interesting to know: the 
. effect of composi te acti on and conti nUl ty' on s trai nand 1 ass of pres tress-
time relationships" 
Figure' 6013 shows strain-time and prestressing force-time relation-
ships at midsoan section from·release'of o,"restressinauD to 782 davsafter' 
, ~ I v 
release forsimplysupportedprecast'girders, and from time of casting the 
deck concrete up to 782 days after release for simply supported composi te . and 
conti nuous compos; te g1 rders 0 
. Results of the analysis indicated that, in general, variation of 
. bottom fiber strains were"affected by continuity of the composite' structure 
at early ages after remova'· of deckformwork, whi 1 e conti nui ty effects on 
the strain-time values at the centroid and top fibers were of little impor-
tanceo 
Changes in concrete strains' at the level of the strands caused 
changes 1n prestressing fo'rce, but final losses of prestress, in simply sup-
ported' and conti n uous compos ite structures were compa tab 1 eo Thi s pheno-
menon~also has some practical application and leads to the conclusion that 
for purposes of apprOXimate analysis!!) . effects of continuity on 'loss of 
prestress are not of gteat importance, and' in most cases can be safely 
neglectedo 
605.2 Continuous Steel Bridge Structure 
In construction practice, steel girders are also often used in 
combination with cast-in-place deck concrete, which provides continuity 
over several spanso In this case, the effect of beam creep and beam shrink-
age would be excluded and the time-dependent deformations of the bridge 
structure' would be affected only by shrinkage and creep of the deck concrete. 
The dimensions of a two-span continuous' bridge structure' built of , 
49-5/8 ino deep steel girders and cast-in-p1ace deck concrete, and' with two 
spans of 91 ft 10 in., were used to study the effects of deck creep and deck 
shrinkage on this kind of structureo 'The cross section of the bridge and 
'material properties assumed for the analysis are shown in Fig. 6.14. The 
deck concrete properties were assumed to be the same as in the case of the 
Dougl as County Bri dge structure under 1 aboratory storage condi ti ons " as 
'discussed in this chapter. The assumed creep and shrinkage-time relation-
ships of deck concrete are shown in Fig. 4.34. 
Stiffness of the steel girder, 522 x 109 lb-in. 2, was comparable 
with stiffness of the precast girders of the Douglas County Bridge, 490 x 
109 lb~ino2D 
The span length of this structure was longer than that of the 
Douglas County Bridge (71.67 ft), but since restraint moments at the sup-
ports in a two-span bridge are generally higher than corresponding values 
ina three~span bri dge, it was thought that a di rect compari son of downward 
deflection of this structure with that of the Douglas County Bridge would 
be meani ngful . 
, Variation of the calculated' downward deflection of the Champaign 
County Sri dge structure after cas ti ng of deck concrete, with and wi thout 
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deck creep effect, has been plotted and compared with corresponding downward 
deflection of the Douglas County Bridge structure in Figo 6015. It can be 
seen that, while 1n the composite steel structure, higher deck shrinkage 
caused continuous downward deflection, the effects of differential shrinkage 
and' differential creep' in the composite prestressed concrete structure, as 
expl ai ned earl i er, caused' an i ni ti a 1 downward defl ecti on and upwa'rd'move-
ments at late'r ages o Creep of deck concrelte in the composite'steel structure 
'reduced the forces causing downward movement of the beam due to' deck shrink-
age, and resulted in lower downward deflections with time than in the case 
of deck shrinkage onlyo 
60 503 One-Eighth Scale,Model Beam Structure 
ThelIa-scale model beam structure' was described in Section 4.7. 
Results of analysis andgeneral'behavior of the model structure were'~iscussed 
in Section 505 0 20 The correlation between measured and calculated results 
revealed that the structute acted continuously for deformations' introduced 
'after hardening of the deck concrete (see Figsc 5010 to 5.14). 
In order to fi ndthe correlation between cal cul atedand measured 
deflections in a simply 5uppo'rted composfte structure, material properties 
of Beam MB-7 (end'span girder) were used for the analysis of a simply sup-
ported composite girdero The r~su~its of analysis were then plotted and com-
pared wi th the downward defl ecti on ·of another simply supported composi te 
model beam L MB-2, which was later loaded to failure to determine bond charac-
teristics of the strands used for prestressing of the model beams {see 
Anderson, et al., 1971)0 
Comparison of the measured and calculated values in 'simply sup-
ported and continuous cases~as shown in Fig. 5.11, reveals that downward 
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deflections in the simply supported case were about twice those in the con-
tinuous caseo 
The larger differences between measured and calculated values in 
the simply supported case were due mainly to d1·fferences in beam concrete 
properties of MB-7and MB-2, which was much older than MB-7 at the time of 
casting of deck concrete 0 
General behavior of the model beam was also compared with that of 
the prototype structure under 1 abo'ratory condit; ons' .byapp1yi ng the hi gher 
bound of creep and shl'i nkage va 1 ues of the Doug1 as County Bri dge structure 
to the model ·beam~ as shown in Fig. 5.16. 
As explained earlier, comparison showed that· the general behavior 
of the model beam was similar to that of the prototype structure; but be-
cause the model beam consisted of much thinner members than the actual struc-
ture;changes in camber, deflections,strains and prestress' force occurred at 
a much higher rate and'. stabilized in a shorter time than where concrete 
properties of the prototype structure' were used. The camber-time curves 
from release of prestressing up to time of casting the deck concrete' for 
single precast girders' and for time thereafter for a simply supported compo-
site section and continuous girders, calculated by using creep and shrinkage 
values of the MB-Bspecimens (see Figs. 4044,4.45 andA.47), are shown in 
Fi g 0 60 16 0 
It can be seen that, contrary to the case of the prototype struc-
tures, di fferences between deforma ti ons of ends pan and i nteri or span in the 
continuous structure and simply supported structure increased at early ages 
and remained almost constant thereafter. 
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The bea~ creep after casting of the deck -concrete was low because 
of older and dryer concrete, and the high differential shrinkage and deck 
creep caused relatively higher downward movement of the beams at early ages 
than in the case of the prototype structure. 
Distribution of strains across the depth of the cross .section 
from release of prestressing up to time of casting the deck concrete and 
changes in strains thereafter, in terms of creep, shrinkage and elastic 
strains, are shown in Fig. 6.17. 
The variati.ons of interior support reactions are shown in Fig. 
60504 PCA 1/2 Scale Model Structure 
Thel/2-scale continuous composite structure over two spans, each 
33 ft long, investigated in the PCA Laboratories (see Mattock, 1961), was 
described in Section .4G8o 
For comparison of experimental and analytical results from the 
above mentioned investigation with the computer an~lysis .developed in this 
study, creep and shrinkage data'presented in Section 40803 were used with 
the revised rate of creep method described in Section 5.2. 
The results of the analysis for deflection-time and variation 
of the interior support,reaction-time curves ~fter removal of deck formwork 
are shown in Figs. 6018 and 6019, respectively, and are compared with 
corresponding measured values of the PCA Laboratory tests and the approximate 
analysis developed by Mattock. A direct comparison between the present 
analysis and Mattbck's approximate procedure could be made only for variation 
1 ~1 
of reactions, since his approximate procedure did not include a time-dependent 
deflectionanalysiso 
The calculated deformations in Fig, 6.18 are shown in terms of 
single and combined effects of differential creep and differential shrinkageo 
It can be seen that,'as expected, differential shrinkage would have caused 
a continuous downward deflection in the composite section while differential 
creep would have caused a continuous upward movement of the girders. The 
combined effect would have caused downward movements at early ages and 
gradual upward movements at later time intervals, Calculated deformations: 
for a similar simply· supported composite structure are also plotted and 
shown in Fig. 6018, for purposes of comparison, 
The comparison of calculated and measured values shows that the 
results are not in good agreement with each other, and, in fact, the 
measured deflections were much higher than the calculated onesci The calcu-
lated downward deflections of the continuous composite girder due to 
diffe'rential shrinkage only are in better agreement with the measutE~dorre'&., 
---..------~-.--
but this would mean that creep in the precast girders must have been very 
~mal1 after casting of the deck concrete, This is physically not pos~ible 
since the beams were only 28 days old at casting of the deck concrete and 
could not have stopped creeping after casting of the deck concrete. On 
the other hand, measured positive reactions were much less than calculated 
values, as shown in Fig. 6019. This phenomenon is not consistent with the 
measured downward deflections, which should have actually reveal~d higher 
changes in reactions than measured values. 
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Unfortunately, because of lack of information about strain measure-
ments of the 1/2-scale model structure and about actual creep of the deck 
and beam concrete, it was har~ to judge w~at could have caused this dis~ 
crepancyo 
Comparison of the calculated variations in reactions, according 
to the computer analysis and approximate procedure in terms of single 
effects (see Fig. 6.'9), also showed that for this composite cross section, 
variati.on of reactions due to differential shrinkage only, calculated by 
the composite sectioh method used in Mattock1s approximate procedure, gave 
very close resultso There were some differences between variation of 
reactions due to the effects of differential creep in the composite section, 
calculated by making use of the two above mentioned methods, although 
general agreement wasgoodo This phenomenon might be connected with assump-
tions involved 1n beam creep and deck creep-time relationships, and.some 
differences are attributable to the fact that variation of prestressing 
forces .after removal of the deck forms was not taken into account in the 
approximate analysiso 
From Fig. 6.19 it can be seen that deck creep has the effect of 
decreasing time-dependent reactionsc Therefore, the analysis which assumes 
deck creep equal to beam creep theoretically overestimates the actual 
variations.of reaction. 
Differences -between the results of analyses based on different 
assumptions for deck creep and for variation of Youngis modulus are also 
shown in Figso 6018 and 60190 
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It can be seen that for deck creep assumed in this analysis (see 
Figc 4053), the variation of reactions decreased and downward deflections 
increased some, but there were still substantial differences ·between 
measured and calculated deflections~ 
The effect of variation of Youngis modulus was of less importance. 
606 Effect of Storage Conditions 
6060 1 Effect of Natura'1 Changes in Temperature and Humidity of 
Surrounding Atmosphere 
Actual prestressed reinforced concrete members in the field are 
usually subjected to f'luctuations of relative humidity and temperature of 
the surrounding atmosphereo Therefore, effects of alternating humidity and 
temperature on time~dependent deformations of prestressed concrete members 
become important phenomena .for design consideration in applying results 
of constant humidity tests to site exposureo 
Since concrete is made of water, cement, and aggregate, its 
properties and volume stability would be affected by any change in quality 
and quantity of mix constituents and by changes of environmental conditionso 
The mechanisms of basic creep and drying, discussed in Chapter 3, 
are affected by the variation of humidity conditions of the surrounding. 
atmospherec However. these effects might be different, depending on the 
qua 1 i ty and quanti ty of mi x consti tuents;l mOl sture content and degree of· 
hydration of the cement paste at time of load application, size and shape 
of the specimens, curing conditions, and limits of variation of humidi-ty 
and temperatureo 
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Investigations concerning the effect of temperature on creep of 
concrete are not complete and sometimes confusing.' However, it would be 
expected that a change in temperature would influence the rate of viscous 
deformations, as well as the internal moisture diffusion of adsorbed 
waterc An increase in temperature would decrease the density of adsorbed 
water molecules and would cause a decrease in viscous resistance of adsorbed 
watero In a case where a temperature gradient is present, it would 
accelerate internal moisture diffusion of the adsorbed water. Hence, an 
increase in temperature should tend to increase the rate of creep in 
absence of ,any moisture exchangeo Effects of freezing temperatures are 
even more complicated and have not been investigated explicitlyo Very 
likely, internal moisture diffusion would be hindered at freezing tempera-
tures and should cause decreases in time-dependent deformations. 
In light of the investigation done by Davis and Davis (1934) 
and Hansen (1960)~ it can be concluded that, since higher temperatures, 
(above 70 to 90~JF,~ 27 C C) affect both viscosity and internal moisture 
diffusion, they will affect basic creep substantially at an inc~easing 
rateD On the other hand, since lower temperatures do not influence 
instantaneous elasticity and viscous deformations but do affect internal 
moisture diffusion (delayed elasticity), the effect on basic creep ;s to 
decrease the rate, although the magnitude of ' change is not greato It should 
be noted that curing conditions:prior to loading,degree of hydration" and 
age of concrete at first loading play an important role in the above 
mentioned phenomena, and the above conclusion is made under the assumption 
that no hydration and/or drying takes place after load application and that 
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the concrete material shows adequate resistance to freezing and thawing (see 
Nevil1e 3 1963, 1970)0 As explained earlier, mechanisms of drying creep are 
greatly affected by variation of humidity of the surrou,nding atmosphere and 
significant moisture diffusion into or out of the specimen does occur if 
relative humidity of the environment differs from moisture content of the 
concrete specimen (see Section 3.6)0 Hence, the greater the difference in 
re'lative humidity between environment and specimen, the greater the creep 
or shrinkage (swelling) magnitudeo 
An increase in temperature results in an increase in the defor-
mability of gel structure which, as stated by Hansen, et al. (1966), is 
caused by migration of water between adjacent surfaces of the solid hydrated 
layers of crystalso A possible explanation concerning creep under varying 
temperature and mechanisms of influence of temperature is given by Neville 
(1970)0 In general, it can be stated that, for specimens cast and cured 
under the same given conditions, the higher the temperature) the higher. 
the creep and shrinkage 0 The effect of tempera ture is 1 ess for dry concretes 
than for wet concretes, and the degree of hydration of cement paste, age 
at loading, and moisture content of the concrete members at time of applica-
tion of load play an important role in the above mentioned phenomena. 
It should be noted that, although effects of temperature and 
humidity are usually considered separately, this may be an artificial 
separation of related effects 0 For instance, at a constant moisture con-
tent, a decrease in temperature causes an increase in relative hum,,;dity 
(unless the air is already saturated)G This phenomenon is shown in the 
humidity and temperature records of the Douglas County Bridge structure, as 
shown in Figsc 402 and 4.3. 
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The behavior of the Douglas County Bridge specimens.under field 
and laboratory storage conditions ,were discussed in Section 4.3. 
Additional tests on creep and shrinkage characteristics of stea~· 
cured and air cured concrete cylindrical specimens under field and laboratory 
conditions are presented and discussed in Appendix As The general test 
res u 1 ts were in agreemen t wi th th e trends 61S"se'rVed by other i nves ti ga tors 
and revealed that variation of humidity and temperature of the surrounding 
atmosphere, such as occurs in Illinois weather, causes an increase in 
magnitude of creep beyond that normally associated with lower average limits 
of humidityo Depending on the rate and range of variation of humidity and 
temperature, age of loading~ and curing and drying conditions .prior to 
loading, actual creep values in the field might be as high as creep under 
constant humidity and temperature conditions equal to annual weekly mean 
minimum humidity and annual weekly mean maximum temperature in the fieldo 
It was also concluded that alternation of humidity and temperature in the 
fie1d does not result in an increase in shrinkage values of field specimensc 
For the specimens investigated in this study, shrinkage values 
in the fields in general, were less than 1/3 of· the shrinkage values of 
identical specimens under laboratory storage conditionso 
Results of analysis for the actual structure, based on strain 
measurements in the field, were presented in Section 505010 The general 
results revealed that shrinkage of the beam sections and predicted creep 
values applied well to Beam BX-4~ b~t shrinkage of Beam BX-3 seemed to be 
higher than that of beam sections in the fieldc As indicated before, the 
Douglas County Bridge girders were cast and prestressed from 27 December 
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to 30 December 1968 and were exposed to cold. winter temperatures during 
their early stage of life. Results of observation of the bridge structure 
were covered in a special report (see Houdeshell, et al., 1971). 
The initial camber for both beams was about 1 in., which in-
creased to an average value of 1.65 in. when the girders were about 200 
days old. The deck concrete caused a downward deflection of 0.48 in. 
After casting of the d~ckconcrete, there were only small changes in 
camber. The results of field measurements of camber, strains, and pre~ 
stressing force at the midspan of Beams BX-4 and BX-3 are shown in Figs. 
501 and 506, respectively. 
The rate of increase in strains was slow during the winter 
months, but increased rapidly under warmer environmental conditions. 
After casting of the deck concrete, there were small changes in curvatures. 
Annual variation of humidity and temperature caused a decrease in total 
strains at all gage lines of the beams during subsequent cold winter 
periods, and a gradual increase in corresponding strains during the warmer 
spring and summer periodso 
The total prestressing force measured just before release of 
prestressing was 695 kips. This value was 97 percent of the design value! 
The design loss was 24.4 percent· of the force before release, and measured 
loss was about 2400 percent, with respect to the initial design prestressing 
force of 718 kips, and about 21 percent with respect to prestressing force 
measured just before release of prestressing. The measured prestressing 
forces did not include any relaxation losses that may have occurred. Loss 
of prestress occurred at a slow rate during the winter months after release 
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of prestressing, but the rate of decrease increased during the warmer 
period of the yearo After casting of the deck concrete, expansion of 
beams during the winter months caused a gradual increase in prestressing 
force and the subsequent axial contraction resulted in a ,grad_~_?l decrease 
in prestressing forceo 
Field observations ,of the Douglas County Bridge structure and 
another similar bridge structure located in Jefferson County (see Section 
206 and Gamble~ 1970), in general, revealed that peak values of deflec-
tions for similar beams stored outdoors ,under cold and warm atmospheric 
conditions during the initial pertod after release of prestressing, were 
about the same~ Beams subjected to initial cold environmental conditions 
reached maximum camber after a relatively longer time than did beams 
subjected to warmer initial atmospheric conditionso 
Continuity Effects Under Field Storage Conditions 
The 10ng,..,time observati ons of the Douglas cou'nty Sri dge gi rders 
were made for Beams SX-3 and BX-4 of the' interior spano Since no camber 
and strain measurements ,were ,taken from end span girders, itwas,of interest 
to follow ,the time-dependent deformations ,of end ,span girders ,analyticallyo 
Fi,9ure 6020 shows ,calculated camber, strain, and prestress .force-· 
time ,relationships at midspan sections for the end span and interior span 
girders of the continuous 'composite structure and corresponding values for 
the simply supported composite girdero Because of the cyclic variation 
of humidity and temperatu're of the atmosphere~ variationof,end span 
deformations after ,casting of the deck concrete is not similar to that 
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under laboratory storage conditions (see Fig. 6.9). However, in both 
cases, since end spans provide very effective restraint against move-
ments of the center span, there are no significant camber changes in 
interior span after casting of the deck concretec On the other hand) since 
end span girders are free at one end, movements after casting of the deck 
concrete are more pronounced. For a simply supported case; the corresponding 
upward and downward movements would be ~ven higher because both ends of 
the beams are free to rotateo 
The strain-time curves at the top, centroid, and bottom gage lines 
of the midspan sections indicated that, in general, there were no sub-
stantial differences between corresponding strain values ·for end span and 
interior span girders in the case of the continuous girdero 
Variation of·prestressing force with time after casting of the 
deck concrete is not affected by the continuity, since corresponding changes. 
of strain in concrete at the level of the strands are smallo 
60602 Effect of Control.led Environment 
Most studies concerning creep and shrinkage of concrete and 
deflection of prestressed concrete structures are based on laboratory tests. 
Therefore, for design purposes, it is important to know the correlation 
between the results of analyses based on material properties of laboratory 
stored specimens, and the actual behavior of the structure under field 
conditions. 
The behavior of laboratory stored specimens of the Douglas County 
Bridge structure was discussed in Section 4.3, and was compared with behavior. 
of corresponding field stored specimenso Because of differences in size 
and shape of the prestressed girders and laboratory, stored specimens, creep 
and shrinkage data of the laboratory specimens could not be used directlyo 
Therefore, creep and shrinkage,values for the structure were obtained from 
laboratory stored specimens by taking into account the effect of size and 
shapeo The estimated upper and lower bounds of the beam and deck concrete 
under laboratory ,storage conditions were discussed in Section 4060 As 
indicated before~ in this case the lower and upper bounds ,of creep and 
shrinkage values are related only to drying conditions and volume to surface 
ratios of thespecimenso The laboratory storage conditions were assumed 
to be at 70·:iF and 50 percent relative humidity, corresponding to storage 
conditions of beam and deck concrete specimens in the laboratory. The higher 
and lower bounds of creep and shrinkage=time relation$hips are shown in 
Figs. 4e32 to 40350 
The values of camber, strains, and loss of prestress for interior 
and end span sections, calculated using creep and shrinkage,data mentioned 
above, are shown in Figso 6c21 and 6 0 22 for the lower,and higher bounds, 
respectivelyo Youngfis modulus of concrete was assumed to be ,constant and 
equal to 304 x 106 psi and 406 x 106 psi for the beam and deck concrete, 
respectivelya Prestressing force at release and other material properties 
were assumed to be the same as in the case of the actual strHctureo The 
variation of girder span length during storage time was taken to be that 
of Beam BX-3 (see Figo 4024)0 Since differences between the span lengths 
of BX-3 and BX-4 were small, the calculated values also apply to Beam BX-4o 
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Assuming that drying conditions of the actual structure would 
correspond to drying conditions of specimens with sealed ends, for whd'ch 
the lower bounds of creep and shrinkage values were obtained, results of 
the analysis for the lower· bounds of creep and shrinkage data, shown in 
Figo 6021, should apply better to actual behavior of the bridge structure. 
However, differences between the two limits are not very greato In the 
following, results of the above mentioned analysis will be presented and 
discussed in view of the field measurements. 
Camber 
The comparison of measured and calculated camber indicates that, 
as expected~ because of continuous drying, initial rate of increase in 
camber under laboratory storage conditions is higher than corresponding 
values under field storage conditions during the cold winter period, 
but the rate of increase of calculated camber values decrease,n later ages 
and is comparable to corresponding measured camber under field storage 
conditions just before installation of deck form and deck reinforcemento 
Calculated camber values before casting of the deck concrete apply better 
to corresponding measured values for BX-4 because, as indicated before~ 
the BX~4 girder presumably must have undergone higher initial shrinkage 
than Beam BX-3o The calculated camber just before casting of the deck 
concrete (220 d~ys after release of prestressing) was about 1075 times 
inttial camber at~release (loa~ ino). Calculated deflection of·the girders 
due to deck dead load was 00677 ino, instead of Oe48 in~ measured deflec-
tiono The overestimation was due to the assumption that Youngls modulus 
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was equal to 304 x 106, instead of 4.6 x 106 for beam concrete at casting 
of the decko The adjusted calculated deflection due to deck dead load, 
assuming Young!s modulus of concrete equal to 4.6 x 106, would be 005 ino 
which is close to the measured value .. Variation of Young's modulus is 
important for defining instantaneous deflection of girders at later ages, 
but its effect upon variation of camber is small. This phenomenon will 
be discussed later in this chaptero 
The calculated and measured movements of interior span girders 
are 1n good agreement.and, as indicated before, there was little change 
in camber after casting of.the deck. concrete. 
The correlation between calculated camber-time values at 50 
percent relative humidity and 70°F and measured values .in the field 
indicate that although the average humidity of the field atmosphere 
(about 80 percent) was higher than that. of the laboratory environment, 
the IIfinal"camber values were comparablee This.would imply that varia-
tion of humidity and temperature in the field (see Figso 402 and 4.3) 
caused creep in field stored material to be comparable to that in 
laboratory concrete, in spite of the difference in average relative 
humiditieso 
Strains 
The calculated and measured strain-time curves are shown in 
Figso 6.21 and 60220 The general trends of measured and calculated 
values up to time of casting of the deck concrete are in agreement with 
corresponding camber valueso 
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Figure 6021 indicates that measured strain-time values of 
BX-3 are generally in good agreement with calculated strains, based on the 
lower bound of· creep and shr.i nkage va 1 ues . under 1 aboratory . storage ton-
d1tionso This would mean that creep and, specifically, initial shrinkage 
values of Beam BX-3 in the field must have been of the same order as those 
of·the lower limit of creep and shrinkage values under laboratory storage 
condi ti ons 0 
After casting of the deck concrete there are substantial dif-
ferences betw.een calculated and measured strainso As explai·ned earlier, 
variation of humidity and temperature in the field results in a cyclic 
variation of strains in the field, but this is not the case in the labora-
tory;, where strains 'increase continuously at a low rate because of con-
tinuous drying and continuous . effects of differential creep and shrinkage 
(see Figo 4040) on deformations of the composite structurej Since no. 
strain measurements were made on the slab of the actual bridge structur~, 
no direct comparison could be made between measured and calculated slab 
strains in this caseo For the purpose of comparison,.calculated slab 
strains under field conditions were plotted and compared with corresponding 
calculated slab strains under laboratory conditions, for interior span· 
girders, as shown in Fig. 60220 It can be seen that, while strains in 
the slab were subjected to contraction and expansion in the field, slab 
strains under.laboratory storage conditions increase continuously from zero 
to a final valueo In this cas~, it can be stated that calculated strains 
based on laboratory storage conditions represent higher bounds of the total 
beam and slab strains at later ages, under field storage conditions. 
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Loss .of Prestress 
The calculated and measured prestress force-time. curves -1n Figs. 
6021 and 6022 show that, in general, because of low initial creep and 
shrinkage of beam concrete in the-field, calculated values overestimate 
measured values at early age, but corresponding values at casting of 
deck concrete are in good agreemento 
As in the case of ' strains, atmospheric conditions in the fiel~ 
caused cyclic varia~ions in prestressi_ng force after casting of the deck. 
Under laboratory storage conditions, creep in the composite section caused 
continuous loss of prestress after the same period of time, but at a much 
slower rate than before casting of-the decko Calculated values, in 
general, represented the lower bound of variation of prestress force with 
time under field storage conditionso The calculated initial loss ·was 9 
percent, which corresponds to 632 kips prestress force immediately after 
releasee CQ,rresponding measured values were 642 kips and 633 kips in BX-3 
and BX-4, respectively~ The total calculated loss before casting of the 
deck concrete averaged 22 percent of initial value~ Final calculated 
total loss of prestress was about 23 percent of the initial value of 695 
kips. Relaxation losses were not included in the analysisc As indicated 
before, design losses were assumed to be 24 percent of the fotce before 
release, including elastic loss.at release and loss due to creep, 
shrinkage, and relaxation of the prestressing strands c 
6.7- Effect of Variation of Young i s Modul us of Concrete 
Methods-of analysis which take into account thevariatioh of 
Young1s modulus of concrete were explained in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
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In order to study the effect of variation of·Young 9s modulus with time on 
time-dependent deformations of prestressed composite structures~ .time-
dependent deformations of the Douglas County Bridge structure,· described in 
Section4a601, and the 118 scale model beam structure, described in 
Section 4Q7al~ were .analyzed, taking this effect into accounto The 
results ·of this analysis were then compared·with results of otherwise 
identical analyses assuming constant values of Young~s .modulus for beam and 
deck concrete a The ana ~ys is. for -the Dougl as -County Bri dge structure 
was BX=4 under fields tionse The varia-
tion of·Youngils modulus of beam and deck concrete was taken into account, 
as shown in Figo 4~28o YoungOs modulus of beam concrete at release was 
304 x 106 psio T~is ·value increased to 406 x 106 psi at ca~ting of the 
; 
deck concrete and remained almost constant thereaftero YoungHs modulus 
of deck concrete was 505 x 106 psi at 28 days. - Thtsvalue decreased to 
407 xl06 psi, 200 days after casting of the deck concrete and thereafter 
increased some to a final value of 4090 x 106 psio Since variation of· 
Young!s modulus ~f·deck ,concrete·was of little importance for the analysis, 
this value was assumed to be constant and equal to 5 x 106 psio 
As .explaine~ earlier, creep values:under variable YoungBs. 
modulus were obtained by making the assumption that corresponding elastic 
strains also change with time0 The beam creep values for constant and 
variable Ec are shown in Figo 40300 
The results of. analysis for camber, strains, and prestress force-
time relationships at midspan section of the interior girder are shown in 
Figo 60230 It can be seen that ~nderfield conditions, effect of·the 
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variation of Young1s ·modulus of concrete on time-dependent defsrmations 
and loss ,of prestress was small ~ The major differences.between results 
occurred at casting of the deck concrete . This phenomenon, however, ; s : 
related to instantaneous.deflections due to .deck concrete and not to 
time-dependent deformations. 
For the model beam analysis, the variation of Young's modulus 
of beam and deck conc.rete under 1 aboratory storage condi ti ons was, taken 
intq account as shown in Fig. 4.43. 
Beam creep values of Beam MB-8 assumed for the analysis under 
variable Ec are shown ·1n Fig. 4.44. Th~ results bf analysis for constaht 
and variable Ec are shown in Fig. 6~24 .. For the case of constant Young"s 
modulus, this value for beam concrete wa~ assumed to be 3.1 x 106 psi 
from release of prestress up to time of casting of the deck concrete and 
3.5 x .106 psi thereafterci The co~respond1ng value for deck concrete was· 
assumed to be 3c35:x 106 psi. It can be seen that, using the proper 
values of Young1s modulus at time of.casting of the deck concrete for both 
analyses, there were no major differences between results for constant 
and variable Young's moduluso 
In general, it can be stated that variati.on of Young's modulus 
of concrete did not have a major effect on time-dependent deformations 
of the abovementioned structures~ However~ its ·effecton instanta~eous 
e 1 asti c deforma ti ons due to wei ght of the deck:~:concretewas of maj or 
importance. 
6.8 Effects of Size and Shape of Specimens. 
Size and shape of the actual prestressed concrete members play 
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an important role in time-dependent deformations of such structures~ There-· 
fore, it is of significant practical importance to know the ·relation between 
size and shape of specimens and creep and shrinkage in concrete, in order· 
to 'be able to make a reliable judgment as to the behavior of·fu11_size 
structures; by making use of creep and shrinkage data of identtca11abora-
tory and field stored specimenso 
For the Douglas County Bridge structure investigated in this study, 
size and shap~~'effectswere studded on beam and deck concrete shrinkage· 
specimens, but creep tests were performed only on 6 by 12 in. 'cylindrical 
specimens under field and laboratory storage condi'tions. General behavior 
of the .specimens was· discussed in Section 4.3. 
The b~am.creep and deck creep values under field storage con-
ditionS.for·the actual structure were ~btained with the aid of strain 
measurements:·on the actual structure and creep values of cylindrical 
specimens ·1n the field, as described in Section 406.2Q The corresponding 
values under laboratory·storage conditions were obtained from creep 
values ··of.cylindrical specimens under laboratory conditions by taking into. 
account· effects of size and shape of specimens .according to recommendations 
made by.Hansen and Mattock· (1966). 
In view of the test results of laboratory and field stored 
cylindrical specimens, size and shape effects will be presented and dis~ 
cussed in the ..followi ng: 
Fiel~ Storage Conditions 
The measured cylinder creep and calculated beam creep values for 
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Beams BX-3 and BX-4 urider field storage conditions were plotted and compared 
in Figso 4029 and 4030. It was found that final average beam creep values 
in the field were 006 to 0.7 times the corresponding cylinder creep valueso 
In order to show the effects of size and shape of specimens on 
time-dependent .behavior of the bridge structure under field storage con-
ditions, creep and shri~kage of beam and deck concrete field stored 
cylindrical. specimens, described in Section 403, were used for the analysis 
and results were compared with measured values, as shown in Fig. 60250 
The variation of Young's modulus was not taken into account in this 
ana lys ;,s ti 
From Figo 6.25, it can be seen that camber values at midspan 
at casting of the deck concrete were about 2.4 times initial camber, and 
far above measured values~ 
The total strain-time curves show that, as expected, correlations 
between calculated and measured strains at the centroid of the girder are 
in good agreement" There are substantial dif.ferences between measured 
and calculated strains at the bottom gage l1ne and, for the initial period 
after release of prestressing, at the top gage lineo . 
As a result of the overestimation of the strains in concrete 
near the bottom of the section, loss of prestress was also overestimatedo 
The results of analysis indicated that since numerical vIs 
effects found by Hansen and Mattock (1966) seem not to apply for non-
constant environments, higher initial swelling and higher creep of field 
cylindrical .specimens, caused by higher moisture movement, would lead to 
predicted values of camber, strains, and loss of prestress which would 
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not correspond to the actual behavior of the full size structureo There-
fore, major revisions are required in applying creep and shrinkage values 
of field stored specimens to predict time-dependent behavior of full size 
structures in the fieldo 
Laboratory Storage Conditions· 
The beam and deck .concrete creep and shrinkage values of labor-
atory.cylindrical specimens, and corresponding pr.edicted values for a 
full size structure in the laboratorY.were plotted and compared in Figse 
4032 to 40350 
Behavior-'of the full size structure under laboratory conditions, 
computed using the above mentioned creep and shrinkage values, was dis-
cussed and compared with behavior of·the full size structure under field 
storage conditiqns in Section 6.6.20 
It was concluded that calculated values of camber, strain, and 
prestressing force at time of casting of the deck concrete and also 
corresponding final values were in fair agreement with measured values 
in the field. 
The results of the analysis at midspan section obtained by 
making direct use of creep and shrinkage values of laboratory beam and 
deck concrete cylindrical specimens, are shown in Fig. 6026. It can be 
seen that predicted camber values at casting of deck concrete in this 
case were about 201 ino, compared to 1.7 in. measured value for Beam 
BX-3, and about,003 in. less than corresponding predicted camber value 
in the case of field stored cylinders (see Figo 6.25). There were also 
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substantial differences between variation of camber in the end and interior 
span girders, while, in the case of field stored cylindrical specimens, these 
differences were of minor importanceo This phenomenon is, of course, a 
result of differences between differential creep and shrinkage of field and 
laboratory stored specimenso 
The comparison between calculated and measured strain-time and 
prestress force-~ime relationships in Figs 6~26 also shows that calculated 
values, based on laboratory cylinder creep and shrinkage values, over-
estimated the strains ,and underestimated prestressing force values sub-
stantially. These phenomena are naturally connected with the fact that 
creep and shrinkage values assumed for the analysis were much higher than 
those of the full size structure in the fieldo This is strong evidence 
that creep and shrinkage of laboratory stored specimens should not be used 
for predicting long-time behavior of full size structures under either field 
or laboratory storage conditions, without careful consideration of size 
and shape effects 0 The comparison between results of'ana.lyses~ making 
use of creep and shrinkage of identical field and laboratory specimens, 
as .shown in Figso 6025 and 6.26, respectively, also shows that although 
in both cases effects of size and shape of specimens on time-dependent 
behavior of prestressed composite structures are of primary importance, 
thetrends of these effects may be quite differento This observation would 
suggest that great care is required in applying creep and shrinkage values 
from field or laboratory stored specimens to the prediction of time-
dependent behavior of full size structures in the fieldo 
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Besides size and shape of specimens, isotropy of specimens and 
stress gradient across the depth of the cross section might also have an 
influence on creep and shrinkageo Some aspects of these effects have been 
discussed by Neville (1970) but, as indicated by this author, these 
phenomena are not established yet and further research is requiredo 
609 Effect of Age of·Precast Girders at Casting of Deck Concrete 
In the construction of prestressed composite bridge structures, 
depending on time of manufacturing of the precast prestressed girders and 
sequence of operations ,on the bridge site thereafter, bridge girders 
might.be very young or quite old at time of casting of the deck concreteo 
For examp 1 e, in the Doug'] as County Bri dge structure, the bri dge gi rders 
were about 220 days old at time of casting of the deck concrete, while 
the specifications would allow use of a beam which is only 28 days old o 
Therefore, from a practical point of view, and for design considerations~ 
itis of interest to know the effect of age of the precast girders on time-
dependent deformations and loss.of prestress of such structures. 
The main parameter involved in this case is .creep in the pre-
cast girders. It is well known that, depending on degree of hydration of 
the cement paste and drying conditions .prior to loading, concrete members 
loaded at early ages undergo more creep than those loaded at later ages. 
For the Douglas County Bridge structure, the average ratio of creep of 
beam cyl inders loaded about 2.20 days after cas ti ng of beam concrete to 
creep of identical specimens loaded about 2-1/2 days after casting of 
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beam concrete was Oi575o As explained earlier in Section 4.603, in order 
to study effects of age of the girders on long-term behavior of· composite 
structures, beam creep values were predicted for 28 and 93 daysloadin~, 
making use of the C.E.B. recommendations and creep tests of the above 
mentioned bridge structure under laboratory storage conditionso 
It should be noted that, as shown by·Neville (1970), not only 
magnitude but also rate of creep 1s affected by the age of loading. 
However, in common practice, the latter effect is not too important and, 
for practical purposes, effect of aging on creep can be taken into account 
by applying a constant correction factor for corresponding age of loading. 
Predicted beam creep values at 28~ 93 and 220 days loading are 
shown in Figo 40370 The beam creep values at release, beam shrinkage, 
deck creep, and deck shrinkage values for the analysis were assumed to 
correspond to the higher bound values of beam and deck concrete under 
laboratory storage conditions, as shown in Figso 4032 to 4.350 
The results of analyses with deck concrete cast at 25, 90 and 
2l8:days after release of prestressing, for the interior and end span 
. girder at midspan section, are shown in Figso 6027 and £028, respectivelyo 
The differential shrinkage strain-time relationships for cor-
responding cases are shown in Figo 4040. It can be seen that for beam 
shrinkage values (final value 420 x 10-6) and for deck shrinkage values 
(final value 220 x 10-6), variation and magnitude of differential shrinkage 
values are quite different for different ages at casting of the deck" 
Asa result of the effects of creep and shrinkage of beam concrete from 
release of prestress .up to time of casting of the deck concrete, and 
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differential creep and differential shrinkage effects thereafter~final 
camber values of the interior span girders and the loss of prestress 
decrease with decreasing age of the girders at casting of the deck concrete, 
as shown in Figo 6027. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 6.28~ final 
camber values of the end span girder, for all three tases, are comparable, 
while corresponding loss of prestress increases somewhat with the in-
creasing age of girders at casting of the deck concreteo 
The reaction-time relationships shown in Figo 6028 indicate that 
with increasing ages of the girders at casting of deck concrete, maximum 
increase in interior reaction becomes higher, and maximum decrease becomes 
smal1er~ 
6.10 Effects' of Curing Conditions Under Different Environmental Conditions 
In the construction of prestressed composite bridge structures, 
bridge girders are precast and prestressed in prestressing plants. De-
pending on outside temperature and fabrication operations, precast girders 
mi9ht be air cured Dr.steam cured prior to the release of prestressing. 
Therefore, properties of steam cured and air cured concrete materials 
under different storage conditions become of significant importance for 
the general behavior of such structures and design considerations~ 
Some properties of steam cured and air cured concrete specimens 
under different laboratory and field s~orage conditions are studied in 
Appendix A. In order to study the effects of curing conditions.on camber 
and loss of prestress of such girders under different atmospheric con-
ditions, creep and shrinkage data of the above mentioned spec1m~ns were 
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applied to noncomposite prestressed girders of the Douglas County Bridge 
structure. In the anal~sis, measured creep and shrinkage values were 
applied directly, and ryo attempt was made to take the effect of size and 
shape of specimens intq accountD Therefore, results of the analysis should 
be related to properties of steam cured and air cured concrete and not 
necessarily to ti~e-deriendent behavior of the bridge girder itselfo The 
measured creep and shrinkage values assumed for the analyses are shown 
in Figs. A.8 to A~llo Cross section properties and prestressing force 
at release were assumed to be the same as in the case of the Douglas 
County Bridge structure (see Section 40601)0 The span length of the girders 
was assumed to be 7l~67 ft. Values of Young!s modulus of concrete were 
assumed to be 304 x 106 psi and 302 x 106 psia for steam cured and air 
cured concrete, respec~ivelyo These values were obtained from corresponding 
cylinder tests at loading of the creep racks (see Table Aol)o In the 
following, results of the analyses will be presented and discussedo 
6.1001 Laboratory Storage Conditions 
The resylts of laboratory measurements at ?OCiF and 50 percent 
relative humidity conditions, indicated that steam curing reduced creep 
and shrinkage values" The ratio between final creep values of steam 
cured cylinders (662 x 10-6) to those of air cuy'ed cylinders (842 x 10-6) 
was about 0.77, while the corresponding ratio between measut"ed sht"';nkage 
values was about 0&85. The ~red1cted time-dependent camber and loss of 
prestress at midspan sections are shown in Fig. 6029. 
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The final camber values were 2.30 and 2042 1no for steam cured 
and air cured concretes, respectivelyo Corresponding values of loss of 
prestress were 3006 percent and 34.8 percent of initial prestress force 
just before release (695 kips). It can be seen that reducing effect of 
steam curing is more pronounced in the case of loss of prestress than 
1n the case of camber-time values. Reduction factor for the former case 
601002 Fogroom Storage Conditions 
The test res~lts for fogroom stored cylinders at 100 percent 
relative humidity and 70°F revealed that IIfinal ll creep values of steam 
cured cylinders (500 x 10-6) in this case were about 0085 of the 
corresponding value Of air cured cylinders (640 x 10-6). The maximum 
swelling .of steam cured cylinders was about 275 x 10-6. This was 
approximately 1 a ,21 of the corresponding value of air cured cylinders. 
Results of the analyses of camber and loss of prestress at 
midspan section are shown in Fig. 60300 
The "final" camber values for steam cured and air cured concrete 
in this case were 204 and 2.54 lne, respectivelyo Corresponding values of 
loss of prestress were 1708 percent and 2107 percent of initial pre-
stressing force before releaseo 
The IIfinal ll loss of prestress .of steam cured concrete, in this 
case, was about 0082 of the corresponding value of air cured concrete. 
601003 Field Storage Conditions 
As indicated before (see Appendix A), differences between 
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measured creep values of air cured and steam cured cylinders were smallo 
The "final II creep value of steam cured cylinders (620 x 10-6), in this 
case, was about 0094 of the corresponding creep value of air cured 
cylinders (660 x 10~6)0 The ratio of maximum shrinkage of steam cured cy-
linders (128 x 10-6) to maximum shrinkage bf air cured cylinders 
(258 x 10-6) was about 0050 The maximum measured swel'ling of concrete in 
the field was 138 x 10-6 for steam cured cylinders, and 100 x 10-6 for 
air cured cylinderso 
The results of analysis for camber and loss of prestress at 
midspan are presented in Fig. 6.31. It can be seen that the Ilfinal ll camber 
values for both steam cured and air cured concrete were about.2.4 times the 
initiijlcamber at release, and there were no substantial differences in 
corres pond i ng camber- ti me va ri a ti ons 0 The II fi na 1 II los S . of pres tres s was 
24.8 percent ofinit1al prestressing force at release for steam cured 
concrete, and 26.6 percent for air cured concretec 
The ratio of lIfinal!1 loss of prestress .. of steam cured concrete 
to thai of air cured concrete was about 00940 
6010.4 Comparison of Results of Analysis and Conclusions 
A comparison of' results of calculated camber and prestressing 
force-time relationships of laboratory and fogroom specimens ·showed 
that, in both cases~ steam curing had a reducing effect on camber and 
loss of prestress with timeo. The camber values of prestressed girders, 
obtai ned by maki ng use of the cha"racteri sti cs .of 1 aboratory stored 
concrete specimens, increased at a higher rate at early ages after loading 
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of the specimens, but their final value was, somewhat lower than corresponding 
camber of the same prestressed girders obtained by making use -of the char-
acteristics of fogroom stored specimena An examination of creep and shrink-
age values from laboratory and fogroom specimens explains this phenomenon. 
From Figs. A.6 to A09, it can be seen that although the rate of creep of 
fogroom specimen and also corresponding "final" creep values were lower 
than corresponding laboratory stored specimen ("final " creep ratio of 0076), 
swelling of the same specimens ,with time caused a substantial reduction in 
the rate of decrease of·prestressing *o~~e and also in its final value, 
compared to that of laboratory stored specimens. Final average loss .of 
prestress due to creep and swelling of fogroom'specimens was about 006 
of the corresponding loss caused by creep and shrinkage of laboratory 
stored specimens. This higher prestress force, in turn, caused a rela-
tively higher "final" camber under fogroom storage conditions than under 
laboratory storage conditions, but the differences were smallo 
In the case of field stored specim~ns, as mentioned before, 
there were no significant differences between calculated camber-time 
values of prestressed girders obtained by making use of corresponding 
creep and shrinkage values of steam cured and air cured concrete specimenso 
The differences between corresponding loss of prestress values were less 
than in the case of laboratory and fogroom storage conditions. The rate 
of increase and variation of camber-time values and prestressing force-
time relationships, in the case of field stored specimens, were somewhere 
between those obtained using the concrete properties of fogroom and labora-
tory stored specimenso This can be explained in terms of the hypothesis 
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involv~d in cr~ep and shrinkage characteristics of specimens subjected to 
fluctuating humidity and temperature conditions, as is discussed in 
Appendix A. 
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7. APPROXIMATE PROCEDURE 
7.1 Introductory Remarks 
In the previous chapters, time-dependent behavior of prestressed 
concrete structures was studied, using an iterative approach to the theory 
of viscoelasticity. Theoretically, this allows the designer to follow the 
behavior of such structures to the desired degree of accuracy. This procedure 
allows use of any arbitrary function with time for creep, shrinkage and 
relaxation. However, its practical application is limited to use with com-
puters as has been done in this study. On the other hand, such a program is 
not always available or suitable for design purposes, and a simplified, fast 
method of analysis becomes necessary if creep and shrinkage are to be ra-
tionally taken into account. 
There have been many proposals regarding closed form solutions of 
creep and shrinkage problems in concrete, as summarized in Chapter 2. The 
reexamination of closed form solutions showed that, at this time, the pro-
cedure developed by Trost (1967) is the most promising and simple one. He 
developed a time-dependent stress-strain relationship in concrete under 
variable stress on the basis of the theory of viscoelasticity and principle 
of superposition (see Eqo 2.25). The basic concepts of this approach were 
covered in Section 2.3, As explained earlier, Trost applied this procedure 
to calculation of redistribution of stresses in plain concrete elements, 
prestressed concrete members, and time-dependent deformati onsi n reinforced 
concrete beams (see Trost, 1968). The creep-time and shrinkage-time varia-
tions' in Trost's analysis are based on the C.E.B. recommendations (see CDE.B., 
1969). These recommendations are based on tests from numerous laboratories 
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and the time-rates of creep and' shri nkage vari ati oris under 1 aboratory storage 
conditions should be close to the smooth curves assumed. 
One of the important contributions to creep and shrinkage studies 
in composite prestressed structures is Mattock's work (see Section 2.4), 
which developed a simplified method of analysis for determining reaction 
changes in continuous composite structures~ based on rate of creep and ef-
fective modulus methods 0 At this stage, it should be noted that there is 
no spec; fi c method of ana lysi s such as "effecti ve modul us II or "reduced 
modulus!! methods often used with r'einforced concrete 0 Any equation re'lating 
time-dependent stresses to corresponding' strains,' represents a fictitious 
modulus, which might be based on the theory of viscoelasticity, the rate of 
creep or superposition methods, or on direct measurements on the actual struc-
ture. As shown by Trost (1966), the effective modulus method developed by 
Mattock (1961) is an approximate solution of the theory of viscoelasticity. 
Mattockis procedure did not include camber or loss of prestress calculations 
for noncomposite and composite girderso 
Based on the time-dependent stress~strain relationship developed 
by Trost and the gene'ral method and assumptions made by Mattock, a simple, 
single step method of analysis, based on the superposition method, has been 
developed in this study for calculating time-dependent deformations and stress 
redistribution in co~posite prestressed structures. Effects of prestressing, 
dead load, differential creep, and differential shrinkage are covered sepa-
ratelyo This will allow the designer to develop a better understand1ng of 
the behavior of such st'ructures and, if necessary, to allow for changes in 
one parameter without affecting others. To obtain the combined effects in 
each case, results of the separate effects must be superimposedo This method 
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does not allow one to follow behavior of the composite structures under 
field storage conditions, but' a knowledg"e of higher and lower bounds of creep 
and shrinkage, under constant environmental conditions, should help the de-
signer to bracket his calculations between these two limitso Recommendations 
for predicting higher and lower bounds of creep and shrinkage will be made 
inCh ap te r 8. 
The single steps of approximate analysis are' presented in the fol-
lowingsectionso A numerical example illustrating the use of the simplified 
method -of analysis is included in Appendix E. 
7.2 Noncompos i te Pres tressed Girders 
7.2.1 Loss of Prestress 
- Instantaneous Loss . 
The instantaneous loss of prestress, ~Po' in single precast girders 
can be calculated from Eqso Dol and 002 (see Appendix D). The first term, 
Eq. Dol, represents the prestressing force immediately after release, due 
to initial prestress force only, and the second term is the instantaneous 
increase in prestressing force due tO'dead load. 
Time-Dependent Loss 
Assuming adeq uatebondbetween the pres tress i ng strand and concrete, 
changes in concrete' strains any time after release of prestressing, at the 
level of the prestressing strands, will be equal to changes in steel strain. 
-Assuming aconstantYounggs modulus of concrete and making use of 
time-dependent stress~strain relationship in concrete, based on the 
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superposition method (see Eqo 2025), loss of prestress (neglecting relaxa-
tion of steel stress) in prestressed concrete members can be written as: 
where 
::: 
n~(t,to)cr~_ n I~ + EAtSA~(t,t ) 
. l,;U"o"u ~ ~II 0 
a 
ca,po 
1 - n cr [1 + n~(t,to)J 
sto 
~0st(t,tO) ::: loss in prestressing steel stress at time t 
0CO ,p _+d ::: str'ess in concrete immedi ately after release of 
U 
° co,po 
prestressing due to dead load and prestressing, at 
level of the steel 
::: stresses in concrete due to prestressing only, at 
level of the centroid of steel at release of pre-
. 5 tress 
0sto ::: stress in prestressing steel immediately after 
re 1 ease 
ssh(t,to) ::: shrinkage strain at time t, after release of pre-
stressing 
::: scr,b,u(t,to)Eco creep coefficient of beam concrete 
at time t, after release of prestressing (see Eqso 
2.3 to 205) 
Est ::: Youngls modulus of steel 
E 
n ::: Est ::: modular ratio 
co 
n ::: relaxation coefficient (see Eq. 2.24 and Figo 4021) 
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cr co~Po 
The term, , in Eqo 7.1, depends only on location of the strands and the 
cr s to 
steel area ratio and can be written simply as: 
cr A A co'Po 
-~ (1 + e2 ~) (7.2) = 
crsto Ac,b s tIc ,b 
where 
1\ 
= area of prestressing steel f"\st 
Ac,b = area of beam concrete 
I c,b = moment of inertia of beam concrete 
est = eccentricity of prestressing strands 
In Eq. 7.1, it should be noted that all the stresses and strains should be 
substituted with the proper signso With n = 0.5, we would obtain the same 
approximate procedure'suggestedby Leonhardt (1964). 
The time-dependent loss of prestressing force will then be: 
Considering a consistent sign convention for prestressing force 
and'loss of prestress, the prestressing force at any time is 
where 
(7.4) 
P = Po + ~P = prestressing force' immediately after release of 
010 
prestress, obtained from Eq. 0.1 
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7.2.2 Stresses in Concrete 
Stress in the gi rder concrete at any time is: 
0 C(t,tO) ::::; 0 CO ,PO + d 
+ 0 11P (t,tO) (705) 
where 
0 C(t,tO) :;:: stress in concrete at any time t 
0 11P (t,tO) = stress in concrete due to loss of pre s t re s s at any 
time t 
7.2m3 Strains in Concrete 
expression 
where 
Strains in concrete at any time can be obtained from the following 
EC(t) = strain in concrete at any time t 
:::: 
= 
0 co ,Po+d 
---:=----= initial strain in concrete, immediately 
Eco 
after release of prestressing 
0 11P (t,t ) E 0 = strain in concrete due to loss of pre-
co 
stress at time t 
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7.204 Camber 
Camber in the prestressed girder any time after release of pre-
stressing can be obtained from the following equation: 
where 
= camber at time t 
= camber immedi ately after release of prestressing, 
due to dead load and prestressing 
= camber immediately after release of prestressing 
due to prestressing force only 
An upward camber should be taken as positive in the above' equatton. 
It should be noted that Eq. 7.7 is not exact in the sense that pre-
stressing force at any time is not the same at all sections of a beam. This 
effect is of little importance and for practical purposes~ it 1s enough to 
ca1culate'loss of prestress,lIP(t,to)' for the midspan section, or an average 
value of midspan and end sections. 
'702.5 Effect of Dead Load Acting' at Later Time 
In construction practice, noncomposite prestressed girders often 
are subjected to sustained loads applied at laterageso This would, for 
example also apply to deck dead load ,if composite action was not taken into 
account. 'In that case, the effect of additional dead load applied at time 
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t :: tl on time-dependent behavior of the precast prestressed beam can be 
considered as follows. 
Instantaneous Prestress Gain 
Due to additional dead load, there'will be an instantaneous gain 
in prestressing force, 6P(t,)o This value can be calculated from Eq. Dol, 
in Appendix 0, by considering only the second part -of the equation where 
Md,b' in this case, will be moment due to additional load applied at time 
t :: tlo 
Time-Dependent Prestress Gain 
Assuming that additional dead load can be considered separately, 
prestressing force would increase with time due to creep of the beam. In 
this case, change in steel stress at time t, after application of the load 
will be 
where 
fj,a~J.. ..I (t,t,) :: 
s l" U, - (708) 
I 1 + 
~ a S t , d 1 (t, t 1 ) :: 9 a i n i n pre s t re s sst re s sat time t, due to add i -
tiona1 dead load applied at time t :: t, 
! 
:: stress in concrete due to additional dead load 
at the level of the steel 
:: Ecr,b,u(t,tl)Ec(tl):: creep coefficient for beam 
concrete loaded at time of application of addi-
tional dead load 
n 
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E 
= E (~) = modular ratio at time t = tl 
c 1 
The total change in prestressing force, any time after application of addi-
tional dead load, will then be 
(7.9) 
The changes in concrete stress and- s trai ndue to add; ti ana 1 load, any time 
. after application of the load, can be obtained by substituting the corres-
ponding values in Eqs. 7.5 and 7.6. For example, the time-dependent change 
- in strain in this case will be 
where 
(7.10) 
~Ec,dl(t,tl) = time-dependent change in concrete due to addi-
tional dead load, any time after application of 
the load 
d~P,dl(t,tl) = change in concrete stress due to changes in pre-
s tress i n9 force due to addi ti ona 1 dead load, any 
time after- application of the load 
= Young 1 s modulus of beam concrete,- at time of 
application of the load 
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Time-Dependent Downward Deflection 
wi 11 be: 
where 
The time-dependent downward deflection due to additional dead load 
~,dl (t, tl') = ti me- dependent defl ecti on due to add; ti ana 1 dead 
load at time t,' after' 'load application 
, ~ = instantaneous deflection due to additional dead dl 
load 
A downward deflection should be taken as negative'in the above equationo 
It should be noted, for any sustained load added at a later time 
interval, it is recommended that the analysis be performed with a constant 
Young's modulus of concrete corresponding to' age of the beam concrete at time 
of application of additional load. This phenomenon becomes especia1ly impor-
tant for instantaneous deflection due to dead loado The combined time-
dependent deformations due to the prestressing plus girder dead load, plus 
additional dead load applied at any later time, can then be obtained by super-
imposing the corresponding values for precast, prestressed girder with the 
changes in deformations due to the additional deadloado 
7.3 Effect of Composite Action in Composite Prestressed Girders 
'As explained earlier, due to ~ffects of differential creep and 
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shrinkage, shearing forces and couples are introduced at the interface of 
the slab and girder concrete. In the analysis, these effects are considered 
separatelyo The combi ned effects of di fferenti al creep and shri nkage can be 
obtained- by simply superimposing the single effects. Time-dependent stresses, 
strains, prestressing force, and camber for the noncomposite girder, up to 
time of casting the deck concrete, can be obtained by making .use of the pro-
cedure described aboveo The corresponding Young's modulus of beam concrete 
can be assumed constant and equal to the value at release of prestressing. 
At casting of the deck, there· will be instantaneous elastic changes in 
stresses, strain~ prestress force, and camber which can be calculated accord-
ing to conventional beam theory. YoungDs modulus of beam concrete at casting 
of the deck concrete and for time thereafter should be taken equal to the 
value existing at casting of the deck concrete. 
The total time~dependent stresses, strains, prestress force, and 
camber in the composite prestressed structure can be obtained by superimposing 
values for the precast, prestressed girder at time of casting of deck concrete 
with corresponding elastic changes due to deck concrete, and with time-
dependent changes due to differential creep and shrinkage after casting of 
deck concrete 0 
In the following, a simple method of analysis for calculating time-
dependent deformations and redistribution of stresses due to creep and shrink-
age of the beam and deck concrete is representedo In addition to the usual 
assumptions of viscoelasticity, the following· assumptions have been made: 
1. Deck creep is equal to creep of beam concrete which is loaded 
at time of casting the deck concrete; 
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2. The rate of creep of precast beam concrete is the same for 
all loads and, immediately after casting the deck concrete, 
is equal to rate of creep for beam concrete loaded at that 
time; 
30 Creep and shrinkage are governed by the same time relationships. 
In Chapter 6, it was shown that Assumption 1 does no affect the 
final results appreciably, and will give reliable answers. 
Assumpti"on 2 is not quite correct, since rate of creep due to 
girder dead load and initial prestressing applied at early age should be 
lower. This effect can be considered by assuming a reduced creep coefficient 
or, if desired, the same analysis can be performed by separating effects of 
girder dead load and initial prestressing and calculating those effects with 
the corresponding beam creep coefficients 0 
7.3.1 Simply Supported Composite Girder 
Effects of Differential Creep 
By making use of time-dependent stress-strain relationship in 
concrete, according to Eqo 2,25, changes in curvatures of the prestressed 
girder (due to prestressing plus girder and deck dead load and associated 
shearing forces and couples) and corresponding strains at the top of the gir-
der can be obtained, as is done in the analysis shown in Appendix 0, Section 
0.302. Similarly, curvatures and bottom fiber strains in slab concrete) 
" at any time after hardening of the deck concrete, can be obtained o 
The compatibility of time-dependent curvatu'res" and" strains between 
the slab and gi rder concrete gi yes : 
where 
and 
where 
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(7.12) 
Fo,cr(t,tsl ) = differential creep shearing force' at time t, after 
casting of deck concrete 
n 
= shearing force introduced in the composite sec-
tion if prestressing force immedi atelyafter 
casting' of the deck concrete' and the girder plus 
slab dead loads were applied to the entire compo-
site section 
= Ecr,b,u(t,tsl)Ec,b(ts') = creep coefficient of 
bea~ conc~ete loaded at time of casting the deck 
concrete 
= relax~tion coefficient corresponding to ~b(t~tsl) 
(see Fig. 4.21) 
(7.13) 
MO,cr(t,tsl ) = differential creep couple acting at the interface 
of the slab and girder concrete' at time t, after 
casting of the slab concrete 
= Couple acting at the interface of slab and girder 
concrete if theprestressi ng force; mmedi ately 
Stresses 
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after casting of deck concrete and total dead 
load would have been applied to the entire com= 
posite section 
The stresses due to differential creep shearing forces and couples 
in the composite section can be obtained from the following equat1on~ 
where 
"O,cr(t, t s1 ) - (O'C,P+d'C(ts1 ) - "c,P+d(ts1 ) ) 
( 1 + n ~:~ t, ts 1 J ) 
0 o,cr(t,ts1 ) = stresses in the composite section due to dif-
ferential creep shearing forces and couples at 
any time after casting of deck concrete 
= stresses in the noncomposite precast beam due to 
pres tress i ngand beam plus slab dead load i mmed-
iately after casting of deck concrete 
0 c,P+d,c(ts1 ) - stresses in the simply supported composite girder 
if prestressing force and beam plus slab dead 
loadwete applied to the entire composite section 
immediately after casting of deck concrete 
Total stresses in the composite settion can then be obtained by 
superimposing stress~s in the noncomposite prestressed girder due to prestress-
ing plus total dead load with the stresses due to differential creep. 
Hence, 
where 
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(7.15) 
Gc 0 c(t,tsl ) = total stress in the simply supported composite 
, cr' 
section, including di·fferential creep effects, 
at time t, after casting of deck concrete 
b 6P c(t,ts ') = stresses due to the change in prestressing Ocr' 
force in the composite section, including the 
effects of differenti al creep at time 't, after 
casting of deck concrete 
Loss of Prestress 
The change in steel stress due to differential creep shearing forces 
and couples will be 
or simp ly 
(7.16) 
where 
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~crst 0 (t,tsl ) = change of prestressing force in the composite 
, cr 
section, due to differential creep shearing 
forces and couples, at time t, after casting 
of deck concrete 
n 
In the above equation, stresses in concrete are at the level of the steel 
strands, and all cross section properties are with respect to the composite 
section properties. 
Change in the prestressing force at time t, after casting the deck 
concrete in the composite section, including the effect of differential creep, 
will then be 
where 
(7.17) 
~p~ c(t,ts1 ) = loss of prestress in the simply supported com-cr' 
posite~ g1 rder, at any time after casti ng of deck 
concrete 
= change in prestressing force in the noncomposite 
precast prestressed gi rder at time t, after 
casting of deck concrete, including effects of 
creep due to prestressing plus total dead load 
and beam shrinkage effect 
It should be noted that, in reality, ~P(t,tsl) should be calculated making 
use of the composite section properties, since these changes occur in the 
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composite section. But, for practical purposes, it is good enough to 
calculate ~P(t,tsl) with the precast section properties, as explained 
in Sections 7.2 and 7.2.5. If desired, ~P(t,tsl) values could be multi-
plied by a factor equal to 
A 
1 + 2..L (1 
Ac,b 
A 
1 + .2..L (1 
Ac,c 
which will give corresponding values in the composite section. The values 
of this ratio will be only slightly less than 1.0. 
Total loss in the composite section from release of prestressing 
up to time t, after cas ti ngof the deck concrete,. i nc1 udi ngonlydi:fferentia 1 
creep will be: 
where 
. Strai·ns 
(7.18) 
~PT 0 c(t,tsl ) = total loss of prestress· in the composite sec-
, cr' 
tion:at time t, after casting of deck concrete 
= total loss in the no~composite precast girder 
at time t, after casting of deck concrete, 
including creep lossdue'to prestressing plus 
total dead load ·pl·us ·shri·nkage ineonerete 
The corresponding total···strains· in the composite section can be ob-
tained ·from ,time-dependent strain~stress relationship (see Eq. 2.25). 
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_ ( Mo,cr(t':Sl)r+Fo,cr(t,tsl) 
c,b c,b 
and by substitution of Eqso 7012 and 7.13 ·into Eq07.16, we get 
or 
(7.19) 
(7020) 
where 
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EC 0 c(t,tsl ) = total concrete strain in the simply supported 
, cr' 
.ESh{ t·,tsl ) 
composite section, including effects of dif-
ferenti al creep 
= concrete strain in ·the noncomposite precast 
pres tressed beam i mmediate ly after casting 
of deck concrete 
= concrete strain in the composite section if 
prestressing force' and total dead ·load·had 
·beenappli.ed ·to ·the·entire ·composi·te ·section, 
·i mmedi.a te ly after' cas ti ngof deck ·concrete 
= concrete' strain due to ·change :inprestress-
. ingforce··in·the ·composi.tesectibn ·at time t, 
after casting··of deck concrete' 
= change in shrinkage'strain',ofthe' precast 
'beam',at time t after' casting of'·deck ·concrete 
= reduced' .creep' factor' at time t,' after casting 
, of deck concrete 
'For'strain' calculations ,it was assumed·in ·the ·above .equationsthat the rate 
of creep of beam concrete is the same for all stresses due to ·prestressing 
· plus girder and slab dead :loads·. : :In :reali,ty, however,- since prestressing 
· and' :g;.rder'·dead : load:s tress·es' are introduced ,at anea rly-age , the rate of 
· creep for these ·stresses, after casting of deck concrete; will be lower·than 
that, for deck ·dead :load. ·For ,better res ul ts,s trai ns' and camber values may 
·be :ca 1 cula tedwi,th a reduced ·beam :creep ·coeffic; ent, ¢b, r (t, ts 1) . A ·more 
accurate procedure' ·woul d ,be ·to .separatethe ,e·ffectsofprestressi ng'andgi rder 
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and slab dead ·loads, ·andto take into account each effect with the corres-
ponding vari~tion of creep coefficient, after casting the deck concrete. 
Camber 
The camber-time relationship of the simply supported composite 
·section, including the ·effectofdifferential creep will be: 
where 
~D c(t,tsl ) = camber of the simply supported composite girder, cr' 
~P d-·(t 1) + ,c ··s 
including effect of differential creep at time t, 
after casting of deck concrete 
= camber of the noncomposite prestressed girder 
due -to-prestressing and -total dead -load, immed-
iatelyafter casting ·of deck concrete 
= camberof hypothetical simply supported ·com-
posite girder, due to prestressing and total 
·dead -load, immedi-a te lyafter cas ti ngof deck 
concrete 
= prestressing force just after casting of deck 
concrete 
= camber of hypothetical simply supported com-
.posite girder due to prestressing force, P(ts ') 
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If the variation of prestressing force after casting of deck concrete is 
small, so that its effect can be neglected, which would ·be ·nearly true for 
fairly old ·girders at time of casting of the deck concrete, thenEq. 7.22 
can be simplified to: 
(7.23) 
Effects of Differential Shrinkage and Associated Creep 
By making use ·of Eq. 2.25 ·andfollowingthedefinition and analysis 
for differential shrinkage as shown in Appendix DJ ~ndassumingthat dif-
ferential shrinkage and creep are governed·bythe same time law, different-
ial shrinkage shearing forces' and ·correspondi·ngcouples can be obtained ·as 
follows: 
and 
where 
FD,sh(t,ts1 ) and 
M D, s h ( t , t s 1 ) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
= shearing forces and associated couples due to 
di·fferential shrinkage andassoc1ated creep, 
acting at the interface of slab and girder 
concrete any time after hardening of deck con-
crete 
FO (t~t,) and 
sh' c s 
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= shearing forces and couples due to differential 
shrinkage only, acting at the interface of 
slab and girder concrete any time after har-
deningof deck concrete 
The values of FO c(t,tsl ) and MO c(t,tsl ) should be calculated using sh' sh' 
Eqso On14 and 00'5 shown in Appendix O. 
However, the much simpler form, the composite section method, dis-
cussed in Section 2.4, can also be used. As explained in Chapter 6, for the 
two bridge structures investigated ·inthis study, the Douglas County Bridge 
and ·the 1/2-scale modelbridge~results of this simplified form were in close 
agreement with the separate secti on method presented i nAppendi x 0, Section 
0.3.1. 
At this stage, it should be pointed out that, in the separate sec-
tion method, differential shearing forces and couples act at the top fiber 
of the precast girder, while in the composite section method, external force, 
PO,sh(t,ts1 ) acts at the centroid of the slab of the composite section. There-
fore, in the latter case, stresses, strains, and ·deformationsdue to dif-
ferential shrinkage must be calculated with the composite section properties. 
Once dffferential shrinkage shearing·forces, Fo,sh(t,ts ')' and couples, 
.Mo,sh(t,ts ') have been obtained, time-dependent stresses and strains can be 
ca 1 cul a ted by maki nguse of the procedures explained in Sect; ons 7.2. 1 to 
7.2.40 
The effect of differenti al shrinkage and associ·ated creep on 
steel stresses will be: 
(7026) 
or, more simply 
where 
A A 
+ n ~ (1 + e~ T c,c)[l + n¢b(t,t
s
')] Ac,c ~t,c !c,c 
~Ost 0 (t,ts1 ) = change in steel stress due to ·di·fferential 
, sh 
°c 0 (t,t 1) 
'sh s 
shrinkage in the compos.ite section at time t, 
after casting of deck concrete 
= concrete stress in precast prestressed beam 
due to ·di·fferential shrinkage shearing forces 
and couples, at the level of the steel cen-
troid 
The time-dependent deflection due to differential shrinka~e and 
associated creep will then be: 
or si mply 
where 
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(7028) 
~D c(t,t 1) = downward deflection due to differential shrinkage 
sh' s 
and associated prestress gain in the simply sup-
ported composite girder, any time after casing 
of deck concrete 
~D,sh(t,tsl) = downward ·movement of precast prestressed beam due 
todi-fferenti al shrinkage shear; ngforces and 
. couples, at time t, after casting of deck concrete 
~PD c(t,ts1 ) = change in prestressin~ force due to differential sh' 
shrinkage, in the simply supported composite 
g1 rder 
If the effects of di fferenti-a 1 sh ri-nkage on changes i n prestressing force can 
be neglected, then Eqo 7028 will reduce ·to 
It can be seen that, although creep associated ·with differential 
shrinkage does affect stresses in the composite section, it does not affect 
deflection due todi·fferentia 1 shri nkage ,s i nce s trai ns' are; ncreased by the 
. same amount· as stresses are' reduced .. This phenomenon was also confirmed by 
maki-ng use of the comp uter program developedi nthi s study andi s showni n 
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It should be noted that ·if the composite section method is used 
for the analysis in Eq. 7.26, stresses due to differential shrinkage at the 
. level of the steel strands and all other values should be calculated using 
·the composite section properties and not with the precast girder properties. 
The same applies to deflection calculations (see Eqs. 7.27 and 7.28). 
Total stresses, strains, prestressing force, and- camber-time 
val ues in the composite girder can -be obtained·.by·.superimposint the corres-
pondi.ng values found for di·fferential creep and shrinkage. 
7.3.2 Continuous Composite Girders 
As explained in AppendixD, Section D.A, in ,the case of continuous 
·composite gi rders ,: time-dependentendrotati ons of girders due to beam creep, 
di·fferenti al creep and shrinkage effects .are restrained and moments are 
introduced ·at the interior supports. Based on the same basic approach as in 
the case of the simply supported composite girder, ·in the followi.ng,·the 
·restraint moment~time relationships, time-dependent deformations, and .changes 
in prestressing force in ·continuous· composite structures are presented and 
·di·s cussed. 
Effect of Differential Creep 
. Restraint moments in the conti·nuous girders can be obtained from 
the compatibility of time-dependent girder rotations at the supports. 
By making use of Eq, 2.25 and~quatingtime-dependentend rotations 
of the girders due to unknown restraint moments and ·correspondingrel ati ve 
. rotations of the girder ends due todi·fferential creep, from compatibility 
of deformations at the supports, the restraint moments at any time can be 
. wri tten as: 
where 
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MR D (t, ts 1 ) = res trai nt moment due to differenti a 1 creep, at 
, cr 
interior supports of the continuous composite 
girder ·at ·time t, after casting of deck concrete 
==~=====I" MjJ-t cr~cc ~tsT·)· ... -.. ·Pe&"t~=tn;kmo.merlt.atitkte.rj.~ppo rts.~ci~t~o~~~~~_ 
prestressing and ·girder plus slab dead loads~ 
·app li·ed ·to ·theentire conti-nuous ·compositegirder 
M~p cc(t,ts1 ) = restraint moment ·at interior supports of the Ocr' 
conti·nuous composite ·girder,duetochanges in 
prestressing ·force, ~PD (t,t ,), at ti~e t, 
cr'cc s 
after casting of deck concrete 
Once the restraint moment-·timerelationshipis established, varia-
tion of r"'eactions at the interior supports can be obtained easilyo 
The loss of prestress duetonegati·ve restraint moment will be: 
1 + Ast 2 Ac,c n -A- (1 + etc -1-)[1 + 1l<Pb(t,ts1 )] C,c s, C,c 
(7.31 ) 
where 
60'st 0 M (t,tsl)~ change in steel stress due to di·fferential 
, cr' R 
creep restraint moment in ·the continuous 
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compos,ite girder ,at time t, after casting 
of deck concrete 
= stress in concrete at the level of the 'strand 
centroid ,due to the support moment if pre-
stressing'andtotal dead ,load were' applied to 
the entire continuous composite girder, im-
mediately after hardening of the deck 
Total loss of prestress in the continuous composite structure, 
'including differential creepeffect~ can be obtained by simply adding 
-6a
st 0 M (t,tsl ) Ast to Eq. 7.17, which will give: 
, cr' R 
where 
(7.32) 
6P O cc(t,tsl ) = loss of prestress in the continuous composite cr' 
girder, at time t, after casting of deck 
concrete 
The corresponding total concrete stresses can be obtained by simply 
adding ,restrai nt moment s tresses to ,those given by Eq 0 70 15, which wi 11 
result in: 
(7.33) 
where 
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a c 0 cc(t,ts ') = total concrete stress in the continuous com-
3 cr' 
posite girder includingdi·fferential creep 
effects at time t, after casting of deck 
concrete 
= change in concrete stress in the composite 
section due to change in prestress force intro-
ducedby MR 0 (t, t 1) 
'cr s 
The total concrete strains in the continuous composite girder, in-
cluding differential creep effects, can be obtained by supe'rimposingstrains 
due to restraint moment, MR 0 (t,tsl )' with corresponding strains of the 
, cr 
simply supported composite girder (see Eqo 7020), which results in the fol-
low; ng eq uati on: 
(7.34) 
where 
E (t t ) = total strains in the continuous composite c 0 cc 'sl 
, cr' 
structure at time t, after casting of deck 
concrete 
= strain in concrete in the continuous composite 
girder, due to prestressing plus total dead 
load·applied to the entire composite struc-
ture immediately after hardening of deck 
concrete 
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= concrete strain due to change in prestressing 
force in the continuous composite structure at 
time t, after casting of deck concrete 
Correspondingly, the time-dependent deformation of the continuous 
composi·te girder~includingthe effect of differential creep~ will be as 
follows: 
+ 
where 
(7.35) 
6p,cc(ts,)[1 + n¢b(t,ts ')] 
= camber of the continuous composite girder, 
including di·fferential creep effect at time t, 
after casting of deck concrete 
~ camber in the cOntihUoUs composite girder, dOe 
to prestressing ,force and total dead load 
applied ·tothe entire composite ,structure 
immed;'atelyafter hardening of deck concrete 
= camber due ·to .p restress force, P (ts 1) app 1 i ed 
to the entire continuous composite ·structure 
immedi·ately ·after hardening of deck ·concrete 
If changes in prestressing force are small, Eqo 7.35 will reduce to: 
(7.36) 
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Effects of Oi·fferential Shrinkage and Associated Creep 
As in the case of di fferentia 1 creep, res trai nt moments due to 
. differential shrinkage and associated creep in the continuous composite 
girder can be obtained from the compati bi 1 i·ty ·of relative rotati onsof the 
girders at interior supports due to ·di·fferential shrinkage force, PD,sh(t,t
sl )' 
in the case of the composite section method, or due tos hear; ng forces and 
couples, Fo,sh(t~tsl) and Mo,sh(t,tsl )' in the case of the separate section 
method. 
where: 
The restraint moment-time relationship will be: 
(7037) 
= restraint moment at interior supports of the 
conti nuous composite gi rder due to di fferenti a 1 
shrinkage and associated creep at time t, 
after casting of deck concrete 
restraint moment at interior supports of the 
continuous ·composite girder, due to changes 
in prestressing force, 6P O cc(ts ')' at time 
sh' 
t, after casting of deck concrete 
= restraint moment at interior supports of the 
continuous composite girder due to differential 
shrinkage only, any time after casting of deck 
concrete 
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For the composite section method, both relative rotations of girders 
. and restraint moments due to differential shrinkage should be calculated 
using the composite section properties; while for the separate section method, 
relative rotations of the girders should be calculated using precast girder 
properties, but the restraint moments with the composite· section properties. 
Once the ·restraint moments are obtained, the corresponding changes· in reac-
ti ons can be obtained easily 0 
Changes in the steel stress due to· the restraint moment, MR 0 ' 
, sh 
introduced··dueto differential shrinkage and· associated creep will be: 
where 
1 + 
A A 
n ~ (1 + e2 ~)[1 
Ac,c st,c.lc,c 
(7 . 38) 
60st M (t,ts'l) = change in steel stress due to· restraint moment, 
, Osh 
MR 0 (t,ts1 )' in the continuous composite 
, sh 
girder,· any time after hardening of deck 
concrete 
° (t,t ,) - cbncrete stress in the continuoustomposite 
c ,MOs h, cc s 
girder, ·dueto ·restraint moment, Mo cc(t,tsl )' 
sh' 
at the level of the prestressing strands 
The corresponding total changes in prestressing :force, can be ob~ 
tained ·fromthe followi·ngequation: 
(7 . 39) 
where 
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~PD cc(t,ts1 ) = change in prestressing force due to di·ffer-sh' 
ential shrinkage and·associated creep in the 
continuous composite ·structure at time t, 
after casting of deck concrete 
The time-dependent deflection in the continuous composite structure 
due to di·fferential shrinkage and associated creep can be obtained by super= 
imposing the changes in camber due to di.fferential shrinkage restraint moment 
with the corresponding deflection of the simply supported· composite struc-
ture. Hence, 
where 
~D cc(t,ts ') = downward· deflection of the continuous composite sh' 
J 
girder due to di·fferential shrinkage and assoc-
iated creep and prestress gain at time t, after 
cas ti n9 of deck concrete 
~D cc(t,tsl ) = downward·deflection of the continuotis composite sh' 
gi rder ·due todi-fferential shri nkage only, at 
time t, after casting of deck concrete 
If ~PD cc(t,t
s1 ) is small so that its effect on time-dependent· deflections sh' 
can be neglected, Eqo 7040 will reduce to: 
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(7.41) 
The total effects of differential creep and shrinkage can be ob-
tained by superimposing the single effects of differential creep with the 
correspondi ngeffects of di fferenti a 1 sh ri nkage 0 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN 
8.1 Introductory Remarks 
In the design of noncomposite and composite prestressed structures, 
it is important to know the material properties, upper and lower bounds of 
creep and shrinkage, and their roles in affecting stress and strain distri-
butions in concrete with time, in order to make reliable predictions of time-
dependent behavior of such structures. 
The elastic shQrtening of concrete at release of prestress causes 
an instantaneous loss of prestress in precast, pretensioned members. After 
transmission of prestressing force, creep and' shrinkage and relaxation of 
prestressing steel cause an additional time-dependent loss of prestress, 
which may be as high as 10 to 25 percent of the initial prestressing force. 
Therefore, in prestressed concrete structures, reduction of prestressing 
force due to creep and shrinkage and relaxation of prestressing steel should 
be estimated and taken into account in advance of prestressingo 
The combined ·effects of creep and shrinkage in concrete, in general, 
cause ani ncre as e i nini ti a lcurva tures and,. conseq ue nt ly ,i n the initial 
. camber of precast prestressed girders, with time (see Sections 6 0 2 and 6.3)" 
Depending on the material properties of concrete, stress distribution at 
release, initial drying condi·ti ons ,ti me of loading, ,durati on of load, and 
environmental conditions of the surroundi-ng ·atmosphere, time-dependent in-
crease in the curvatures might cause values to reach 105 to 2.5 times their 
initial value, and cause excessive upward deflections which may be critical 
for serviceability of such structures. 
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In composite prestressed structures, at casting of deck concrete, 
the deck dead load causes an instantaneous downward deflection of the precast 
prestressed beamo 
. Due to bond between the beam and deck concrete after hardening 
of the deck concrete, di fferenti a 1 creep and shri nkage wi 11 introduce shear-
ing forces and couples at the interface of the slab and girder sections. 
Depending on creep, shrinkage, and material properties of the beam and deck 
concrete, these shearing forces and couples will: affect the time-dependent 
deformations of composite structures and will cause redistribution of stresses 
and strains in the composite section (see Section 6.4), which might become 
an important phenomenon for design considerations. 
Behavior of the composite prestressed structures is best under-
stood by considering the effects of differential creepahd" shrinkage, indi-
vi dually. 
Differential shrinkage in this study was defined as the dffference 
between free shrinkage strain of the slab and girder concrete any time after 
removal of deck forrrwork; while differenti alcreep, at each time interval, 
was defined as the difference between unrestrained :creep s tra'l nof deck 
concrete and unrestrained creep strain of beam concrete, at the junction of 
the slab and beam sections~· for' correspondi-ngtlme i nterva 1 0 For the ana'l-
ysis of effects of d"ifferential creep and shrinkage, it is necessary to 
s ati s fy the compati bi '1 i ty of both curvatures and s trai ns between the s"l ab 
and beam concrete sectionso 
If the composite girders are made continuous by providing negative 
reinforcement and diaphragms at the interior supports, time-dependent rota-
tion of the composite girders at the exterior supports, due to differential 
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creep and shrinkage effects, will be restrained and restraint moments will 
be set up at the interior supports. These moments have a significant effect 
in reducing movements of the continuous structure after hardening of deck 
co~creteand, therefore, should be taken into account in the design of such 
structures (see Section 6.5). 
With the above mentioned general phenomenon involved in the time-
dep~ndent behavior of ~restressedbeams and composite prestressed structures 
in mind,. the problems of the designer become: 
1. To define material properties ·of the structural member and the 
expected higher and lower bounds ·of creep and shrinkage for 
a given environment, and 
20 To ,use a reliable method ·of analysis to predict time-dependent 
. ,stresses, strains, loss of prestress and camber in noncompo-
·site and ·composite structures. 
In the following·sections, ·recommendations are made based on the 
results ·of investigations ·of this study andalsooni.nvestigations in 
Chapter 2 a 
8.2 . Material Properties 
8.2.1 Young's ·Modulus ·of Steel 
Ifno .special tests on prestressing strands to. ·be used ·in a g"ven 
structure are ·avai' able, Young i ·modulus of steel can be assumed ·as30 x 106 
psi,as recommended .by ACI Committee 435 .(see Scordelis, et al 0' 1963). 
Otheh'Jise, Young" smodulus of ·stee 1 should ·be basedontes ts of s i ng1 e wires, 
since twisting of the strands is prevented in concrete. 
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8.2.2 Relaxation of Prestressing Strands 
If initial stresses in prestressing steel do not exceed the creep 
limit, 0.55 0st,y (cst,y is yield stress at 0.001 offset strain), by a sig-
nificant amount, the effect of relaxation of prestressing steel on losslof 
prestress can be safely neglected. However, if initial stresses are higher 
than 0.55 a relaxation loss should be taken into account either by st,y' 
means of relaxation tests on steel or by using the expression suggested by 
Magura, et al ~ (1964) (see Eq 0 2060). 
8.2.3 Young's Modulus of Concrete 
If special tests on concrete to be used in a particular member 
are available, Young's modulus of concrete can be obtained from the test 
res ul ts G Otherwi 5e, thi s va 1 ue may be obtai ned from recommendati ons made 
by ACI Commi ttee 31B, wh'l ch is 
where 
w - unit weight of concrete (lbs/ft3) 
fc = compressive strength of concrete at time of application 
of -load (psi) 
If the prediction of beam and deck creep is made using C.E.B. 
recommendations, Youngis modulus of beam and deck concrete should be calcu-
lated from Eq, 4.12. E in EqG 4~12 represents the tangent modulus and is 
c 
about 1.3 times the value obtained from Eq. B.l. 
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For calculations of Young 1 smodulusof the precast beam concrete, 
compressive strength of the concrete should be based on minimum .specified 
strength at release of prestressing. 
Young I s modul usaf deck concrete may be calculated, based on 
specified compressive strength for 7 days or 14 days loading. 
8.2.4 Creep and Shrinkage Data at Constant Humidity and Temperature 
·If creep and shrinkage data on test specimens of the concrete mix 
to ;be used for beam and deck concrete under known constant humidi.tyand 
temperature conditions ·are ·available, final creep and shrinkage values can 
be estimated ·by making use of the g'raphi cal procedure suggested by Lorman 
(see Sections 402 and 4040")' The effect of S1 ze and shape ·of specimens on 
the creep and shrinkage-time relationship can be taken into ·account follow-
ing the method presented by Hansen and Mattock .(1966) (see Section 4 0 6,.2) • 
. ·If specific tests on ·creep and shrinkage of concrete are not avail-
able, creep andshr1nkage-time values can be ;obtained ·from ·the CcEoBnrecom-
mendati·ons·(Secti on 402), wh', ch ate based onmi x proportions ·of concrete, 
size and shape ·of structural member, age at 1 oading,-mi-nimum ·requi red com-
pressivestrength of concrete at first loading,· and relative humfdlty of 
s urroundi ngatmosphere 0 As menti'oned 'earli-er ,forcalculati nguni t cr'eep 
values, Young's modulus of concrete should be obtained from Eq .. 4.120 
Practical applications of this procedure are shown in Sections 4.4,1 and 
4.4020 
802.5 Creep and Shrinkage Values with Fluctuating Environments 
Theories and prediction methods which make it possible to follow 
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the variation of creep and shrinkage values for a given concrete under fluc-
tuating temperature and humidity conditions have not been fi'rm~ly established 
and further research in this field is required. 
Variation of temperature and humidity of the surrounding atmosphere 
may cause an increase in magnitude ·of creep beyond that associ ated wi th the 
lower limits of humidityo For design purposes, creep values in the fle'ld 
mi ghtbetaken as equal to creep under constant humidity and temperature 
condi ti ons eq ua 1 to the month ly me an mi ni·mum ·h umi-d;.tyand annua 1 mean maxi-
mum temperature in the field. 
If special tests on creep and shrinkage under variable environ-
mentsare available, the upper and ,lower bounds of creep and shrinkage can 
be based on these tests. Unfortunately, problems connected with size and 
shape of specimens under field storage conditions generally do not seem to 
be the same as in the case of specimens under 1 aboratory storage condi ti ons 
(see Section 403). Corrections for size and shape effects should be based 
on field storage conditions, and this may require special tests under given 
environmental conditions, 
For research purposes~ if unit creep strains at constant stress 
have to be ca'lculatedbasedon measured strains on the actual prestres.sed 
beams under variable stress, the step by step procedureexpla1ned in Sec-
tion 405~1 can be usedo For creep calculations s shrinkage values should be 
. based on shrinkage of beam sections representative of the given concrete, 
under given storage conditions. 
If no specific tests on creep and shrinkage of a given concrete 
under given environmental conditions are 'available~ records of the varia-
tion of annual humidity and temperature of the surrounding atmosphere 
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(see Figs. 402, 4.3, A.2 and Ao3) would ·be valuable tools in the prediction 
of expected higher and lower bounds of creep and shrinkage under field stor-
age con di ti ons 0 
. The lower and higher bounds of creep and shrinkage in the field 
can then be obtained from the expected corresponding values at constant 
. humidity condi~ions equal to annual mean average and monthly mean minimums 
of relative humidity in the field" Once these values are optained, they 
can be applied'toany reliable method of analysis to obtain the expected 
higher and lower bounds of stresses, strains, loss of prestress, and camber 
in prestressed, composite structures. 
For the Douglas County Bridge 5 tructure, based on the above men-
tioned 'criteria, lower and higher bounds of creep and shrinkage of the beam 
and deck concrete under field storage conditions were obtained according to 
the CoE.Bo recommendations for 50 and 80 percent relative humidity and 70°F 
constant temperature storage conditions (see Section 4.6 0 2) and are shown 
in Figs.· 4.38 and 4.390 
. These cr'eep and sh r'i nkage values, a 1 ongwi th Young IS modulus of 
beam and ·deckconcrete obtained from the CoEoB. recommendations for the given 
mix and·requi·redminimum compressive strength of concrete' at loading, were 
used for analyzing the higher and lower bounds of cambe'r-time, strain-time, 
and ·prestressingforce-time relationshipso The results of ana'lysis for 50 
percent and 80 percent relative humidity storage conditions are presented 
in Figs. 801 and 802, respectively, and are compared with measured values 
for Beam .sX-3. 
Camber predicted ·onthe basis of 80 pe'rcent relative humidity 
agreed ·very closely.·with the measured values. The measured strains and pre-
stressing force values fell between computed ·limits at most time intervalso 
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8.206 Methods of Analysis 
Once the material properties and expected creep and shrinkage 
values of a given concrete under given storage conditions are defined, 
depending 'onthe accuracy of results of the analysis required, the revised 
rate of creep method based on the i terat; ve approach and expl ai ned in Sec-
tion 5.2, or the approximate procedure covered in Chapter 7 can be used 
to predict time-dependent stresses, strain, loss of prestress and camber 
of noncomposite and composite prestressed structures 0 
The iterative solution requires a computer program such as has 
been developed in this study (see Appendix C) . This procedure makes it 
possible to take into account variation of span length J YoungUs modulus of 
beam and deck concrete, and any a'rbitrary creep and shrinkage-time vari a-
tiona Time intervals do not have to be equal in this procedure. This 
will a 11 ow the designer to compute the deformati onofthes tructur'es at 
closer time intervals during periods of time when strong variations in rates 
of creep and shr'inkage or changes in stresses are expectedo 
This method of analysis also makes it possible to follow behavior 
of prestressed composite structures under field storage conditions, using 
measured creep and shrinkage values from the field. 
For preliminary design considerations, the approximate procedure 
·mentioned above) based on the superposition method, can be used o This pro-
cedure is a one-step analysis and any creep and shrinkage-time values which 
resemble the creep and shrinkage-time relationship recommended by C,EcB, 
can be applied with the analysiso The general analysis can be followed, 
as shown in Chapter 7 and in the illustrative numerical example in Appendix Eo 
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The results of computer analysis and approximate procedure indi-
cated that composite action and conti nuity di dnot have a si gni fi cant ef-
fect on variation of prestressing force after casting of deck concrete 
(see Figso 6.8 and 6.·13) .. Therefore, for a quick analysis; loss of pre-
stress after casting of deck concrete can be obtained considering the com-
bined ~ffects of prestressing plus girder and deck dead load, without 
taking composi·te action into account. This was illustrated in ·Appendi'.x E, 
Section E.2.2 (see Fig. Eol). Variation of camber after casting of the 
deck concrete, in :this case, can be calculated from Eqs. 7,23 and 7.29 for 
the simply supported composite 'girder, and from Eqso 7.36 and 7.41 in the 
case of the continuous compos:ite girder. Corresponding ·restraint moments 
at the interior supports can be obtained from .Eqs. 7.30 and 7037, respect1vely~ 
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The main objective of this investigation was to develop afunda-
. ,mental understanding of time-dependent behavior of noncomposite and compo-
s,ite prestressed ,structures under field and 1 aboratory storage condi,ti ons 
and to study -effects of creep and shrinkage, concrete mechanical properties, 
and various other parameters on prestressing force, camber, stress~ and 
strain-time relationships for such structures. These phenomena required 
c1 ari fi cati on of the correl ati on between ·fi eld and laboratory ·creep and 
shrinkage data, and measurement of actual long-time deformations of precast 
prestressed concrete girders. 
The scope of the investigation -was divided ,into two parts: 
1. Experimental· investigation, 
2. Analytical study . 
. The experimental investigation ,contafned: 
1 0 The study of ti me- dependent beh avi or of a typ; cal full s; ze 
prestressed I-beam bridge with a reinforced cast-in-place 
concr'etesla.b which provided continuity for live loads over' 
three spans, under field storage conditions, with cor'respond-
ing beam and deck concrete laboratory and field stored creep 
and shrinkage specimens, as described by Houdeshell, et alo 
(1971); 
2. The study of time-dependent behavior of a lIB-scale model 
prestressedcompos:ite girder with ·rei nf'orcedcast-i n-p'l ace 
deck slab continuous over three spans, as described by 
An de rs 0 n, eta 1. (1971); 
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30 The study of effects of i n1 ti a 1 curi ng condi ti ons on creep, 
shri nkage and properti es of concrete stored under di fferent 
climatic conditions, as explained in Appendix A; 
4. The study of creep under constant and varying stress. Creep 
tests were performed on 6by 12 ino cylinders at 1000 psi and 
a 6 ino diameter, 6 ft-long prestressed column under laboratory 
storage conditions, as described in Appendix Bo 
The analytical study contained: 
1 . The exami nati on of re 1 i abi 1 i ty of exi s ti ng predi cti on methods 
for creep and shr'inkage strains in laboratory and field stored 
specimens and principles involved in the analytical methods 
for calculating loss of prestress and camber 1n noncomposite 
and composite prestressed structures; and the development of 
a rational method of predicting creep and shrinkage values 
in the field, based on mechanisms of creep and shrinkage, 
giving design engineers data about the critical combinations 
of expected upper and lower bounds of creep and shrinkage 
va 1 ues vers us ti me) 
2. The development of computer programs, based on the rate of 
creep and superposition methods, for predicting time-dependent 
deformati ons of noncomposi te simply s upportedp'restressed 
beams and simply supported or continuous composite g1 r-ders) 
as described in Appendix Ca Variations of span length, 
"loading, Young1s modulus of beam and deck concrete, and any 
arbi trary creep and sh ri nkage- ti me values can be taken into 
account, using a step by step approach. 
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30 The study of S1 ngleand ·combined ·effects of creep due to 
pres tress; ng and dead ·load and ,shrinkage in -noncomposi·te 
beams~ and theeffectsofdffferentiaicreep and shrinkage 
in -simply supported ,and ,continuous compos·; tegirders ,-under 
. :di,fferent'curi ng' ·and· ·storageconditions . 
, . 4 Q • The development of a ·s i·mp 1 e ,procedure ,.-basedon -the ·super-
,·pos·i·ti-on ,method" ·for ·ca lculati ng ·loss. ·of -prestress, ch anges 
:':i n ,camber ·and ·redi·strfbution ·ofstres·sesand· ·strai ns in 
noncompos,;'te ,and .composi-teprestres-sed ,struotures. 
,The ·results ·of ·theexperimenta 1 .; nves:ti gation ·revealed ;that: 
1 0 ·I n ,the 'case ·of the Douglas· County Bri,dge ·structure, :i,niti·a 1 
. ,camber ,in ,the :72 ·ft 9i-n 0 beams,· which was about 1 ·in. , 
i-ncreased ,by ,about :75. ·percent in ·200 ·days ,before ·the ·weight 
·from ,the· deckforrrwork was· .appli·edo Thei·nstantaneous 
. ·decrease in ·camber ·due ·to ·deck wei·ght wasO~48 ·inc ,The 
,eycl; cvari-ation ,ofhumi,di-tyand .temperatureca.used ·strong 
vari·at; on .; nbeam ·strai-ns ·after casting ,of deck··concrete, 
but· these di d ,not affect curvatures. ' This observati on was 
. cons,;'s·tentwith measured ·camber values. Total ·loss ·of ·pre-
stress was about ·21 percent of initial prestressing -force 
· Just hefore ·release of. prestress. Measured ,shrinkage values 
· ,in ,the ·field were much ,lower than ·correspondi·ng ·measured 
values· ·in ·theTaboratory,. ,but ·creepvalues: ·were comparable . 
. The ·s ize and' shape ·effects on -sh rfnkageof ·f; e 1 d ·spec;-
· mens· ·were ·not ·the same as in the case of laboratory stored 
· specimens 0 
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Lorman's graphical procedure could be ·used for predicting 
final creep values under field and laboratory storage condi= 
tions and final shrinkage values under laboratory storage 
condit; ons .. The creep and ·shri nkage of laboratory ·speci mens, 
predicted according to Co E 0 B . recommendations " were in fai r 
·agreement with meas uredva 1 ues 0 
20 In the case of the l/8-scale model beam structure, measured 
. maxi-mum camber-growth from release ,of prestressi'ng up to time 
·ofi nsta 11 i ng the deckformwork (55 days ti mel nterva 1) was 
about 0.07 ino Average defjection of beams due to deck dead 
load was about 0 0 076 ino The composite action caused a 
downward deflect; on of about 0 .·06 in 0 in the end ·span girders 
·and a maximum iupwarddeflectionof 00006 in. in the interior 
span girder. 
The average measured loss of prestress at re'lease was 
about 10 percent of initial prestressing force 0 This loss 
increased to about 37 percent of initial force, 265 days 
after release of prestressing. 
30 The rate of creep of prestressed column under variable stress 
was, in general ~ slightly lower than the rate of creep of 
campani oncy1 i nders at constant stress. 
40 The steam cured concrete specimens crept and shrank less 
than compani onai rcuredspecimens under 1 aboratory storage 
condi·tions (average ratio of 007 to 0~8). In the fog room, 
steam cured concrete crept less and swelled more than a1 r 
cured concrete 0 
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Under' field storage condi-tions, ,lIfinal ll creep values of 
steam cured and air cured cylinders were comparab'le,while 
there were cons; derab 1 edi fferences between corresponding 
shrinkage,valueso Variations of relative humidity and temper-
ature in the field caused an increase in magnitude of creep 
of steam cured ,specimens beyond that of the lower limits of 
month ly average mi ni mum ,h urni dity in the fi e 1 do 
Based on ,the results of the experimental and analytica'l invest'i-
gation in this study, it can be concluded that: 
1. If 1 aboratory and fi e1 dtests on creep and shri nkage up to a 
certain time after load'ingof the specimens are available, 
the graphical procedure suggested :by lorman (1940) is a simple 
and ,reliable method for ·predfcti ng ,expected ,fi na 1 creep 
va 1 ues; 
2. If no information is available on creep and shrinkage of the 
specific concrete to be used in a prestressed member, des'lgn 
mi xpr'oporti ons and expected ,mean mil nimumandmean ·average 
humidity of the surr'ounding atmosphere can be used to esti-
mate the hi gher and lower' bounds of creep and shrinkage values 
in the field~ by making ·use ·of CoEoBo (1969) recommendations; 
30 The cbmputer analysis~ based on the revised rate of creep 
method developed in this study~1' seems to be the most complete 
and reliable procedure for predicting time-dependent stresses, 
strains, loss of prestress ,and camber' of prestressed beams 
and composi te, prestressed g1 rders under ·fi e1 d and 1 aboratory 
storage conditions; 
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40 The simplified ·proceduredeveloped ,in ·this study,· based on 
the superpos i ti on method" can be app 1 fed for predi cti ng expected 
higher and lower bounds Df time-dependent stresses, strains, 
loss of prestress, and camber of the noncomposite and compo-
site prestressed girders, using only single-step slide rule 
. ca 1 cul ati ons 0 
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Fig. 4.30 Creep of the Beam Concrete, BX-4, under Field Storage Conditions, 
Douglas County Bridge 
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Fig. 4.31 Creep of the Deck Concrete under Field Storage Conditions, Douglas County Bridge 
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Fig. 4.32 Creep of the Beam Concrete under Laboratory Storage Conditions, 
Douglas County Bridge 
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Fi g. 4.33 Shri nkage of the Beam Concrete under Laboratory Storage Condi ti ons , 
Douglas County Bridge 
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